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Abstract 

 

Street furniture refers to objects and facilities located in urban public spaces that provide 

various services and functions to the public. It is one of the essential elements of the 

urban environment that contributes to humans and their activities. Although 

comparatively small in scale, street furniture plays a significant role, along with other 

urban landscape elements such as architecture and urban space, in determining the 

quality of an urban environment and in representing the image of a city. Of all the urban 

landscape elements, street furniture has the closest contact and interaction with humans. 

The role of street furniture has been emphasised in developed parts of the world (e.g., 

the United States, Europe, and Japan) even during its early stages, but is just beginning 

to gain in importance in other places (e.g., China). Under the influence of rapid 

urbanisation and globalisation, global warming, and a growing emphasis on humanism, 

urban landscape design (including street furniture) is facing unparalleled challenges and 

requirements in the 21st century. 

 

Street furniture design involves a wide range of concerns, including function, 

environment, and meaning. However, comprehensive studies on street furniture are rare. 

Typically, street furniture design is only briefly mentioned in urban landscape studies, or 

as a technical listing in design guidelines. In recent years, various street furniture studies 

specifically focusing on one area (e.g., identity or aesthetics) have been carried out, but 

the correlations between different concerns have been neglected. In accordance with the 

aforementioned idea, this study investigates different perspectives of street furniture, and 

proposes comprehensive design principles. 

 

This study includes reviews of and investigations into urban landscape and street 

furniture design. Through the application and extension of urban landscape design 

principles, and the integration and reorganization of street furniture design principles 

suggested by relevant studies, a rudimentary series of principles of street furniture 

design was first drafted. The design principles were subsequently examined by case 

studies of street furniture design in different places (e.g., United States, Japan, and 

China) and collaborative streetscape and street furniture design projects in Hong Kong, 

in which the design principles were implemented, evaluated, and consolidated and 

based on this some new principles and details were suggested. 
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Finally this study puts forth a model that explains the principles of street furniture 

design from different perspectives. Based on a people-oriented premise, the model 

comprises three main principles: function, unity, and identity. This model discusses the 

importance, reasons for and details of the premise, principles and sub-principles, and 

also the correlations between them, with examples from case studies and collaborative 

design projects. These principles are equally important, and coordinate and interflow with 

one another. The fulfilment of one principle can contribute to the achievement of the 

others, and vice versa. The model of principles of street furniture design was created to 

be flexibly applied in different situations. Rather than listing every single design detail of 

every type of street furniture, the model instead presents all possible areas of concern 

that should be taken into account when designing street furniture. 

 

After the model of principles of street furniture design is established, this study 

discusses and concludes with how the design principles can be implemented in 

designing street furniture in real situations. By using Hong Kong as an example, the 

study investigates how street furniture can be designed according to its location by 

implementing the principles of street furniture design, and how street furniture design can 

be improved by comparing real situations and theoretical principles. Through the 

comparisons (differences), the limitations of street furniture design in the given areas (i.e., 

urban renewal districts—densely populated old urban areas) are addressed. The 

limitations are divided into three main categories: rooted constraints, external constraints, 

and internal problems. The reason behind these limitations and their possible solutions 

are then suggested according to the principles of street furniture design. The methods of 

the implementation of the design principles, and the comparison between real situation 

and design principles can be applied in designing street furniture in different places. 

 

Through the establishment and discussion of the model of principles of street 

furniture design, this study functions to introduce an appropriate and complete 

understanding (including the nature, importance, functions, and design principles) of 

street furniture, to rectify the misinterpretation and reinforce the concept of street 

furniture design. The study provides a comprehensive reference of street furniture 

design for different parties (policymakers, designers, and the public) to create quality 

street furniture. Based on an appropriate and complete understanding of street furniture 

provided by this study, further investigation on specific locations or principles can be 

done based on relevant studies. 
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1.1 Background 

 

 

Street furniture refers to the objects and facilities located in urban public spaces that 

provide various services and functions to the public. It is one of the important elements of 

the urban landscape that contributes to humans and their activities. Although 

comparatively small in scale, street furniture plays a significant role, along with other 

urban landscape elements such as architecture and urban space, in determining the 

quality of an urban environment and urban life, and in representing the image of a city 

(Kong, 2001; Krauel, 2007; Siu, 2005; Vranckx, 2007; Wang & Wang, 2006; Wei & Sung, 

2005; Yu, 2003). Of all the urban landscape elements, street furniture has the closest 

contact and interaction with people. It is the urban landscape element which both 

residents and visitors experience most in the urban environment (e.g., different urban 

spaces). For residents, they make use of street furniture once they are out of their 

dwellings in their everyday life. For the visitors, they spend most of their time in urban 

spaces and make use of the street furniture when they are visiting a city. 

 

As an important urban landscape element, street furniture is a complex system and 

contains a wide range of concerns. Besides providing various uses to satisfy the different 

needs of users, street furniture design includes the consideration of the total urban 

landscape in creating a comfortable and convenient urban environment (Design council, 

1976, 1979; Eckbo, 2001; Lin, 1992; Wang & Wang, 2006; Yang, 2005). Street furniture 

should be designed co-ordinately with one another, its surrounding environment and the 

development of its locations. Also, well-designed street furniture, with other urban 

landscape elements, can successfully represent the characteristics and the image of a 

city. “Street furniture plays an important part in establishing the identity of the town centre 
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in the minds of visitors and residents” (Bakewell & Partners, 1999, Introduction section, 

para. 2). As an overall view, the quality of the urban environment, including street 

furniture, is the reflection of the level of the political, economical, cultural, and 

technological development of a city (Lu & Ma, 2000). 

 

The role of street furniture has been emphasised in developed parts of the world 

(e.g., the United States, Europe, and Japan) since its early stages, but is just beginning 

to gain in importance in other places (e.g., China). For the developed countries, for 

example, in Europe, street furniture was already one of the main elements of “urban 

characteristics” and public art since the 1960s (Yang, 2005). The urban and street 

furniture design in Paris is one classic example (Yang, 2005; Wang & Wang, 2006). For 

the developing countries, in China, with the rapid growth of the economy and urban 

development, urban landscape and street furniture design have been investigated and 

emphasised. However, in Hong Kong, although a cosmopolitan city, several limitations of 

street furniture design due to different constraints can be found and require 

investigations.  

 

Today, under the influence of rapid urbanisation and globalisation, global warming, 

as well as the emphasis on humanism, urban landscape design (including street furniture) 

is facing unparalleled challenges and requirements (Yang, 2005; Wang & Wang, 2006; 

Wei & Sung, 2005). To satisfy diverse urban needs and maintain a balance between 

different aspects in the new era, street furniture design requires the considerations of 

different perspectives. Moreover, in the 21st century, many countries have developed city 

forms, and spatial patterns. To improve the environment, a method of “from point, to line, 

and to surface” is greatly accepted and applied (Yang, 2005). Under this approach, street 

furniture is emphasised and considered as a starting point to improve the environment in 
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urban redevelopment and renewal. “Street furniture design is seriously considered as an 

important section in urban renewal projects by urban designers and architects” (Yang, 

2005, p. 26). 

 

 

1.2  Research Problems 

 

 

Regarding the importance and functions of street furniture, it is essential for different 

parties (e.g., policymakers, designers, and the public) to understand the importance, 

functions and design criteria of street furniture so as to create quality street furniture, and 

hence a quality urban environment and urban life. To achieve this, a comprehensive 

study of street furniture design is required. 

 

Different studies of street furniture design have been done. However, 

comprehensive studies are rarely found. The studies tend to be sketchy or specific to 

some areas. For many studies, street furniture is discussed as a supporting role of the 

urban landscape. For example, street furniture is just briefly mentioned in an urban 

landscape design study, in which the functions and design principles of street furniture 

are not described and explained sufficiently. Some principles are listed without in-depth 

discussions. Without clear explanations and examples, designers are prevented from 

achieving the principles. For some studies, street furniture is intensively investigated in 

one specific area. Thus, the principles and concerns of street furniture design are 

dispersed with limited discussion in different studies. For example, some design 

guidelines focus on the technical aspect (i.e., the dimensions, the choice of materials, 

the installation methods, etc.) of street furniture. Some focus on the aesthetic aspect of 
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street furniture by recording street furniture designs in different places. The coordination 

between different design principles is neglected in these studies. It creates difficulties for 

designers and those in related professions to understand the equal importance of 

different principles and the integration among them. They may create street furniture by 

only focusing on one area without the consideration of different aspects as a whole. 

 

These general or dispersed studies limit different parties from understanding street 

furniture design in a complete way, and cause misinterpretation on the importance, 

functions, and design criteria of street furniture. The studies have also failed to illustrate 

the importance of every principle as well as the mutual and multiple effects in their 

operation. As a result, street furniture may be designed without a balanced concern for 

different aspects and coordination of different principles. It thus brings negative impacts 

to the urban environment and urban life. 

 

 

1.3 Research Aims and Objectives 

 

 

This study aims to comprehensively investigate the principles of street furniture design, 

that is, to establish a series of design principles considered from different perspectives. 

Through the discussion of the design principles, the reasons for and the correlations 

between them, this study aims to provide an appropriate understanding of the nature, 

importance, functions, and design principles of street furniture. This study also aims to 

provide an all-around reference to street furniture design which can be flexibly applied to 

various situations. To achieve these aims, the research objectives are as follows: 

1. To investigate, integrate, and reorganise the principles of relevant street 
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furniture design  studies. 

2. To investigate, apply, and extend the principles of urban landscape design into 

the principles of street furniture design (Given that street furniture is part of the 

urban landscape). 

3. To implement, evaluate, and consolidate the principles of street furniture 

design, and based on this core knowledge, to suggest new principles through 

different case studies and design projects. 

 

 

1.4 Scope of the Study 

 

 

To establish comprehensive principles, this study investigates different studies of street 

furniture design. It includes the general concepts and design principles of street furniture 

design from different perspectives. Also, considering that street furniture is part of the 

urban landscape, this study includes the investigation of the urban landscape, including 

general concepts, the development of design theories, and general design principles. 

Knowledge of the urban landscape is directly applied and extended in establishing the 

principles of street furniture design in this study. 

 

 According to the existing studies, the considerations of street furniture design 

generally include three main aspects: function, environment, and meaning. Various 

in-depth studies have been done on the functional (i.e., technical) aspect, whereas few 

studies have been done on the environmental and symbolic aspects of street furniture 

design. In this study, more attention is given to the environmental and symbolic aspects. 

In other words, more humanistic approaches are included in these discussions. 
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Additionally, this study investigates the integration of different principles, that is, how 

different principles together create quality street furniture. 

 

 This study includes different case studies and design projects for discussion and 

analysis. They include observations of street furniture design in different places such as 

United States, Japan, China, etc. Also, the study of street furniture design in Hong Kong 

is comparatively intensive through different observations and the collaborative 

streetscape and street furniture design projects carried out with relevant Hong Kong 

government departments.  

 

 

1.5  Significance and Contribution of the Study 

 

 

This study provides an overall picture and a complete understanding of street furniture 

design. It is a platform aimed at supplementing the sketchy studies and linking dispersed 

specific studies. Rather than create brand new principles, this study presents 

comprehensive principles of street furniture design by applying and extending the design 

principles of urban landscape, and reorganizing and integrating the design principles on 

which different street furniture studies are based, and investigating the principles which 

are not studied sufficiently by relevant studies. Different from other individual studies, this 

research also discusses the coordination between different principles, with examples.  

 

This study is a street furniture design reference tool which provides full disclosure of 

design principles. It introduces the functions, importance, and different design principles 

of street furniture. This helps readers gain a complete understanding and knowledge of 
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street furniture design. Further studies and investigation on specific principles can be 

done with reference to this or to other relevant street furniture studies.  

 

According to the above, this study raises the following significance and value for 

different parties, including policymakers in planning relevant strategies of urban design, 

development and renewal, designers in creating the urban landscape and street furniture, 

and the public in using and appreciating street furniture, and also participating in 

designing street furniture. 

1. To provide a comprehensive reference of street furniture design to create 

quality street furniture, hence a quality urban environment and urban life. 

2. To direct different parties to understand or re-understand the importance, 

functions, and design principles of street furniture. 

3. To rectify and reinforce concepts on the nature of street furniture: street 

furniture is part of the urban landscape, and a complex system which includes 

a wide range of concerns. 

4. To inspire further investigation of street furniture design and further studies of 

some specific areas based on this study. 

 

 

1.6 Overview of the Study 

 

 

Figure 1.1 presents an overview and framework of this study. Chapter 1 provides an 

overall picture that introduces the background, an overview of the research problems, 

research aims and objectives, scope, significance and contribution of this study.  
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Figure 1.1 Overview and framework of the study. 

 

Chapter 2 is a literature review of relevant studies of street furniture design. It 

includes general concepts (i.e., definitions, history, development, functions, nature, 

characteristics, classifications, and scope) and design principles of street furniture. In 

addition, research problems, that is, imperfect and not covered areas of street furniture 
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design by existing studies, are addressed in this chapter. Also, the knowledge, including 

the design principles of street furniture studied in this chapter, are integrated and 

reorganised toward establishing the principles of street furniture design in this study. 

 

According to the research directions addressed in Chapter 2, this study aims to 

establish comprehensive principles of street furniture design. The research methodology 

to achieve the aim of this study is discussed in Chapter 3. The research methods applied 

in this study include (a) the application and extension of principles of urban landscape 

design, (b) the integration and reorganization of principles of street furniture design of 

relevant studies, (c) case studies, and (d) collaborative streetscape and street furniture 

design projects.  

 

To have a more in-depth and all-round investigation of street furniture design, this 

study investigates relevant knowledge on the urban landscape. Chapter 4 is the study of 

the urban landscape, including general concepts (i.e., definitions, classifications, nature, 

characteristics, and creation), the development of design theories, and general design 

principles of the urban landscape. This chapter further discusses urban space, especially 

streets, where street furniture is located, to provide more sources for street furniture 

study. The knowledge, including the design principles of the urban landscape studied in 

this chapter, are applied and extended to establish the principles of street furniture 

design in this study. 

 

Following the study of street furniture and the urban landscape, through the 

application and extension of the principles of urban landscape design, and the 

integration and reorganization of the principles of street furniture design of other relevant 

studies, a rudimentary series of principles of street furniture design is established. The 

principles are then implemented, evaluated, and consolidated; based on these new 
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principles are suggested through the case studies of street furniture design in different 

places including United States, Japan, and China, and collaborative streetscape and 

street furniture design projects in the urban renewal districts in Hong Kong. 

 

The principles of street furniture design are finally presented and discussed with a 

model in Chapter 5. Based on the “people-oriented” premise, the model comprises three 

main principles: function, unity, and identity. The chapter discusses the importance, 

reasons, and details of the premise, principles, and sub-principles, and also the 

correlations between them, with examples from the case studies and collaborative 

design projects. 

 

The model of principles of street furniture design is created to be flexibly applicable 

in different situations. After establishing the principles, Chapter 6 concludes and 

analyses how the design principles can be implemented in designing street furniture in 

real situations. By using Hong Kong as an example, this chapter discusses how street 

furniture is designed according to its location by implementing the principles of street 

furniture design, and how street furniture design can be improved by comparing real 

situations and theoretical principles. Through the comparisons (differences), the 

limitations of street furniture design in the given areas are addressed. The reasons 

behind and possible solutions of the limitations are then suggested. 

 

 Chapter 7 concludes the study by summarizing the main ideas in this study. It also 

readdresses the main aim of this study, which is to direct different parties to 

re-understand street furniture design, and points out the difference between theory and 

reality. Finally, further research, which can be conducted based on this study, is 

suggested.



 

  
 

 
 
 
Chapter 2  
Literature Review: Street Furniture  
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2.1 Introduction 

 

 

Street furniture is an “everyday product” of urban life. However, emphasis on street 

furniture is always insufficient. From review of related works, it is not difficult to see that 

apart from the specific professions involved, the public usually has no idea of “street 

furniture”, its functions, contribution, and importance in the urban environment and urban 

life. Moreover, some related professions are not knowledgeable enough about street 

furniture design. It is important for all individuals in the urban setting, including 

government, professionals, and the public to understand street furniture as an urban life 

product important to achieve a better urban environment and urban life. 

 

This chapter is fundamental for this study. Review of related studies of street 

furniture design is conducted. It includes (a) the general concepts of street furniture, that 

is, the definition; history and development; function, nature and characteristics; and 

classification and scope, and (b) an overview of the design principles of street furniture. 

Through the review, analysis, and organization of the related studies, this chapter aims 

to achieve the following goals: 

1. To have a complete sorting and review of street furniture design studies. 

2. To obtain a basic concept and knowledge of street furniture by helping 

understand street furniture intensively from different perspectives. 

3. To figure out the possible research direction for this study, from the areas 

which have not been covered in related studies. 
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2.2 Street Furniture: General Concepts 

 

 

2.2.1 Definitions 

 

The concept of “street furniture” was developed in Europe in the 1960s. In English, it is 

called “street furniture”, also unknown as “urban furniture”. It is generally defined as “the 

private or public facilities and equipments in urban public space which provide certain 

services or functions to the public” (Yang, 2005, p. 15). The similar concept in German is 

straßenanlagen (street facilities). In French it is mobilier urbanin (urban furniture), or 

composant urbain (urban component), or matériel urbain (urban material). In Spanish it is 

mobiliario urbano (urban material). In Chinese, street furniture is generally understood as 

environmental facilities, or urban environmental facilities (Bao et al., 2006a; Wang & 

Wang, 2006; Yang, 2005). Street furniture is considered as one type of urban element. 

Today, the term “street furniture” is generally accepted by academics, professionals, and 

the public (Yang, 2005). It is used in various related studies and also in this thesis. 

 

Carmona in 1985 (Yang, 2005) stated that street furniture refers to all public 

facilities and equipment located at the edges of road and pavement, as well as on the 

road in the city or elsewhere. Eckbo (2001) stated that street furniture includes “all of the 

non-moving elements introduced into street and highway corridors as adjunct to the 

basic surface paving and utility structures and enclosing building, fences or wall” (p. 3).  

 

Yang stated that the term “street” is an adjective and may possibly mislead. Street 

furniture may be misunderstood as the objects and pieces of equipment only installed on 

the streets. He elaborated on the definition of street furniture according to the city’s five 
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elements (city image elements) analysed in Lynch’s 1960 study.1 The five types of city’s 

elements (Lynch,1960) include (a) paths—channels: streets, walkways, transit lines, 

canals, and railroads, among others; (b) Edges—linear elements:  shores, railroad cuts, 

edges of the development, and walls, among others; (c) Districts—medium-to-large 

sections of the city; (d) Nodes—points: primarily junctions, places of a break in 

transportation, a crossing or convergence of paths, moments of shift from one structure 

to another; and (e) Landmarks—another type of point reference: building, sign, store, or 

mountain, among others (p. 48). 

 

Yang pointed out that those objects and pieces of equipment installed in 

locations—the city’s elements (a to d) above are defined as street furniture. Yang further 

claimed that to a certain degree, street furniture can act as (e) landmarks. Street furniture 

provides a high level of “imageablity” and hence becomes part of the public image by its 

appearance, location, and accessibility. For example, the Métropolitain (railway station) 

entries of Paris and the five flag posts in Tsim Sha Tsui harbour of Hong Kong are a 

landmark and public image to people with high “imageability”. 

 

More intensive definitions of the terms and their scopes are conducted in various 

studies. “Urban facilities”, or “urban environmental facilities” are normally defined with a 

larger scope. Besides street furniture, it includes bigger scale facilities, for example, 

bridges, water towers, television towers, and station entrances (which are considered as 

architecture in some studies), and to a certain degree, also streets, subways, and 

squares (which are considered as other urban elements apart from street furniture in the 

urban landscape) (Yu, 2003). Facilities like public toilets, newspaper kiosks, telephone 

                                                 
1 More discussions on Lynch’s study of the image of the city in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.1 Definitions 

of urban landscape, and Section 4.3.3 The 20th Century 1950s-1970s, Environmental Image. 
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booths, and bus stops, among others, maybe considered as street furniture, this varies 

with the scale of the facilities, and the perspective of the studies. It is difficult to define the 

related terms accurately. The urban landscape is a total concept; according to this, street 

furniture, other urban facilities, and other urban elements share common design 

principles, and their scope can be adjusted within the location and needs of the studies 

or projects under consideration. 

 

Bao et al. (2006a) and Wang and Wang (2006) provided an alternative view to 

interpret street furniture. “Street furniture is the relative concept of interior furniture” (Bao, 

et al., 2006, p. 8). In other words, it is the relative concept of the interior environment 

(interior design) and the exterior environment (urban environmental design or urban 

landscape design). Interior design, in residences, is basically the spatial arrangement of 

enclosure elements, and then the setting up of furniture and facilities. They contribute to 

a comfortable and convenient living environment, and also reflect the owner’s personality 

and lifestyle. When people shift from the interior environment to the exterior environment, 

their basic needs remain constant despite different factors between the interior and the 

exterior. Therefore, some furniture used in the interior are also required in the exterior 

and thus become street furniture. It is not possible to place interior furniture directly in the 

exterior environment. The furniture in the exterior environment (street furniture) should 

be designed and installed in coordination with the different factors of the exterior urban 

environment such as climate and safety, among others. In this regard, the sofa, the 

telephone, and the clock in the interior become the bench, the telephone booth, and the 

clock tower (probably as a landmark) in the exterior. However, the exterior is much more 

complicated than the interior. There are greater requirements for street furniture which go 

beyond considering them as “hardware” only.  
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Modern environmental facility is a multiple, united and organic idea. 

Beginning from the space of human environment, going through the 

systematic analysis and process and then well handle the relationship 

between human, environment and the environmental facility as a whole 

to develop the best and most ideal “human- environment system”. (Wang 

& Wang, 2006, p. 6). 

 

With due regard to the definition (including the items and locations) of street 

furniture, it is obvious that the users of street furniture are the public. The term 

“everyone” includes both locals (residents) and non-locals (visitors) who possibly appear 

in the places, as mentioned in the foregoing discussion, to make use of street furniture. 

On the other hand, in terms of ownership and maintenance, the government plays its 

part in most street furniture whilst some private sectors or companies take responsibility 

only for a particular amount or kind of street furniture in a city. It depends on the nature, 

functions, and locations of street furniture. For example, street furniture on the streets 

and public parks is owned by government whilst those in the open area in front of a 

shopping mall may be operated by the owner of the shopping mall. 

 

 

2.2.2 History and Development 

 

Although the concept of street furniture was first defined in the 1960s, street furniture 

itself is not a modern invention. It appeared with the coming of the city (Bao et al., 

2006a). 

 

Street furniture existed since the formation of city, it was practical and 

functional at the early stage: the indication or the separation on the 

ground (e.g., bollards), seats, public fountains (providing potable water), 

notice boards, public toilets, etc. Later, there were street lights, 
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commercial notices, decorations, newspaper kiosks, street name plates. 

Much later, there were rubbish bins, telephone booths, traffic signs, bus 

stops, etc. (Bao et al, 2006a, p. 8). 

 

Few studies have touched on the history of street furniture. Thus, it is difficult to 

investigate a detailed and complete history of street furniture. Wang and Wang (2006), 

Yang (2005), and Yu (2003) claim that it is difficult to discuss the history of street furniture 

for two reasons. Firstly, the history of street furniture is closely linked to that of urban 

design (or urban landscape design).2 The history of urban design cannot be ignored 

when investigating the history of street furniture. However, large scale items and 

considerations like architecture, planning, engineering (constructions), gardening, etc. 

always occupy the main emphasis in urban design. Street furniture becomes an 

accessory in urban design and its history is not the main stream of record and discussion. 

Secondly, although street furniture is classified by different studies,3 street furniture itself 

is an open and changing system with complicated elements and rapid development. This 

causes difficulties in definitively defining its scope and hence examining its history 

systematically and comprehensively. 

 

By reviewing the studies (Mukoda, 1990; Wang & Wang, 2006; Warren, 1978; Yang, 

2005; Yu, 2003) which described some history of street furniture, a fitting history and 

development of street furniture is organised. As street furniture existed since the 

formation of the city, it can already be found in ancient Greek and Roman cities. In the 

ancient Greek cities, street furniture already appeared in different public places (e.g., 

arenas, plazas, and podiums). In ancient Rome, urban design and street furniture design 

developed into a complete system. Street furniture included elevated water channels, 

                                                 
2 This is the reason behind understanding urban landscape design in street furniture design study, and 

bringing about the investigation of urban landscape in Chapter 4 Urban Landscape. 
3 Further discussion in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.4 Classification and Scope of street furniture. 
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pavements, street lights, flower beds, and also a signage system. Later design of Roman 

cities took another direction and reflected Rome’s ambitions to extend itself and achieve 

world domination. Streets were planned tidily and urban axes were emphasised. Street 

furniture like triumphal arches, fountains, pools, and steles were designed to become 

powerful landmarks in the city. 

 

Paris has been recognised as the best representative of urban design since the 

18th century. The geometric royal garden, radial street system, star-shaped plaza and 

classical architecture, with coordination and arrangement of street furniture, including 

triumphal arches, street lights, monuments, and fountains, represented a sense of unity. 

 

Street furniture greatly developed and changed in the late 19th century. “The 

nineteenth century saw a flood of street furniture. Urban life developed at such a speed 

that it required not only more street furniture than had previously been needed but new 

street furniture” (Warren, 1978, p. 10). The industrial revolution from the late 19th century 

had changed the world. It led to the rapid growth of urbanisation, and hence the 

increased requirement for urban design and street furniture. It also brought new 

technology (e.g., machines) and new materials (e.g., metal, glass, and concrete) which 

were first applied in street furniture design. Street furniture, as part of the urban 

landscape, and with the different concepts of urban design, greatly changed in terms of 

design, scale, quantity, etc. Also, new types of street furniture were inspired and created 

in this new era. 

 

Since entering the second half of 20th century, when urban design and street 

furniture had already developed to a certain state under a functional and technological 

approach, urban design, including street furniture, was evaluated in both a spiritual and 
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methodological way. Various schools of urban design developed. On one hand, there are 

different requirements today because of new information, based on industrial and 

technological developments. On the other hand, the developments of industry, 

technology, and urban landscape have seriously destroyed the natural environment, as 

well as humanism, regionalism, etc. Street furniture needs a new direction for 

development, one that coordinates different needs and concerns.4  

 

Today, street furniture is still undergoing development and evolution. It is also 

gaining increasing attention from the public, and developing and permeating into wider 

areas. As stated (Wang & Wang, 2006; Yang, 2005; Yu, 2003), it is obvious that the 

history of street furniture is in line with that of urban design. Street furniture indeed is part 

of the urban landscape. To have an in-depth study of street furniture design, including its 

history and development, intensive research of urban landscape design is essential.   

 

 

2.2.3 Functions, Natures, and Characteristics 

 

Basic 

 

Functions of street furniture are fundamentally categorised: for practical use and for 

decoration. “Street furniture is not only for practical use, but also an element of visual 

pleasure vital to street scenery; Street furniture shows the beauty of design” (Mukoda, 

1990, p. 130; see also Warren p. 8). Bao et al. (2006a), Wang and Wang (2006) and Yu 

(2003) pointed out that the functions of street furniture cannot be considered individually 

                                                 
4 This is one of the reasons of this study, to investigate the principles of street furniture design in the 

new era and the future. 
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and separately. Street furniture is a complex functional system with flexible and extensive 

considerations. According to this, street furniture can be analysed through four main 

functions.  

1. Basic: It is the extrinsic functional characters which are easily recognised by 

the public. Street furniture directly provides practical uses including 

convenience, safety, protection, and information services. For example, the 

barriers at the boundary of a square separate vehicles from people. They 

prevent human activities in the square from being disturbed by vehicular 

traffic. 

2. Environmental: It is the function that street furniture complements and 

enhances the environment through its appearance, quantity, spatial 

arrangement, etc. For example, besides separating the vehicular and 

pedestrian space, barriers indicate directions for both drivers and pedestrians. 

The environmental function is offered through the street furniture’s form and its 

relationship with the locations.  

3. Decorative: Street furniture decorates and beautifies the environment through 

its design (form, colour, style, etc.). It can be analysed through two levels: (a) 

aesthetic appearance, and (b) coordination with the characteristics and 

atmosphere of the environment. For example, despite mass production, 

barriers and street lights could still be manufactured with fine material and in 

an appropriate scale. They should be able to reflect the character of the 

locations where they are installed. 

4. Complex: Street furniture is multi functional combining different functions in 

one design. For example, road signs and traffic lights can be combined with 

street lamps. In a particular situation, barriers can be created with resting and 

lighting functions. The complex nature of street furniture (i.e., multi functional) 
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helps to purify and systematize the environment. (Bao et al., 2006a, pp. 8-12; 

see also Wang & Wang, 2006, pp. 8-9; Yu, 2003, pp. 5-6). 

 

Yu (2003) amended the sequence of consideration, stating that the four functions 

varied with situations (e.g., the type of street furniture and the locations). For example, 

decoration is considered in the first place for sculptures, and flower beds and fountains in 

squares and parks. In addition, street furniture functions as landmarks in certain 

situations, for example, sculptures, clock towers, and railway stations (Yang, 2005).5 

 

Street Furniture as Public Art 

 

Other than its basic functions and nature, street furniture, some have suggested, acts as 

and maybe characterized as public art. Public art is art exposed in a public space, either 

in an outdoor location or in a publicly accessible building. The role of public art has been 

changing. Yang (2005) described the evolution of public art and advocated its 

relationship with street furniture. Before the 19th century, art pieces (e.g., monuments 

and statues) were created to present the power of an empire or authority, as a memorial, 

or as a symbol of national pride, placed in public areas. Magnificent art pieces were kept 

at a distance from the populace by their appearance, meaning and scale. In 1884, a set 

of sculptures named Les bourgeois de Calais (Citizen of Calais) by Auguste Rodin 

presented a breakthrough in the role of public art. Les bourgeois de Calais—life-sized 

scale sculptures of six citizens of Calais ranged on the ground level in the square in front 

of the Calais government building. The sculpture made two significant changes to public 

art. Firstly, the distance between public art and civilians vanished. Sculpture (public art) 

                                                 
5 More discussions on street furniture and landmark in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.1 Definitions of street 

furniture. 
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was no longer at a higher level and in a bigger scale but placed on ground level. 

Secondly, the sculpture was located within the throng of people and interacted with the 

pedestrians. Auguste Rodin defined a new meaning for public art which brought great 

influence to the later development and creation of public art and also street furniture. 

(Yang, 2005, pp. 9-12).  

 

The term “public art” was again elevated in 1930, when as a matter of policy, the 

United States encouraged and helped artists during the Depression Era. Since 1960, 

public art has become more developed and has significantly spread across the urban 

landscape worldwide (Yang, 2005). Many countries have placed importance on the 

creation and promotion of public art, such as the United States (Higuchi, 1992), Japan 

(Eckbo, 2001), China, and Taiwan (Architectural Institute of The Republic of China, 2000; 

Zhuo & Chen, 2004; Wang & Kong, 2001). Public art is mainly sculpture available in 

different places.6 However, sculpture is created in numerous ways and scales. Moreover, 

there are sculptures of different scales which are purely for decoration and ceremony, 

and some are designed to combine the functions of other street furniture including seats, 

lightings, signage, fountains and telephone booths and interaction with the public. 

 

Chen (Architectural Institute of The Republic of China, 2000) claimed that sculpture 

is the most popular execution of public art. However, an excess in the amount of 

sculpture in cities with limited urban space such as Taiwan and Hong Kong creates 

pressure for people and restrains the manner by which public art may be appreciated. 

Therefore, public art should be developed and presented in various ways in order to 

create an enjoyable environment. Street furniture, fountains and waterscapes, spatial 

                                                 
6 Sculpture is considered as one type of street furniture, more discussions in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.1 

Definition and Section 2.2.3 Functions, Nature and Characteristics of street furniture. 
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development and even architecture are the alternatives. Graffiti, painting, and 

performances like dancing in public space are also regarded as public art. Chen further 

claimed that public participation like creation and appreciation of, and interaction with 

public art are also essential.  

 

Yang (2005) pointed out that public art greatly contributes to the urban landscape 

and cultivates an “urban aesthetic”. It is a significant and meaningful way to reflect 

historical contexts, the natural character of the city, and also the lifestyle, value and 

future expectations of its citizens. It avoids the monotony of street furniture and other 

construction and infrastructure resulting from globalisation and capitalism. “Combining 

public art and street furniture invites citizens to re-discover and re-know the streets. It is 

encouraged and is a new direction” (p. 157). Besides the practical use, the aesthetic and 

meaning of street furniture as a public art can create delightful urban landscapes and 

urban life. It simultaneously cultivates and upgrades the aesthetic standard of the public. 

 

Street Furniture as Part of the Urban Landscape 

 

Street furniture is part of the urban landscape. Together with the architecture, squares, 

streets, pavements, plantings, etc., street furniture is one of the main landscape 

elements that forms an urban landscape. The nature of street furniture suggests the 

unbreakable relationship between street furniture, the urban landscape, and other urban 

elements. Because of this, street furniture should be designed in line with the urban 

landscape; and the principles of urban landscape design are shared by street furniture 

design (Eckbo, 2001). Isolated consideration of a single element would demonstrate an 

ill-planned and discrepant urban landscape. “Unless the townscape can be considered 

as whole, and unless care is taken to harmonize the scale, form, colour and material of 
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its components parts, the resulting scene will appear ill-considered—no matter how well 

designed the individual pieces of street furniture may happen to be” (Design council, 

1976, p. 11). Eckbo (2001) stated that 

 

Everything that will be seen within or from a street or highway corridor 

should be coordinated in one design control plan, without exception. That 

means the basic engineering structure, the enclosing buildings and 

public space, the trees and street furniture, all the signs and other forms 

of communication (p. 3).  

 

Countries with advanced development in urban landscape, society, economy, and 

technology require more from their street furniture design from different perspectives as 

part of the urban environment (Lin, 1992; Wang & Wang, 2006; Du, 2006).  

 

According to the urban landscape element’s nature, to design street furniture, one 

needs knowledge of the urban landscape and its design principles. It is necessary to 

understand the urban landscape in order to have an appropriate direction for street 

furniture design.7 

 

 

2.2.4 Scope and Classifications 

 

Numerous classifications of street furniture have been conducted by academics, 

professions, and governments. Results from different perspectives, factors, and 

considerations for the needs, design, and implementation of street furniture, demonstrate 

that street furniture is a diversified subject permeating into different areas (Wang & Wang, 

2006; Yu, 2003). In the early stages, street furniture and other urban facilities were 

                                                 
7 Study of urban landscape and its design principles in Chapter 4 Urban Landscape. 
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normally considered as accessories and decorations of architecture or “small scale 

architecture”. This classification tends to be incomplete because some types of street 

furniture and facilities are excluded. Nonetheless, urban design and urban life (with 

human needs) has been continuously evolving and enlarging, and more and more types 

and methods of classifying street furniture have been raised (Yu, 2003). To gain a deeper 

understanding and better design and implementation of street furniture, investigation of 

different classifications of street furniture is essential. This can also help to identify the 

scope of street furniture. Classifications of street furniture are listed in the following 

paragraphs. 

 

By the Types of Urban Landscape (Elements)8 

 

Urban landscape (or environment) studies (e.g., districts or zones) and urban landscape 

element studies (e.g., open space or street) have classified street furniture from the 

perspective of the total urban landscape. It is a classification in a macro sense and 

emphasises that street furniture is part of the urban landscape. Street furniture is hence 

classified (with other urban landscape elements, e.g., architecture and other urban 

facilities) according to the characteristics and nature of different urban landscapes and 

spaces. The classifications can be analysed as follows: 

1. Districts: street furniture is classified as the elements within different types of 

landscapes/environments/zones. They are large-scale environments, 

including residential zones, commercial zones, industrial zones, historical 

zones, cultural zones, administrative zones, tourist zones, green zones, etc. 

For example, Living Environment Landscape Design (Ma, 2000). 

                                                 
8 This type of classification is directed by the classifications of urban landscape. More discussions on 

the classifications of urban landscape in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.2 Classifications of urban 
landscape. 
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2. Open Space:9 street furniture is classified as elements of squares, parks, 

gardens, playgrounds, etc. For example, In Open Space Landscape Design 

(Shan, Guo & Lu, 2000), urban elements, including street furniture, are 

analysed in different types of open spaces like parks, squares, and waterfront 

areas. 

3. Paths:10 street furniture is classified as elements of different types of paths 

(i.e., streets, roads), including pedestrian paths (commercial/shopping 

pedestrian paths, living/residential pedestrian paths, green pedestrian paths), 

semi-pedestrian paths, vehicular paths, and nodes (junctions, bridges, etc.).11  

The examples of the studies such as Planning and Design for Streetscape 

(Japan Society of Civil Engineers, 1985/2003), Street Environment Landscape 

Design (Lu & Ma, 2000), Pedestrian Malls, Streetscapes, and Urban Spaces 

(Rubenstein, 1992), etc. 

 

Yu (2003) pointed out that the above classifications do not set any constraints to the 

contents of urban facilities and street furniture. However, they included the classification 

of street furniture in certain degrees. Yu’s point can be demonstrated in the example of 

the streetscape study of the Japan Society of Civil Engineers (1985/2003). In the study, 

besides the fundamental concepts of streetscape design, the discussion of the different 

types of street, nodes, open spaces, and specific types of street furniture required in 

those places were conducted. Different elements (including street furniture) in the 

streetscape are classified in the study as follows (some examples):  

1. Street foundation: The scale, length, shape, connections with different places, 

                                                 
9 More discussions on open space in Chapter 4, Section 4.5 Urban Space (Open Space/Public Space). 
10 Paths are known as a type of open space in this study; see Chapter 4, Section 4.5 Urban Space 

(Open Space/Public Space). 
11 “Nodes” is defined according to Lynch’s 1960 study of five image elements, see Chapter 2, Section 

2.2.1 Definitions, and Chapter 4, Section 4.3.3 The 20th Century 1950s-1970s. 
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etc. 

2. Planting: Different types of plants and the facilities for growing them, etc. 

3. Nodes: Junctions, bridges, station front squares (station entrances, plantings, 

and statues), small scale architecture (public toilets, newspaper kiosks, 

information boards), etc. 

4. Street surfaces: slopes, stairs, different types of pavement (pavers), etc. 

5. Street modifications: separations (railings, bollards), traffic signs (signs, lights), 

lightings, pedestrian facilities (bus stops, telephone booths, seats, mailboxes), 

public welfare (electric pipes, rubbish collection facilities), etc. 

6. Streetscape composition: architecture, open spaces, signage and 

advertisement management, historical preservation, etc. 

 

The studies emphasising the total environment (Japan Society of Civil Engineers’ 

study in 1985/2003 as an example) showed that street furniture is classified with other 

urban landscape elements and facilities according to different locations. Yu (2003) 

claimed that street furniture may overlap in different categories regarding the above 

classification methods. However, they provided more perspectives on street furniture and 

reflected different requirements of street furniture in different situations. 

 

By the Functions of Street Furniture 

 

Classifying street furniture by its functions and services is another main method. This 

method concentrates on street furniture and presents the common characteristics of 

street furniture in different locations. Taking France as an example, the country has had 

an early and advanced development of street furniture, as a case in point, Ministry of 

Construction had classified different street furniture (1-7) by their function in the 
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document Les Aménagements Extérieurs (outdoor planning) in 1981 with additional 

classifications (8-9) by Carmona in 1985 (cited in Yang, 2005). Street Furniture was 

classified with given examples: 

1. Decoration: Gardening, planting, fountains, water views, and sculptures. 

2. Information: City maps, clocks, poster plots, notice boards, and newspaper 

kiosks. 

3. Protection and separation: Railings, walls, and bollards of stone and metal. 

4. Recreation and hygiene maintenance: Benches, drinking fountains, trash 

containers, and public toilets. 

5. Parking: Parking and charging facilities, and private parking separation 

facilities. 

6. Child play structure: Teeters, swings, and slides 

7. Technique: Lightings, signs, electrical facilities, communications, and postal 

and fire services. 

8. Public transportation furniture: Public transportation stations, transitions, and 

facilities.  

9. Public communications furniture: (a) Private mailboxes, (b) public mailboxes 

located at the post office and on the street, and (c) public telephone booths. 

 

The classification of street furniture by functions and services is popular in many 

street furniture studies with similar results. Lin (1992) proposed seven categories of 

street furniture:  

1. Information: (a) commercial—advertisement signage, etc. and (b) 

non-commercial—notice boards, etc. 

2. Service: (a) rest—seats, drinking fountains, etc. and (b) service—mailboxes, 

telephone booths, rubbish bins, etc. 
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3. Traffic: Footbridges, subways, signs, bus stops, public lightings, traffic lights, 

etc. 

4. Administration: Fire facilities, electric supply facilities, etc. 

5. Barrier free: Slopes, pavements, pedestrian paths, etc. 

6. Decoration: Waterscape, plantings and flower beds, lightings, clocks, 

sculptures, etc. 

7. Ceremony: Flags, lanterns, platforms, etc.  

 

For the classification by function and services, some selected one category as a 

system and carried out deeper investigation. For example, the studies Elements & Total 

Concept of Urban Signage Design (Graphic-Sha Publishing, 2001a) and Environmental 

Signage and Wayfinding System Design (Bao et al., 2006b) classified street furniture 

including advertising, signage, notice/information boards, road signs, traffic lights, and 

other traffic facilities as signage and information system.  

 

By the Types of Street Furniture 

 

Some classified street furniture directly by its types. This classification is much more 

specific, and suitable for technique concerns and implementation. It is usually used in 

government documents and guidelines.  

 

In England, street furniture is classified as (a) high mast lighting (steel of 18m to 

46m height), (b) group A DTp Approved lighting columns (lighting columns of 8m to 15m 

height to DTp technical memorandum), (c) group A lighting (lighting columns of 8m to 

12m height and extension brackets), (d) group B lighting (lighting columns of 5m to 6m 

height and with extension brackets), (e) General lighting (amenity lighting, of 4m height 
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including wall mounted lighting and floodlighting), (f) bollards and posts, (g) litter bins, (h) 

planting, (i) seating, (j) shelters and kiosks, (k) poster display units, (l) guard rails 

parapets, fencing and walling, (m) footbridges, (n) playground equipment, (o) miscellany, 

(p) paving, and (q) signs (Design council, 1983). It is noticed that lighting is especially 

classified with more detail. It shows that the technical concern of lighting is highlighted at 

the administrative level because lighting is importantly related to safety and order of a 

place in particular for the transportation. In Germany, street furniture is classified as (a) 

floor covering, (b) limits, (c) lighting, (d) facade, (e) roof covering, (f) disposition object, (g) 

seating facility, (h) vegetation, (i) water, (j) playing object, (k) object of art, (l) advertising, 

(m) information, (n) sign posting, (o) flag, (p) show case, (q) sales stand, (r) kiosk, (s) 

exhibition pavilion, (t) table and chairs, (u) waste bin, (v) bicycle stand, (w) clock, and (x) 

letter box (Wang & Wang, 2006). 

 

Summary 

 

Various types of classifications reflect that street furniture is an open, complex, and 

extensive system in nature. It widely and deeply permeates into different areas of the 

urban landscape and provides a wide range of functions and services (Yu, 2003). Due to 

the different perspectives, each classification (three main types are analysed) may place 

importance on one area on one hand and place less importance on another. The 

classification by the types of urban landscape (i.e., districts) and elements (i.e., open 

spaces and paths) emphasises the total landscape design, but the details of each type of 

street furniture may be neglected. The classification by function of street furniture 

focuses on the systemic operation and management of street furniture, whereas it does 

not consider enough on both the total landscape and details of street furniture. The 

classification by type of street furniture (individual street furniture) values single design 
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and technical details. However, the relationship between different types of street furniture, 

and the total landscape are ignored. Therefore, the investigation of different 

classifications is significant in designing quality street furniture. The different highlights of 

the classifications mutually complement one another and provide complete 

considerations and requirements for street furniture design.  

 

 

2.3 Street Furniture: Overview of Design Principles12 

 

 

Street furniture contains a wide range of study areas and concerns. Its design principles 

are fragmentally mentioned in different studies. The focus of principles and 

classifications just mentioned varies with the studies of different perspectives and 

interests. Also, different studies have different levels of investigation for the same 

principles. This creates certain difficulties to obtain a full series of integrated principles in 

designing street furniture. As an overview, four main areas of concern can be concluded 

from what had been done by different studies. 

 

 

2.3.1 Functional and Technical Concerns 

 

The basic concerns of the function of street furniture, for example, include the selection 

of the appropriate function of street furniture for specific locations, the installation 

                                                 
12 The design principles of street furniture of related studies were investigated, and then reorganised 

and integrated, finally implemented, evaluated, and modified with suggested new principles. They 
are eventually presented in the findings part in this study with more details and examples; see 
Chapter 5 Principles of Street Furniture Design. In addition, the principles of urban landscape are 
shared and extended by street furniture design, and more background for the principles is presented 
in Chapter 4 Urban Landscape. Therefore, to avoid the overlap of the contents, this part conducted 
a fitting introduction and an overview of different principles of the related studies. 
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methods, comfort, quantity, and arrangement. For governmental design guidelines, 

details and technical requirements were listed. For example, Public Lighting Design 

Manual by the Hong Kong Highways Department (2006) listed every technical design 

detail of the different types of lighting (e.g., high mast lighting, tunnel lighting, road 

lighting, different lighting for pedestrian routes, and transportation interchanges). The 

details include the dimensions, the distances of distribution, the choices and intensities 

of the lamps or luminaries, and the installations for different lightings in different locations. 

The British Standards Institution (1998) also listed different technical design details for 

playground equipment, for example, the free height of all for platforms and swings, and 

the keeping areas free of unexpected obstacles. 

 

 

2.3.2 Aesthetic Concerns 

 

Aesthetics such as the form, colour, style, and material of street furniture is another 

important concern. It can increase the design value and attraction of street furniture itself, 

and can decorate and beautify the environment. Together with the functional and 

technical principles, aesthetics is the principle certainly mentioned in street furniture 

design. Deeper investigation of aesthetics can be found in the studies with classifications 

of different types of street furniture. For each type of street furniture, the visual method, 

which includes photos and computerized images, are the main tools that demonstrate 

the aesthetic principle in the studies (e.g., Krauel, 2007; Mukoda, 1990). In these, less 

verbal explanation was done for the concept behind the design and its aesthetic relation 

with other urban elements and the environment. 
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2.3.3 Environmental Concerns 

 

This is the principle that considers the environment as a whole and street furniture as a 

part of the environment (i.e., urban landscape). It emphasises the coordination between 

different types of street furniture as well as street furniture and its surrounding 

environment including other urban elements (e.g., architecture, open space) through 

design such as function, appearance, and style (Design council, 1976, 1979; Eckbo, 

2001; Lin, 1992; Wang & Wang, 2006; Yang, 2005).The principle is importantly 

suggested in many studies. However, concrete details, such as case studies and 

examples with explanations of achieving this goal in street furniture are neglected.  

 

 

2.3.4 Humanist Concerns 

 

Under the influence of globalisation, urbanisation and industrialisation, the humanist 

approach in design has been gaining importance and emphasis since the 1960s. Certain 

studies have advocated a series of principles for street furniture design for putting people 

in the top place for consideration. Street furniture is designed for humans but not simply 

as an assembly in the urban landscape. It should interact with and assist the public in 

interacting with the environment. Unique street furniture design should be done in 

different places to maintain localism/regionalism. Also, a barriers-free environment 

should be created, with the use of street furniture and other facilities, for everyone to 

enjoy the urban environment and urban life regardless of their background. To achieve 

these and fully satisfy human needs, public participation is important in urban landscape 

design, including street furniture (Wang & Wang, 2006; Yang, 2005). 
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2.4 Summary: Research Direction 

 

 

In this chapter, the review of related studies of street furniture was done. The review 

included (a) the general concepts of street furniture including the definition, history and 

development, functions, nature and characteristics, and classification and scope; and (b) 

overview of the design principles of street furniture. The review provided foundational 

knowledge of street furniture. It assisted in recognition of the positions, contribution and 

importance, and different perspectives of street furniture in the urban landscape and in 

design issues, etc. 

 

Through review of the principles of street furniture design carried out imperfectly by 

different studies, undeveloped areas of study were identified: 

1. The principles and concerns are dispersed in different kinds of street furniture 

studies. There is a need for a comprehensive guide. 

2. For many studies, street furniture was studied as a supporting role of the 

urban landscape. There is a need for detailed contextual approach. 

3. Because of the dispersion of principles and lack of detailed explanation of 

some principles, or even some specific street furniture studies which 

discussed different principles in a deeper level, the relationship and the mutual 

interaction between different principles were not mentioned. Related principles 

need to be identified. 

 

Direction for this study emerged from the review of related works and the 

incomplete study of design principles. This goal is to establish a comprehensive, 

integrated, and organised series of principles of street furniture design. The research 
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intends to provide a street furniture design reference which can be flexibly applied to 

various scenarios (street furniture, locations, users, etc.).  

. 

As studied, street furniture is part of the urban landscape and the total urban 

landscape should be considered as a whole. Given this condition, the principles of street 

furniture design are shared and continued from that of the urban landscape. This was 

already demonstrated by some studies (e.g., Bao, 2006a; Design Council, 1976, 1979, 

1983; Eckbo, 2001; Graphic-Sha Publishing, 2001a, 2001b; Krauel, 2007; Lin, 1992; 

Mukoda, 1990; Rubenstein, 1992; Vranckx, 2007; Wang & Wang, 2006; Yu, 2003) 

(although it may not be done thoroughly and completely). All suggested that 

understanding the urban landscape and its design principles is the key toward 

investigating street furniture and its design principles. The study of the urban landscape 

will be done in Chapter 4 Urban Landscape.
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3.1 Introduction 

 

 

The study includes several stages of research which are different but significantly linked. 

Stage-to-stage research was specially planned, and each stage was conducted to 

provide a foundation and generate information for subsequent stages. Furthermore, 

different research methods were selected for particular purposes in each stage. 

 

This chapter will start with a research overview describing and explaining the 

differences among research methods employed in various stages. The methods will 

subsequently be discussed individually following their description and explanation. 

 

 

3.2 Overview 

 

 

3.2.1 Identifying and Confining Research Direction13 

 

This research commenced with a general review of street furniture design through 

literature review. It serves as a guide for this study and introduces the current situations 

and knowledge of street furniture. Two main issues are specially addressed in the 

review: 

1. The importance of street furniture 

2. The incompletion of existing street furniture design studies 

The two issues provided reasons (i.e., justifications) for this study (i.e., street furniture 

design study) and identified the research direction (i.e., to investigate comprehensive 

                                                 
13 This stage of research is conducted in Chapter 1 Introduction. 
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principles of street furniture design). 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Overview of research methodology. 

 

With regard to research direction, an intensive literature review of street furniture design 

was conducted to obtain an in-depth understanding of the situation, as well as confined 

and precise issues for investigation.14 The key issues include the following: 

                                                 
14 This stage of research is conducted in Chapter 2 Literature Review: Street Furniture. 
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1. The technical concerns of street furniture design were intensively studied, 

whereas the environmental and symbolic concerns were not. 

2. Different concerns and principles are dispersed in different studies. 

3. The correlation of different concerns and principles was neglected. 

This investigation provided solid details, scopes, and areas to be considered for the 

succeeding research stages when suggesting the design principles. 

 

 

3.2.2 Establishing Design Principles 

 

After the initial research stages, this study began to identify missing and previously 

unknown principles. Various research methods and processes were applied in 

establishing the design principles. 

 

This study first outlined a rudimentary series of street furniture design principles 

through (a) application and extension of principles of urban landscape design, and (b) 

integration and reorganisation of principles of street furniture design of relevant studies.15 

 

First, it is necessary to recognise street furniture as part of the urban landscape. 

Therefore, it should not be designed as individual pieces, but rather as elements of the 

total urban landscape, which includes other elements such as architecture, open spaces, 

grounds, and humans and their activities, whilst taking into consideration the function 

and meaning of all of these elements (Eckbo, 2001; Gibberd, 1970; Design Council, 

1976; Rubenstein, 1992; Wang & Wang, 2006; Yu, 2003).16 Given this condition, the 

                                                 
15 The details of the two research methods are conducted in the following sections. 
16 Additional discussions on street furniture as part of the urban landscape are presented in Chapter 2, 

Section 2.2.3 Function, Natures, and Characteristics of street furniture, and Chapter 4 Section 4.2 
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principles of street furniture design are an extension of those upon which urban 

landscape design is based, whereas the physical design details are derived from the 

nature and function of street furniture. Because previous studies investigating street 

furniture design have focused on different areas, this study adopted a more cohesive 

approach, which entailed integrating and reorganising the results of previous studies. 

From application and extension of the urban landscape design principles, as well as 

integration and reorganisation of the principles of street furniture design of relevant 

studies, a series of rudimentary principles of street furniture design was hence 

established. 

 

 

3.2.3 Examining Design Principles 

 

The principles were subsequently examined and analysed by (a) case studies of street 

furniture design in different places and related issues, and (b) collaborative streetscape 

and street furniture design projects with the Hong Kong government, in which the design 

principles were implemented, evaluated, consolidated, and on which some new 

principles were suggested.17  

 

This research stage is significant because the factuality, reliability, and practicality 

of the principles were examined through real cases and practise, specifically street 

furniture examples designed by other professionals/designers in different places (case 

studies) and implementing the principles in selected locations (collaborative design 

project). The examined principles were organised and presented. 

                                                                                                                                          
Urban Landscape: General Concepts. 

17 Details of the two examining methods are presented in the following sections. 
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3.2.4 Finalising and Proposing Design Principles 

 

Finally, the model of a complete series of principles of street furniture design, with 

examples and demonstrations, was suggested. Examples of street furniture design from 

different places and collaborative design projects were documented and utilised for 

discussion and analysis in explaining the model. In addition, collaborative design projects 

which demonstrated the implementation of the principles of street furniture design 

according to research of the selected places (densely populated old urban areas), 

demonstrated the comparison between theatrical theories and realistic situations in this 

study.18 Street furniture designs developed collaboratively were likewise utilised as 

examples for discussion and analysis. 

 

The research results do not aim to provide an absolute answer (i.e., a golden rule) 

in designing street furniture. Rather, based on different stages of research, it seeks to 

suggest possible concerns and solutions addressing the key issues under investigation. 

The research results are expected to “inspire” further investigations and discussions in 

order to improve street furniture design and the quality of urban environment and life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
18 The discussion of the implementation of principles of street furniture design is conducted in 

Chapter 6 Implementation of Principles of Street Furniture Design: Limitations and Possible 
Solutions of Street Furniture Design in Densely Populated Old Urban Areas. 
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3.3 Application and Extension of the Principles of Urban Landscape 

Design 

 

 

 
Figure 3.2 Application and extension of the principles of urban landscape design in the 

methodology (encircled). 

 

The concepts and design principles of urban landscape design were reviewed, analysed, 

applied, and extended in order to establish the principle of street furniture design.19 The 

reasons and methods can be explained in the following ways. 

 

Urban landscape is a composite of different elements, including planning, 

architecture, open space, and street furniture. In this sense, the design 

principles/concepts/concerns of urban landscape are logically shared by all its elements. 

Given that different elements have their own functions and positions in the urban 

landscape, they should be designed following specific criteria and manners 

(sub-principles) within their nature and which aim to fulfil the design principles of urban 

landscape (main principles / core ideas) as a whole (Eckbo, 2001; Gibberd, 1970; 
                                                 
19 The study of the urban landscape and its design principles is conducted in Chapter 4 Urban 
Landscape. 
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Design Council, 1976; Rubenstein, 1992; Wang & Wang, 2006; Yu, 2003).  

 

Figure 3.3 Relationship of urban landscape, architecture, open space, and street furniture. 

Figure 3.4 Relationship of principles of urban landscape, architecture, open space, and 

street furniture. 

 

Taking architecture, open spaces, and street furniture as the explanation, the 

relationship between them is shown (Figure 3.3).20 Furthermore, different elements are 

not separated but are instead integrated in similar ways. For street furniture, it is the 

element located in another urban landscape element—open space.21 Because of this, 

the review of open space became part of this study. Principles of urban landscape design 

are directly applied to its different elements (open space and street furniture as in Figure 

3.4). As street furniture is an element in open space, aside from sharing the principles of 

urban landscape design, the principles of street furniture should also be set according to 

design concepts, details, and nature of open space (Figures 3.3-3.4). 

 

                                                 
20 More detailed discussions on the relationship between urban landscape and its elements are 

presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.2 Urban Landscape: General Concepts. 
21 Different professions (e.g., researchers, architects, urban planners) define open space with different 

scopes. A wider scope of definition of open space is conducted in this study. See Chapter 4, Section 
4.5 Urban Landscape: Urban Space (Open Space/Pubic Space). 
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This research stage included review of different urban studies including urban 

design, urban landscape design, and urban planning. The focuses of review in this part 

included the following: 

1. General concepts of the urban landscape. These refer to the definitions, 

nature and characteristics, classifications, and creation of the urban landscape. 

The concepts helped in the establishment of street furniture design principles 

by understanding urban landscape as a complex system, and recognising the 

position, contribution, and importance of street furniture as a part of the urban 

landscape, as well as the different perspectives and responsibilities of different 

professions in the urban landscape, including street furniture.  

2. The development of urban landscape design theories. Significant and 

influential urban landscape design theories posited by well-known and 

experienced researchers from the era prior to industrialisation to the present 

were reviewed and analysed. 

3. The general principles of urban landscape design of today and the future. 

These were derived based on (1) and (2), as well as the composite urban 

design studies in which the general principles are listed (e.g., Wang, 2001; 

Wei & Sung, 2005; Xiong, 1999) with the author’s analysis. The general 

principles were applied and extended in street furniture design as the main 

principles and core ideas.22  

4. Open space (including street and other kinds of public space) contextualise 

design concepts. Street furniture is situated in different open spaces in the 

urban landscape; this part provides concrete and detailed information 

regarding the concepts and design principles of street furniture. 

                                                 
22 The details of this part are discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.3 Urban Landscape: Review of the 

Development of Design Theories, and Section 4.4 Urban Landscape: General Design Principles. 
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For (3), general principles refer to the significant principles/theories/concerns 

suggested in a particular time and widely accepted and applied in urban landscape 

design today. For example, besides those of Functionalism23, all other theories were 

suggested from a humanistic approach, specifically, people. This approach is 

emphasised in most urban design studies today and considered a general principle/core 

idea of urban landscape design. 

 

Another example is “sustainable development”. Sustainable development, which 

suggests green and energy saving alternatives, has become an important concern in 

urban landscape design today because the facts of serious natural destruction and 

eco-awareness have become essential issues globally.24 

 

For (4), a number of concepts of open space design are related to street furniture 

and derived as the details (sub-principles) of street furniture design. For example, open 

space, especially long streets, should function to provide a sense of enclosure and 

direction to the users (Moughtin, 2003). This suggests sub-principles such as “usage” 

and “arrangement” of street furniture design, and select types of street furniture such as 

signs and landmarks could be designed and arranged to provide this function. 

 

 

3.4 Integration and Reorganisation of the Principles of Street Furniture 

Design of Relevant Studies 

 
 

Different principles of street furniture design were suggested by relevant studies. The 
                                                 
23 Functionalism, or modernism, is one school of theory in urban design. Additional discussions are 

presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.3 The 20 th Century 1900s—1940s, Functionalism.  
24 Additional discussions are presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.3 The 20 th Century 1980s—1990s, 

Ecological Urban Design and Sustainable Development..  
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studies are based on certain reviews and case studies. They provide information and 

contribute to the research. However, as stated, they are limited, incomplete, and 

dispersed. (This is why this research primarily seeks to investigate comprehensive 

design principles.) Utilising the principles of urban landscape design as a foundation, 

those principles were integrated and reorganised under a cohesive approach to build the 

principles of street furniture design comprehensively and flexibly for various situations.25 

 

 
Figure 3.5 Integration and reorganisation of the principles of street furniture design of 

relevant studies in the research framework (encircled). 

 

Relevant studies refer to those which include the discussion and content of street 

furniture design. They were reviewed and classified according to their nature and criteria 

as follows:26 

1. Street furniture design guidelines and documents by governments and 

professions, in which the functional and technical aspects of street furniture 

design were emphasised 

2. Sections (chapters) of street furniture design in urban design, urban landscape 

                                                 
25 Review of relevant studies of street furniture design is conducted in Chapter 2 Literature Review: 

Street Furniture Design. The concepts and design principles of different studies were integrated and 
presented in Chapter 5 Principles of Street Furniture Design. 

26 More details provided in Chapter 2 Literature Review: Street Furniture 
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design, open space, and street study, in which street furniture was sketchily 

mentioned under consideration of the whole environment (urban landscape, 

different kinds of open space such as squares, streets, etc.) 

3. Individual street furniture studies, in which the discussion of street furniture 

design was comparatively complete. This kind of study is rarely found, thus, 

there are still undeveloped areas of study. 

 

The concepts and design principles of street furniture design were obtained from 

the review. At this stage, they were accepted and listed for evaluation in the succeeding 

stage (stage of cases studies and collaborative projects).  

 

The principles were first organised in different categories according to the different 

nature of the studies. The categories include function, technique, aesthetic, environment, 

and humans. The categorised principles were integrated with the main principles/core 

ideas (a few were found in some street furniture design studies) extended from urban 

landscape design, and eventually, a series of main principles and sub-principles of street 

furniture design (i.e., rudimentary principles of street furniture design) were arranged for 

further investigation. 

 

In the process of categorising, main principles or sub-principles may overlap in 

some areas. For example, one sub-principle can be categorised under several main 

principles. This demonstrates the principles (and sub-principles) are correlated and 

mutually affected by each other.27  

 

                                                 
27 Detailed explanation in Chapter 5 Principles of Street Furniture Design. 
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3.5 Case Studies 

 

 

 
Figure 3.6 Case studies in the research framework (encircled). 

 

The rudimentary principles of street furniture design drafted at the previous stage were 

examined by case studies (and collaborative street furniture design projects, which will 

be discussed in the next section). The case studies are examples of street furniture 

design in different places, including local (Hong Kong) and overseas (e.g., U.S.A, Japan, 

China, etc.). Research in Hong Kong was extensive because the original research was 

based here; research conducted in other places was limited to two to three weeks. 

 

Cases selection is not dependent on the place (city), instead, conducting research 

in different places was planned in order to collect sufficiently different backgrounds of 

design practice, management, culture, user behaviours, etc. Moreover, for each city, 

areas of varying nature (traditional, tourist, and residential areas, etc.) were selected. In 

this manner, the principles were thoroughly examined and flexible enough for designing 
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street furniture for different backgrounds, not only for particular places, practices, etc. 

 

Seven cities within three different countries were visited. They were selected by 

striking a balance between the time and financial constraints of the research and the 

attainment of sufficient research data. Under this condition, each place was selected for 

research focusing on specific principles and situations (this will be discussed later on). In 

addition, the selected cases attempted to avoid overlapping with those in existing street 

furniture studies, which the study intended to use in examining the principles with new 

examples (i.e., the examples not utilised in previous research). 

 

 

Figure 3.7 Research process and methods of the case studies. 
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The process and methods of examining the principles are as follows: 

1. Basically, each main principle and its sub-principles was examined one by 

one.   

2. The cases (examples) are varied, and the scale used is based on the principle 

examined. For example, to examine the principle of “unity”, a set of street 

furniture including bench, rubbish bin, light, and the environment as a whole is 

taken as a case. In comparison, to examine the principle of “comfort”, an 

individual bench could likewise be a case.  

3. Various methods, including background research, observations, and 

interviews, were utilised in evaluating the principles.  

4. For each principle and sub-principle, both the cases of applying them and not 

applying them were analysed so the value of the principles can be evaluated 

through cases from both sides (applied principles and unapplied principles). 

As stated, the suggested principles are not expected to apply merely to one 

specific area. At least three cases of each side (applied-unapplied) were 

analysed. It provided sufficient support and guaranteed the breadth and 

flexibility of the principles. For example, the sub-principle of “arrangement” 

suggests the rubbish bin should be placed near the bench for the convenience 

of users. Three different places wherein (a) the two items are put together and 

(b) are not put together were investigated. The result is a clean environment 

found in example (a), whereas rubbish and cigarette ends were found on and 

near the bench without a rubbish bin nearby in example (b). The principle was 

shown to be practical and realistic, and hence consolidated.28 

                                                 
28 Because the principles suggested by other studies have gone through considerable degree of 

investigation, all of them were not eliminated but proved. Most importantly, they were consolidated 
with more details and linkages found and suggested in the examining process. This is one main 
contribution of this research. 
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5. For some cases, design concepts and practice which were not included in the 

rudimentary principles were discovered. Those design concepts were 

examined through different cases by both viewpoints (as stated above) and 

became listed as design principles (i.e., suggestion for new principles). For 

example, in Hong Kong, railings are installed on the two sides of the zebra 

crossing on the pedestrian path to lead people crossing the road within the 

zebra crossing. It is regulated by urban policy in Hong Kong. However, these 

examples were not found in every city researched in this study. Finally, the 

sub-principles of “urban policy and regulation” suggest street furniture should 

be designed and arranged according to the urban policy and regulation of its 

location. 

 

Details of the evaluation methods follow: 

1. Background research including the history, culture, functions, and users of the 

cities and the places (e.g., streets, squares, and parks) where the observed 

street furniture is located, and the functions, design concepts, and aesthetics 

of street furniture 

2. Observations, including (a) the content of background research, and (b) the 

relationship between street furniture, the environment, and users, and (c) the 

interaction between street furniture and users, for example, the manner by 

which people use street furniture, their behaviour, and lifestyle. Two types of 

observations were employed to understand the issue thoroughly from different 

views: 

 Participant observations (Sarantakos, 2005) 

The observer was a member of the group of users investigating street 

furniture. 
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 Non-participant observations (Sarantakos, 2005) 

The observer studied the subjects from outside without becoming part of 

the environment of the observation. He/she investigated the way other 

users (both residents and visitors) used and interacted with the street 

furniture and the streetscape. Photos and videos were the main 

observation record for analysis. 

3. Users were interviewed to obtain their opinions and needs. A structured 

interview was not possible because there were a number of different cases, 

and each of them was selected to examine different principles. Instead, 

semi-structured interviews with open-ended questions according to different 

situations (e.g., places, principles) of the cases were used to allow flexibility 

and obtain accurate information from the users (Sarantakos, 2005; Sedlack & 

Stanley, 1992). For principles like “unity” and “identity”, which include visual 

elements and personal feelings of the users, an interview is important to obtain 

firsthand information. For example, do the users prefer a set of street furniture 

with similar features (e.g., same colour) in one location (principle of unity), or 

do they favour street furniture which features a pattern of sea waves as the 

design element, representative of the identity of a sea-side location (principle 

of identity)? 

 

Regarding the process, specially in point (1), overlapping and interlacing of 

principles were often observed. For example, one sub-principle can be found in several 

main principles in different cases, and one case can be used to examine more than one 

main principle and sub-principle. Again, it implies how the principles are integrated with 

and mutually influenced by each other.29 These examples demonstrate the correlation 

                                                 
29 Detailed explanation in Chapter 5 Principles of Street Furniture Design. 
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among different principles. 

 

In the process of examining rudimentary design principles, a number of principles 

were consolidated, whereas a few were eliminated through the evaluation. New 

principles were likewise suggested. The case studies were utilised as successful and 

unsuccessful examples in explaining the model of principles of street furniture design in 

Chapter 5. 

 

 As stated, the primary reason for selecting the case is to collect sufficient research 

data according to the time and financial constraints of this research. Basically, every 

principle was expected to be examined in each place, but select principles were specially 

examined according to the situation of the place. Different places can be employed to 

examine various parts of the whole set of principles to guarantee a comprehensive 

examination of every principle. The details of each place follows. 

 

Hong Kong, China 

 

Hong Kong (Hong Kong Special Administrative Region/HKSAR) is where the original 

research was based. It was chosen because longer research (case studies and the 

collaborative design projects) was possible to obtain a deeper understanding of street 

furniture design in Hong Kong. This provided a certain level of understanding of street 

furniture design (e.g., design practice, management, regulations, etc.) in one place. 

Based on this, investigation could be conducted in other places with a more clear focus 

and greater efficiency.  

 

Hong Kong is a city in China with independent authority in terms of administration, 
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politics, and urban design, planning, and development. Hong Kong, under colonisation 

by the United Kingdom, developed earlier compared to other Chinese cities in China. 

This promoted diversity in Hong Kong, including people of different backgrounds and 

needs, integration of different cultures, and contrast of the old and new. The unique 

situation of Hong Kong offered ideal factors for examining the core ideas of “diversity” 

and “flexibility” for street furniture design. 

 

As a cosmopolitan city, the level of Hong Kong’s street furniture design is far below 

its counterpart in other cities. This is due to the lack of ideal and complete design and 

management system and relative professions (Siu, 2004, 2007a). Many cases of street 

furniture design which do not apply rudimentary design principles are found. This 

provided a sufficient case base (the principles are not applied) to examine design 

principles. Furthermore, in the case of other cities, investigation can be conducted to 

determine if the principles can improve street furniture design in Hong Kong. 

 

High population density is a main characteristic of Hong Kong, with its limited space 

and crowded population. With the problems of incomplete street furniture design and 

large coverage of old urban areas, different urban redevelopment and renewal are 

urgently required in the city. The Hong Kong government believes street furniture design 

is an instant issue in urban redevelopment and renewal (which is also suggested by 

other research professionals). This gave rise to the collaborative streetscape street 

furniture design projects in Hong Kong and investigation of the implementation of design 

principles.30  

 

                                                 
30 Additional discussions are presented in the following Section, Chapter 3, Section 3.6 Collaborative 

Streetscape and Street Furniture Design Projects. 
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Beijing and Shanghai, China 

 

China is the largest developing country in the world today. It has been developing at a 

rapid pace since its economic system was liberalised in the 1980s. Urbanisation and 

modernisation are taking place in many places in China such that city and urban areas 

keep expanding. This trend of development provides opportunities for and requires 

different urban landscape studies (including street furniture design studies), and hence 

becomes the main reason for selecting a number of cases (Wang, 2001; Wang & Wang, 

2006; Wei & Sung, 2005; Xiong, 1999). The urban landscape is expected to be well 

designed according to the rich experiences and examples of other countries as China 

began its urban development later than the majority of developed countries (Wei & Sung, 

2005). It likewise inspires investigation in China.  

 

With regard to the reasons mentioned above, examples of street furniture design in 

China (i.e., Chinese mainland) were selected in the Chinese capitals Beijing and 

Shanghai, two of the most modern city economies in the country. Beijing’s rich historical, 

traditional, and cultural context is integrated with its modern needs and development. As 

the 2008 Olympics will be held in Beijing, a variety of new urban designs, planning, and 

development, including street furniture, is being implemented in the city. The cases in 

Beijing are especially significant in examining the main principles of “unity” and “identity”, 

the way street furniture can be designed to be consistent with both the new and the old, 

while representing the characteristics of Chinese traditional culture. As for Shanghai, this 

important city serves as the commercial, financial, and cultural centre of China, where 

various modern urban designs and construction projects are being developed rapidly. 

Thus, Shanghai becomes the primary choice in investigating street furniture design in the 

developed part of China. 
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Tokyo, Japan 

 

Japan is an advanced country in terms of economy, technology, design, and urban 

development in Asia as well as the rest of the world. Street furniture has matured; it is 

well developed in Japan in terms of function, aesthetics, meaning, and diversity. 

Moreover, public art, and the preservation of the country’s historical and cultural context 

are emphasised and developed in Japan (Graphic-Sha Publishing, 2001a, 2001b). Given 

this, the research intends to explore successful examples of street furniture with the 

application of different design principles. 

 

 Tokyo, the capital of Japan, features a diversity of places such as tourist, cultural, 

commercial, residential, seaside, and redeveloped and renewal areas. Hence, it is able 

to offer rich examples of different situations and backgrounds. Furthermore, Tokyo offers 

similar situations to Hong Kong and a few cities in China such as Beijing and Shanghai; it 

has diverse urban functions and cultures, a high population density, and redevelopment 

needs. Evaluation of design principles can be accurately made on how one city is 

superior or inferior to others when designing street furniture as they have similar issues. 

 

Seattle, Los Angeles, and Hawaii, United States 

 

With its advanced technology, the United States is known as the most developed country 

in the world. It possesses systemic and orderly urban design and planning, with 

extensive open spaces and places that put an emphasis on public art (Higuchi, 1992; 

Heckscher & Robinson, 1997). As street furniture is located in open spaces and can be 

treated as public art in some sense, case studies in U.S.A. were conducted to investigate 

the manner in which street furniture was designed in different open spaces and as public 
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art. Street furniture design in two cities of the American West Coast, Seattle and Los 

Angeles, were studied. Most importantly, cases in the USA can provide examples of 

Western countries. 

 

In addition, case studies of street furniture include another state, Hawaii, the 

popular tourist location in the tropics, possesses a particular geographic climate and 

environment. Aside from history, culture, user lifestyle and behaviours, geographic 

climate and environment is one key factor in moulding a place’s identity. The identity of a 

place can be represented in street furniture design according to the principle of “identity”. 

31 Thus, case studies in Hawaii were conducted to specifically examine the principle of 

“identity”. Honolulu, the capital of Hawaii, was the focus for this study.  

 

Others 

 

A few examples of street furniture design in other places, such as Taiwan, were also 

documented in this study to provide supplementary examples. The background of 

different places where street furniture is located will be discussed in further detail, with 

examples, in the following chapters. 

 

Due to time and financial constraints, European countries such as the United 

Kingdom, Paris, and Germany, where street furniture design are emphasised and well 

developed and successful examples can be found, were not selected for case studies in 

this research. Because considerable examples in European countries were conducted to 

suggest design principles and concepts in other street furniture studies (e.g., Bao et al, 

2006b; Lin, 1992; Vranckx, 2007; Wang & Wang, 2006; Yang, 2005); those principles 

                                                 
31 More discussions in Chapter 5, Section 5.6 Identity 
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and concepts suggested by other studies were integrated and organised and also 

became a series of principles in this research. This means the investigation and basis of 

cases in European countries actually underpin this study in some sense. Also, as stated, 

this research intended to find new examples not used by others. This is another reason 

for not including the examples of Europe, which have been largely conducted in other 

studies. 

 

 

3.6 Collaborative Streetscape and Street Furniture Design Projects 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8 Collaborative streetscape and street furniture design projects in the research 

framework (encircled) 

 

Streetscape and street furniture projects in urban renewal areas of Hong Kong were 

studied. These were collaborative design projects carried out by the School of Design, 

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University and the Urban Renewal Authority (URA) of Hong 
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Kong.32 

 

The URA was established in 2001 to carry out different renewal and redevelopment 

projects and alleviate the problems of urban decay, for example, in aging buildings and in 

the surroundings of old urban areas of early development in Hong Kong. According to 

the Urban Renewal Strategies, nine sizeable target areas of renewal and redevelopment 

have been designated.  

 

 

Figure 3.9 Nine sizeable target areas of renewal and redevelopment and areas of the 

collaborative streetscape and street furniture design projects. 

 

                                                 
32 The Urban Renewal Authority of Hong Kong (formerly the Land Development Corporation) was 

founded in 2001 to achieve a high-quality urban and living environment in Hong Kong by using the 
4Rs strategy: Redevelopment, Rehabilitation, pReservation, and Revitalisation (Official 
abbreviations by URA) (Urban Renewal Authority, 2005a, 2005b). 
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The areas include (a) Kwun Tong, (b) Ma Tau Kok, (c) Sai Ying Pun, (d) Sham Shui Po, 

(e) Tai Kok Tsui, (f) Tsuen Wan, (g) Wan Chai, (h) Yau Ma Tei, and (i) Yau Tong (Planning 

and Lands Bureau, 2001) (Figure 3.9). These are known as the densely populated old 

urban areas (commercial and mixed zones developed in the early years) of Hong Kong. 

Since 2004, the URA has invited the School of Design, The Hong Kong Polytechnic 

University to be involved in the renewal and development projects, focusing on 

streetscape and street furniture design in most of the targeted renewal districts. The 

projects in this study include: 

1. Shanghai Street, Yau Ma Tei district.33 

2. Wan Chai (the district), Wan Chai district. 

3. Kok Cheung Street, Tai Kok Tsui district. 

4. Portland Street, Yau Ma Tei district. 

5. Aberdeen and Sai Kei Wan (seaside areas).34  

 

Nowadays, many urban landscapes have been shaped. A method of “from point to 

line, and to surface” is greatly applied in urban redevelopment and renewal (Yang, 2005). 

The Hong Kong government intends to implement this method by improving street 

furniture design as an initial stage in its urban redevelopment and renewal projects. This 

is the importance of street furniture in today’s urban landscape.35 They provide a strong 

reason to participate in collaborative projects in this research. The research can become 

increasingly practical and realistic through cooperation with the government (the main 

party responsible for street furniture design of a city). Additionally, the reasons for urban 

                                                 
33 The collaborative streetscape and street furniture project in Shanghai Street was completely 

recorded in Appendix, Streetscape and Street Furniture Design Project: Shanghai Street, as one 
demonstration of an in-depth case study. 

34 Aberdeen and Sai Kei Wan are not the nine sizeable target areas. However, they are also the 
working areas of urban renewal and development of URA (Urban Renewal Authority, 2005b). 

35  Additional discussions on the importance of street furniture are conducted in Chapter 1 
Introduction. 
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redevelopment and renewal of one area are usually due to its different kinds of urban 

problems, including the weakness of planning and street furniture (e.g., Hong Kong, 

Taiwan, and Japan). Redevelopment and renewal areas offer better opportunities to 

design new street furniture by applying the principles than in places where everything is 

well developed and designed. 

 

 
Figure 3.10 Research process and methods of the collaborative street furniture design 

projects. 

 

The duration of the projects vary from several months to a year, including research, 

direction determination, and design proposal. The principles of street furniture design 

were implemented and examined in designing street furniture in the projects (Figure 

3.10). The contributions collaborative streetscape and street furniture design projects in 

this study include the following: 

1. To examine principles of street furniture design36 

                                                 
36 The examination of results of the design principles is conducted in Chapter 5, Principles of Street 

Furniture Design. The street furniture designs in these projects were used as the examples for 
explanation in this Chapter. 
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2. To demonstrate the implementation of the principles of street furniture design 

in realistic situation, it includes the following:37 

 To investigate the situations of the place, including the background, 

environment, users, and street furniture  

 To investigate the areas of improvement of the street furniture, including 

the limitations and their reasons behind 

 To design street furniture according to the place and the design principles 

 To evaluate, analyse, and conclude the design and principles study 

 To figure out areas of further investigation 

 

Various research methods were applied to obtain the background information and 

the opinions of the public and policymakers for the design direction and design proposal: 

1. Study of the background (e.g., history, culture, urban life, and development) of 

the selected places 

(a) Relevant background studies, reports, and documentaries 

(b) Government documents and studies 

(c) Field research (including observations and interviews) 

This is important to understand the background of a place in order to design 

suitable street furniture. 

2. Field observations (Siu, 2006) 

(a) Participant observations (Sarantakos, 2005)38 

(b) Non-participant observations (Sarantakos, 2005)39 

(c) Structured observations (Sarantakos, 2005; Siu 2006) 
                                                 
37 This part is conducted in Chapter 6 Implementation of Principle of Street Furniture Designs: 

Limitations and Possible Solutions of Street Furniture Design in Densely Populated Old Urban 
Areas, and Appendix, Collaborative Streetscape and Street Furniture Design Project: Shanghai 
Street. 

38 Details refer to the research methods in the above section, Chapter 3, Section 3.3.5 Cases studies 
39 See (21). 
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For (a) and (b), structured observations were made with fixed time 

schedules. Observations of streetscape and street furniture, residential 

life and behaviour, etc., were conducted during the following: 

 Mornings, afternoons, evenings, nights, and midnights 

 Selected weekdays and weekends, and special days such as 

holidays and festival days 

The different ways of observations were conducted to investigate the 

issue thoroughly from different perspectives so as to offer an all-around 

and objective understanding.  

3. Direct interviews with the local residents and visitors were conducted in the 

selected areas. The focus of the interviews includes the following: 

(a) The public image, identity, and characteristics of the places 

(b) The preferences and needs for the streetscape and street furniture 

(c) The preferences and needs for renewal and redevelopment 

As stated, a number of factors in designing street furniture, such as the 

opinions of the users and the identity/public image of a place, are personal 

and emotional, requiring interviews. This helped to design street furniture 

which can truly meet the users’ needs and reflect the image of the places 

where they are situated.  

4. Consultations were undertaken with government officers and related 

professionals to obtain opinions and directions. Meetings and presentations 

were conducted both in offices and on-site. In addition, for government 

direction (policymakers), relevant guidelines and strategies instituted by 

government were considered. They include Hong Kong planning standards 

and guidelines (Planning Department, 2007), Urban Renewal Strategies 

(Planning and Lands Bureau, 2001), and 4R Strategies (Urban Renewal 
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Authority, 2005a, 2005b). The reason for consultation is the involvement of 

different parties in street furniture design, including policymakers 

(government), designers (professionals), and users. It is essential to balance 

the interests of different parties and design street furniture with the best value 

to improve the urban environment (Siu, 2004, 2006, 2007a). 

 

According to the research, design direction of the streetscape and street furniture 

was determined for each place by taking a balanced perspective among the public, 

designers, and policymakers. With implementation of the principles of urban design and 

street furniture design, the design proposal (i.e., streetscape and street furniture design) 

was finally accomplished. 

 

Evaluation of the street furniture as produced and placed on the street has not yet 

been conducted due to time limitations and the administrative process of the government 

in producing new street furniture. However, the process for generating design directions 

and proposals has undergone certain stages of revision. Besides collecting the opinions 

of government departments and professionals, the public is one of the key sources of 

reference in the revision. To collect public opinion and comment, direct interviews with 

the target groups were carried out. The whole collaborative project, including objectives, 

findings, design direction, and proposal with street furniture design, was presented to the 

government, professionals, and the public (i.e., interviewees including both inhabitants 

and visitors of the places) for comments. 

 

The stage-by-stage revisions with different parties provided significant and sufficient 

validation for the implementation of the principles of street furniture design. Through the 

revision process in which government, professionals, and the public were consulted, 
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evaluation of the principles was realistically made. With the examples of case studies 

and process and the result of the collaborative design projects, the principles were then 

consolidated with adjustments and suggestions for new principles. 

 

 

3.7 Summary 

 

 

This chapter has discussed and analysed the different research stages of this study and 

the way different research methods were utilised in each stage. The principles of street 

furniture design were initially drafted based on the application and extension of the 

concept and principles of urban landscape design, and the integration and 

reorganisation of principles of street furniture design of relevant studies. They included 

the review of urban landscape design, urban planning, open space, street, and different 

types of street furniture studies. The rudimentary principles were subsequently examined 

and analysed through the case studies of street furniture design in different places and 

collaborative streetscape and street furniture design projects in Hong Kong. The 

principles at this stage were implemented, evaluated, consolidated, and served as a 

basis on which some new principles were suggested. Eventually, a complete series of 

principles of street furniture design was suggested with examples and demonstrations. 

The principles are not considered as golden rules, but as a possible solution based on 

this study (including case studies and design projects). It will also be a reference for 

further discussions and investigations. 
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4.1 Introduction 

 

 

Street furniture is an element of the urban landscape. This means that street furniture 

should be designed with the urban landscape, including other urban elements, as a 

whole (Design council, 1976; Eckbo, 2001; Wang & Wang, 2006; Yu, 2003). 

 

Landscape architects who design an environment including benches, 

chairs, trash boxes, ashtrays, signs, and so on equipped on the street 

must re-examine and design street furniture with an attention to each 

item and with an eye of total landscape design (Graphic-Sha Publishing, 

2001b, p. 7). 

 

As a part of the urban landscape, and being considered in line with the total urban 

landscape, the principles of street furniture are extended from that of the urban 

landscape. 

 

What determines the design of street furniture, whether it is good or bad, 

is the same design principle as that of landscape design as long as 

deciding the quality of space whether private or public and designing it by 

coordinating well (Graphic-Sha Publishing, 2001b, p. 7). 

 

According to this, and as stated in Chapter 2, to have an in-depth understanding of street 

furniture and to establish comprehensive design principles, there is a need to investigate 

the relevant concepts and design principles of the urban landscape. 

 

This chapter is a study of the urban landscape. Section 4.2 will discuss general 

concepts including (a) definitions, (b) classifications, (c) nature and characteristics, and 

(d) creation of the urban landscape. Besides understanding the urban landscape as a 
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huge, complicated system, this part of the study aims to recognise the position, the 

contribution, and the importance of street furniture as a part of the urban landscape, and 

also the different perspectives and responsibilities of different professions in it. 

 

Section 4.3 is a review of the development of the design theories of the urban 

landscape. It will investigate the design theories of various concerns raised in different 

periods. The theories will eventually be analysed and organised into a series of main 

design principles of urban landscape for today and the future in Section 4.4. The study of 

the development of design theories of the urban landscape is essential to obtain the 

principles of the urban landscape design with all-around concerns for the past, present, 

and future. The principles will become a foundation and will be applied and extended in 

the principles of street furniture design.  

 

Following the investigation of the total urban landscape design, Section 4.5 will 

scale down the focus to another urban landscape element—urban space (open 

space/public space), where street furniture is located in the urban landscape. Some 

significant considerations of urban space will be addressed. Based on the concept and 

design principles of the urban landscape, this part aims to provide more in-depth and 

specific sources for street furniture design. Also, the importance and functions of street, 

the main source of open space where street furniture is greatly implemented, will be 

addressed and investigated for designing street furniture practically and particularly. 

 

Finally, Section 4.6 will summarize the results obtained from this chapter and 

discuss how the results will be applied and contribute to street furniture design and the 

establishment of its principles in the following chapter. 
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4.2 Urban Landscape: General Concepts 

 

 

4.2.1 Definitions 

 

The urban landscape (or the urban environment) refers to the visible features including 

both natural and artificial elements of a city. “Urban landscape is the organic integration 

of natural landscape and artificial landscape. It is the apparent expression of urban 

spaces and urban objects” (Wei & Sung, 2005, p. 1). More specifically, the urban 

landscape is created through the perpetual construction of an artificial landscape based 

on the reconstruction of the natural landscape by humans, for reasons of living and 

human factors such as politics, economy, history, culture, development, etc. 

 

The urban landscape comprises the natural landscape (natural elements) and 

artificial landscape (artificial elements). Natural elements are shaped from the natural 

and geographical environment and include weather and climate, landforms, water, and 

plants. Artificial elements refer to both urban spaces and urban objects. Urban spaces 

include squares, parks and streets, and urban objects include architecture, urban 

facilities, and street furniture. All the above elements are known as tangible elements of 

the urban landscape (Wei & Sung, 2005). The natural elements are usually 

reconstructed, reformed, or rearranged in the process of urban landscape creation. For 

example, to shave the hill for certain kinds of construction and hence give another 

appearance, and to arrange the green system like plantings and greenbelts throughout 

the city. In the meantime, the natural elements effect the design of artificial elements. For 

example, climate effects the forms and patterns of the architecture in the city; and the 

landform rules the urban appearance as a whole. The natural elements always give and 
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direct the characteristics of a city (Hung, 1999). The natural landscape and artificial 

landscape, or say, natural elements and artificial elements are interlocked and integrated 

to form the urban landscape. 

 

All urban landscape elements are arranged by certain principles and compose the 

whole urban frame. It includes (a) urban form—the shape, internal structure, and 

developmental tendency of a city, (b) urban contour of the skyline—the whole urban 

appearance at top level, (c) urban axis—the means of spatial arrangement of a city. 

Through the urban axis, different urban elements are arranged to shape a city. The urban 

central axis of Paris and Beijing are famous examples of what an urban axis is, (d) urban 

colour—the integral colour of a city, consists of the both natural and artificial colour of all 

urban landscape elements like sky, water, plants, architecture, roads, squares, vehicles, 

street furniture and so on, and (e) urban volume—the scale of the city, includes the scale 

of the plane and architecture (Wei & Sung, 2005). 

 

Based on the natural landscape, the artificial elements are created to form the 

artificial landscape and hence the urban landscape, according to living needs and human 

factors such as politics, economy, history, culture, customs, society, behaviour, 

development, etc. The human factors are the intangible elements of urban landscape, 

and also the connotation or the meaning of urban landscape and a city (Rowe & Koetter, 

1978; Wei & Sung, 2005, Xu, 2005).  

 

Tangible and intangible elements are closely linked. They are equally important in 

the urban landscape such that it is impossible for either one to be absent. Tangible 

elements carry the intangible elements, and intangible elements are expressed and 

presented by the tangible elements. On the other hand, intangible elements are the 
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connotation of the tangible elements, and people can recognise and understand the 

intangible elements through the tangible elements (Wei & Sung, 2005) (Figure 4.1). 

 

According to Lynch’s concept of environmental image in 1960, the recognition and 

sense of people toward the environment can be analysed by three levels. The first level 

is identity. “A workable image requires first the identification of an object, which implies its 

distinction from other things, its recognition as a separable entity” (Lynch, 1960, p. 8). 

Identity, in this way, can be understood as the style and appearance of the environment 

and objects with certain features. They refer to positions, forms, scales, colours, 

proportions, etc. of the objects. Different objects contain different styles and appearances 

so that they can be distinguished from one another. The second level is structure. “The 

image must include the spatial or pattern relation of the object to the observer and to 

other objects” (Lynch, 1960, p. 8). Besides different styles and appearances, objects can 

be recognised by their spatial structure and relation with other objects and observers. 

Third level is meaning. “The object must have some meaning for the observer, whether 

practical or emotional” (Lynch, 1960, p. 8). This is the connotation of the environment 

and objects behind the appearance. Meaning is the sum of intangible elements. They 

could be history, culture, human behaviour, politics, economy, etc. based on which the 

environment and objects are created. There is also spiritual sympathy, cognition, and 

experience of humans. 
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Figure 4.1 Structure of the urban landscape (modified from Xiong, 1999). 
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4.2.2 Classifications 

 

There are different classifications of the urban landscape. Hong (2002) classified the 

urban environment into three levels by the macro to micro approach. The urban 

environment is classified as the urban macro-environment, the urban 

moderate-environment, and the urban micro-environment. The urban 

macro-environment considers the urban environment as a whole including the 

architectural groupings, road systems, green systems, and water systems. The urban 

moderate-environment focuses on zoning, for example, the urban centre, historical zone, 

industrial zone, and residential zone. The urban micro-environment refers to the 

comparatively small scale environments which are located in different zones in a city, 

such as squares, green spaces, streets, and water spaces. 

 

Wei and Sung (2005) also provide three perspectives of classifying the urban 

landscape. Firstly, the urban landscape can be classified by scale. It is similar to Hong’s 

classification of the urban macro-environment. The second is to classify the urban 

landscape by system. A city is an integrated system of the nature, economic, social, and 

cultural. The classified system in a city includes the natural system—plants, grasses, 

hills, rivers, etc.; the economic system—factories, shops, etc.; the social 

system—residential, political office construction, hospitals, etc.; the cultural 

system—historical architecture, libraries, exhibition halls, etc. Lastly, the urban 

landscape can be classified by function. Production, recreation, transportation, and living 

are the four major functions of a city (Le Corbusier, 1943/1973). According to the 

functions, the urban landscape can be categorised as the industrial landscape, the 

commercial landscape, the transport landscape, the tourist landscape, the green 

landscape, the residential landscape, and so on. Numerous studies to specifically 
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identify and classify different urban landscapes have been conducted in which street 

furniture are also studied and classified with the classified urban landscape.40 It should 

be remembered that street furniture is located in different types of urban landscapes and 

its functions are accordingly elaborate. 

 

 

4.2.3 Natures and Characteristics 

 

The urban landscape is a unity. It is an integration of all natural, artificial, tangible, and 

intangible landscape elements. Different elements do not exist individually but are 

interlocked with one another to form an urban landscape. Every single element including 

those in small scale or inconspicuous in the urban landscape is equally significant and 

cannot be neglected (Hong, 2002; Xiong, 1999; Zhang & Yang, 2000). Wei and Sung 

(2005) stated that “The architecture and urban spaces are ’flowers‘, whereas the 

pavement and street furniture are ’leaves’. Flowers are important, but without leaves to 

set off, it is hard to achieve a pleasing result” (p. 4). 

 

The urban landscape is complicated (Xu, 2006). Besides consisting of different 

landscape elements, the urban landscape is the work of different professions like urban 

design, urban planning, architecture, landscape architecture, engineering, etc. There are 

different perspectives in creating a city such as politics, society, economy, history, culture, 

and so on. The urban landscape can be also classified into various types by its scale, 

function, nature, and characteristic. Judgment for the urban landscape is also 

complicated in that there are different parties and citizens with different needs and points 

                                                 
40 Classifications of street furniture are discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.4 Classifications and 

Scope of street furniture. Some types of classifications of street furniture are directed by that of 
urban landscape. 
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of view. 

 

  The urban landscape is a perpetual accumulation and process of creation. 

(Kurokawa, 1991, 2004; Norberg-Schulz; 1971; 1980; Rowe & Koetter, 1978 Saarinen, 

1943) Different histories, cultures, needs, trends, and so on in different periods give 

different characteristics to a city and its urban landscape. The urban landscape is formed 

and accumulated from the characteristics of different periods, and will change and 

transform continuously. Also, different seasons, weathers and climates, as well as other 

natural phenomena give the urban landscape different appearances. 

 

 The urban landscape is diversified. Urban landscape is created for human beings 

and their needs. As stated early in 1961 by Jacobs, “Diversity is natural to big cities” (p. 

143). “The diversification of human being results in the diversification of the urban 

landscape” (Hong, 2002, p.118). Different human needs and activities according to 

classes, ages, cultures, and aesthetics require different types of usage and appearance 

for the urban landscape. 

 

 The urban landscape is not only the apparent image of physical spaces and objects. 

It contains deep-seated connotations and meanings. They are the human factors 

(intangible factors) which include politics, economy, history, culture, behaviour, and 

customs. The connotations or the meanings are expressed and presented through the 

urban landscape, and finally become the characteristics of the cities, the places, and 

their inhabitants. Different connotations of the regions make cities of differing 

characteristics (Kurokawa, 1991, 2004; Norberg-Schulz; 1971; 1980; Rowe & Koetter, 

1978 Saarinen, 1943) 
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4.2.4 Creation 

 

The urban landscape is multi-science, multi-perspective, and compositive (Hong, 2002; 

Wei & Sung, 2005). It is an integrated work by different professions, sciences, theories, 

and principles. The urban landscape is synthetically formed through the processes of 

urban planning, urban design, architecture, landscape architecture, environmental 

design, engineering, etc. All subjects function and cooperate consistently. The contents 

and principles of different professions and subjects related to the urban landscape are 

always overlapped and shared. Xiong (1999) pointed out that urban landscape design, 

regardless of what professions, subjects or sciences are involved, aims for provide a 

desirable living environment to people, that is, it is people-oriented. 

 

Xiong (1999) further analysed the nature and responsibility of different professions 

in the process of urban landscape creation. Under the main premise which includes 

geographic location and zoning, natural climate and environment, resources and 

foreground, nature and land use planning, population structure and prediction, historical 

background, traditions and characteristics of a city; urban planning works on the 

transportation system for connection outside and within a city, civil facilities system, 

environmental preservation and green belt system, historical and cultural preservation, 

land use and functional distribution, spatial structure and residential environment, etc. 

Urban planning is a complicated and difficult task and this is the main reason that it is 

usually focuses on functional, technological, and economic aspects. Urban design at this 

time focuses on the spatial pattern, investigates the spatial structure and environmental 

features in order to reflect the characteristics of a city. 

 

The main difference between urban planning and urban design is that urban 
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planning starts from hard and objective factors, which are the natural environment, land 

use, transportation, etc., to achieve the continuous growth and development of a city, 

whilst urban design starts from soft and subjective factors, which are physical, 

psychological, and behavioural aspects of human beings, to arrange a comfortable and 

meaningful environment of a city. 

 

According to the above, Xiong emphasised that urban planning and urban design 

do not proceed separately; whereas, urban design belongs to urban planning. Urban 

design is part of urban planning, and at the same time it is relatively isolated in terms of 

its research process and areas of investigation. 

 

After the master plan of use and distribution of different zones by urban planning 

and the organization and arrangement of the spatial structure and visible features of a 

city by urban design, the urban landscape is eventually created through architectural 

design (i.e., buildings and constructions) and environmental design (i.e., squares, parks, 

streets, etc.) under guidelines regarding the style and the technical control by urban 

design/urban landscape design. The purpose is that to provide regulations given by the 

guidelines, that allow individual buildings and spaces to reflect an architectural aesthetic 

and characteristics without destroying the entire appearance and style of the whole 

urban landscape. (Liang & Xiao, 2000; Xiong, 1999) Finally, street furniture and other 

facilities in the urban space are the province of architects, industrial designers, and 

engineers (Eckbo, 2001). 

 

It is important that an urban landscape forms unity; different professions in urban 

landscape creation are closely related to create a desirable and comfortable urban 

landscape to fulfil human needs. 
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4.3 Urban Landscape: Review of the Development of Design Theories41 

 

“There are many urban designs and practice activities since cities came into being” 

(Hong, 2002, p. 6). Various theories/concepts/principles of urban design were suggested 

and developed in different periods of time. They contribute to today’s urban landscape 

design as a composite subject of multi-sciences and multi-perspectives. Because the 

urban landscape is a unity created collaboratively, the principles are always interchanged 

and shared by different professions including urban design, urban landscape design, 

architecture, environmental design and street furniture design, whose working areas 

largely overlap. 

 

In order to obtain deeper knowledge of urban landscape design and apply them in 

street furniture design, this section conducts a review and investigation of the 

development of urban landscape design theories. According to the historical 

background, the development can be divided into five main periods: 

1. Before the 20th century: the period before the industrial revolution, when the 

cities were small in scale with slow developmental progress. 

2. The 20th century 1900s–1940s: the period under the great influence of the 

industrial revolution, when cities were developing and extending expeditiously. 

3. The 20th century 1950s–1970s: the period right after World War II, when 

urban design theories and methods of that time were evaluated from a 

humanistic approach. 

4. The 20th century 1980s–1990s: the period that drew serious destruction of the 

natural environment, when eco-awareness became an issue in urban 

                                                 
41 The structure of this section is modified from the sources: Hong, 2002; Liang & Xiao, 2000; Wang, 

2001; Wei & Sung, 2005; Xiong, 1999. 
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landscape design. 

5. The 21st century onwards (today and the coming future): a new era of 

information and technology, when urban landscape design is facing 

unparalleled challenges. It requires comprehensive principles by integrating 

different urban design theories to deal with the complicated problems that 

have resulted from urbanisation, globalisation, destruction of the natural 

environment, etc.  

 

 

4.3.1 Before the 20th Century 

 

Before the industrial revolution, cities were comparably small in scale with simple 

functions and a slow development process (Xu, 2007; Zhang & Yang, 2000). Cities of 

this period were usually designed by architects who acted as both urban planner and 

artist with an architectural slant. Urban design worked with the idea of “physical 

determinism” with the principle of “visual order” (Liang & Xiao, 2000). From the ancient 

period of Greece and Rome to the Middle Ages, religion, politics and the economy took 

predominant roles in city design. The church, city hall, and plaza represent the three 

main powers and were located in the city centre (Wei & Sung, 2005). 

 

The industrial revolution since the 1900s brought great influence to urban design, In 

The Art of Building Cities, Sitte (1889/1945) figured out the various limitations of capitalist 

cities. With the aims of functional zoning and efficient development, the design of cities 

tended to be monotonous and exceedingly regular. Urban space was not effectively 

utilized, spatial structure lacked a clear order. Through the investigation of cities of the 

Middle Ages, Sitte restored a humanistic approach and concluded that urban design is 
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not purely technical but also aesthetic. His principle emphasised “visual orders” between 

architecture, plazas, and streets, and that architects should create compatibility between 

planning and architecture. 

 

 

4.3.2 The 20th Century 1900s–1940s 

 

The industrial revolution began in late 19th century in Europe. “Industrial revolution is 

turning point of the world city history” (Wei & Sung, 2005, p. 24). The new technology 

and mechanization of industrialisation induced great increases in productivity and 

expedited transportation development. Considerable numbers of people crowded into 

cities for employment opportunities provided by different industries with an efficient 

transportation system. In addition to the rapid and intense construction of commercial 

buildings, factories, residential blocks, transportation facilities (e.g., harbours, train 

stations, and roads) and urban facilities, cities changed and expanded greatly. The rapid 

growth of cities without mature planning caused various urban problems. For example, 

overcrowded population and transportation, significant poverty, shortage of residential 

housing, problems of shantytowns, high crime rates, and serious pollution. All of these 

resulted in social turbulence, arguments, and reformation. Urban design developed 

different theories to improve the cities. 

 

 

New City and Suburbanisation 

 

To solve the urban problem, some tired of dealing with them by the humanistic approach. 

The idea of the “garden city” raised by Howard is a representative example (Howard, 
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1904/2000). The garden city is a new city located away from the original city, built in 

order to disperse the concentrated population and solve different problems found in big 

cities. The garden city integrates city and rural area with the rural area occupying most of 

the city. It aims to provide a desirable living environment that integrates humans and 

nature. In addition, the garden city implies fair ownership of the land; land investments 

are prohibited so that people can enjoy a stable land price. The garden city provides 

different functions (i.e., political, recreational, residential, industrial, and commercial) and 

urban facilities with detailed principles of planning, space structure, and arrangement. 

Howard’s idea was turned into practice through the establishment of the first garden city, 

Letchworth, near London, in 1906. The garden city has greatly influenced urban 

development and contributed to new urban movements like the new town, or the satellite 

city especially after World War II. 

 

 Wright brought up the “broad-acre city” in 1932 (Wang, 2001; Xu, 2007). He 

claimed that cities will be everywhere that dispersed cities—broad-acre city was the 

tendency. Similar to the garden city, the broad-acre city also integrates city and rural area. 

The principal idea of Wright’s concept is that inside broad-acre city, each family has its 

own land, house, and garden. With their own vehicles, people can access different 

places conveniently through the complex highway system connecting each family and 

urban facilities. Wright’s idea provided a foundation for a desirable living place in the 

rural urban fringes and advanced suburbanisation of the middle class for America and 

Europe. 

 

Functionalism 

 

For the rapid urbanisation caused by industrialisation and capitalism, some individuals 
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suggested designing and planning the city by functional, rational, and technical 

approaches, that is, functionalism. Functionalism, or modernism in urban design, 

emphasises in the economic, social, and cultural aspects of a city as well as its complex 

function. The city is seen as a big, rapidly running machine in which different parts 

operate according to certain principles (Hong, 2002). Functional efficiency, economic 

growth, and the application of new technology is the focus. Implementation of 

functionalism achieves efficiency through functional zoning and transportation systems; 

solves the urban problems like overcrowding and undesirable environments by high rise 

blocks and extensive urban spaces and greenbelts; and upholds the industrial and 

technological vitality in modern city design (Wang, 2001; Wei & Sung, 2005). 

 

 The Athens Charter by Congrès International d’Architecture Moderne (CIAM) 

(International Congress for Modern Architecture) developed in 1933 represents 

functionalism (Le Corbusier, 1943/1973). 42  Concentrating on the main idea of the 

“functional city”, the document categorised four main city functions: living, working, 

recreation, and circulation. After analyzing the problems of each function, it further 

suggested outlines for modern urban design and planning. Functional zoning and a 

classified transportation system were main ideas. The Athens Charter also investigated 

the manner by which historic districts and buildings were preserved. 

 

Le Corbusier elaborated on his idea of functional urban design through the model of 

the "contemporary city for three million inhabitants” (1922/1971) and the “radiant city” 

(1933/1967). Le Corbusier argued that including Paris, which had been developed since 

                                                 
42  Congrès International d’Architecture Moderne (CIAM) (International Congress of Modern 

Architecture), founded in 1928 and disbanded in 1959. It is an organization and a series of meetings 
of 28 European architects organised by Le Corbusier. The Athens Charter was the result of the 
fourth meeting of the CIAM, held in 1933 (Feld, 2003). 
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its early years, was unable to coordinate with the economic growth and deal with the 

urban problems of the modern society. He emphasised functional distribution, the 

significance of urban space and greenbelt, and suggested that intensive urban renewal 

should be carried out with the following key principles: (a) City should be planned with 

functional zoning like the industrial zone, residential zone, political zone, commercial 

zone, etc.; (b) Buildings in the city centre should be vertically developed as high rise 

blocks can achieve lower density among buildings in order to provide sufficient urban 

space for parks, playgrounds, and greenbelts; (c) Traffic roads should be classified 

systematically according to function and speed to satisfy different needs and realize 

efficient transportation; (d) The linear and geometric pattern of urban planning is the 

means to reflect modern industrial vitality. 

 

It is noteworthy that the idea of functionalism requires large scale destruction and 

reconstruction of a city. Urban renewal during the 1940s and 1950s and new city 

agendas provide favourable factors for implementation of functionalism.43 In addition, 

the aims (i.e., functional efficiency, economic growth, and application of new technology) 

of functionalism merge with that of modern city development. As a result, functionalism 

was widely accepted and applied in urban design and planning. Chandigarh in India and 

Brasilia in Brazil, are representative examples of new city development of independent 

functionalist cities after World War II. 

 

                                                 
43 Due to various problems in the urban centre area, with efficient transportation system and 

government encouragement, a trend of new city/new town/rural area movement occurred in the 
1940s to the 1950s. It is more or less influenced by the ideas of Howard’s garden city and Wright’s 
broad-acre city. In the UK and USA, large numbers of middle class families started to leave the 
urban centre and moved to the new city/new town/rural area. In 1945, the UK government decided 
to construct 14 new towns around the centre of London. As a result, many lower class citizens and 
fewer higher class citizens remained in the city centre. The early development of the city centre 
together with the population shift started city centre decay and its remedy, the concept of urban 
renewal (Hong, 2002). 
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 Arturo Soria y Mata, another functionalist urban planner, had already raised the 

idea of the “linear city” in its earlier stage in 1882. Transportation is the core idea that the 

linear city is constructed based on a complex main transportation path. Different zones 

and facilities of various uses are placed along the path with a combination of rural areas 

and greenbelts. The highlight of such a plan is that the city can be extended expanding 

the transportation path to become a continuous city (Wang, 2001; Xu, 2007). Tony 

Garnier suggested “industrial city” in 1918, in which different types of industries are 

grouped together with transportation system connected with residential areas to form a 

city (Wiebenson, 1969).  

 

Organic Order 

 

According to the problems of cities and inspired by Howard’s concept of the garden city, 

Saarinen (1943) advocated the concept of “organic order”. In his theory, the city is an 

organism with cells (i.e., different city parts). Different cell characteristics—the 

expression of different cells as coordinate with one another—form an organic entirety. 

“The principles of expression and correlation are not independently functioning principles, 

but rather daughter-principles of that all-governing mother-principle of 'organic order'” 

(Saarinen, 1943, p. 15). Different cells in an organism operate by following the “organic 

order”. The destruction and mistake of any parts (cells) of the city will cause the 

destruction of the city as a whole, or its organic unity. Organic decentralization, for the 

problems of poorly planned (inorganic) and uncontrolled megalopolises, is not just to 

simply set up a new city with the same functions as the urban centre, but to selectively 

decentralize and relocate certain kinds of functions according to the characteristics and 

problems of the city regarding its organic unity. For example, heavy and light industry 

and its work should be decentralized to the new city and self-contained; administrative 
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and political departments should remain in city centre with their employee population; 

and more green spaces should be introduced with the space left by decentralization. In 

this manner, the urban problem in the centre could be solved and both the living 

environment of people inside and outside the city centre can be improved. Saarinen also 

emphasised that city design should be able to reflect the nature and meaning of a city. 

Saarinen’s concept of organic decentralization greatly influenced urban design strategies 

after World War II. 

 

 

4.3.3 The 20th Century 1950s–1970s 

 

Functionalism, focusing on function and a mechanism for city redevelopment and 

renewal, remained the main stream of urban design after World War II. However, many 

have argued that functionalism oversimplified both the urban landscape and society. The 

city is not a machine, but rather is more complicated and diversified. Diversification, 

original structures, and city characteristics were not considered by functionalism; history, 

culture, customs, psychology, human behaviour, and the relationship between humans 

and the environment were also neglected. “The urban exploration and development in 

large scale greatly destroy the historical environment, living order, linkage and 

coordination of different elements in a city” (Hong, 2002, p. 110). Since the 1950s, 

different theories developed regarding urban design. They were no longer just focused 

on the function, technology, and efficiency of a city, but examined from various sciences 

and perspectives—society, culture, psychology, behaviour, ecology, etc.—city life. Urban 

design concepts from this period are known as postmodernism. 
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Postmodernism started with the disbandment of the CIAM44 and the establishment 

of Team 10 in the 1950s.45 Team 10 revolted against CIAM philosophies and the large 

scale destruction and construction by functionalism. They restated that a desirable urban 

environment involves the unity of the entire landscape with variations in its parts. Team 

10 emphasised the importance and investigation of the physical environment. Various 

urban design models have been raised by Team 10’s members, for example, the 

concepts of stem and web, streets in the sky, and cluster cities (Feld, 2001; Liang & Xiao, 

2000; Xiong, 1999; Wang, 2001; Vollaard & Heuvel, n.d.; Xu, 2007). In sum, Team 10 

advocated the following main urban design concepts: 

1. Urban design is a continuous and dynamic decision process and it emphasises 

the continuity and linkage of the past, present and future.46 

2. Sense of place, consists of place (space) and occasion (time) is important in 

urban design for people to experience and obtain meanings in different 

places.47 

3. Urban Design emphasises cultural diversity. 

 

Environmental Image 

 

Lynch (1960) explored urban design through psychology and raised the concept of the 

“environmental image” in his book The Image of the City. Through investigations in three 

American cities—Boston, Jersey City, and Los Angeles, Lynch examined the city image 

                                                 
44 See (41). 
45 Team 10 was a group of architects and other invited participants (some of them were younger 

CIAM members) assembled at the 9th Congress of CIAM in 1953. Team 10 envisioned other ways 
of considering the role of building within the context of urban design and became independent later 
on. The inner circles of Team 10 included Jaap Bakema, Georges Candilis, Giancarlo De Cario, 
Aldo van Eyck, Shadrach Woods , Alison and Peter Smithson (Vollaard & Heuvel, n.d.). 

46 This is similar to Kurokawa’s concept of “metabolism and symbiosis” conducted in Section 4.4.3 
The 20th Century 1950s-1970s, Metabolism and Symbiosis. 

47 This is similar to Norberg-Schulz’s concept of “spirit of place” conducted in Section 4.4.3 The 20th 
Century 1950s-1970s, Place and Context 
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held by its citizens, that is, how people understood and recognised a city through their 

feelings, experiences, and memories. 

 

According to Lynch, identity, structure, and meaning are the three components of an 

environmental image.48 And a good mental image of an environment contains a high 

degree of “apparent clarity”, “legibility“, or ”visibility” by which it is easily identified and is 

easily grouped into an overall pattern. It is defined as “imageability”— 

 

That quality in a physical object which gives it a high probability of 

evoking a strong image in any given observer. It is that shape, colour, or 

arrangement which facilitates the making of vividly identified, powerfully 

structured, highly useful mental images of the environment (Lynch, 1960, 

p. 9).  

 

For deeper investigation, public image refers to the mental image of a city which is not 

only carried by an individual, but also “by large numbers of city’s inhabitants: areas of 

agreement which might be expected to appear in the interaction of a single physical 

reality, a common culture, and a basic physiological nature” (p. 7). It implies that an 

environment or object should contain certain degrees of imageability to become a public 

image. 

 

After analysis, Lynch identified five main elements which compose the city image 

held by citizens. They are (a) Paths—channels: streets, walkways, transit lines, canals, 

railroads; (b) Edges—linear elements: shores, railroad cuts, edges of the development, 

walls; (c) Districts—medium-to-large sections of the city. (d) Nodes—points: primarily 

junctions, places of break in transportation, a crossing or convergence of path, moments 

                                                 
48 More discussions on the three components of environmental image in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.1 

Definitions of urban landscape. 
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of shift from one structure to another; and (e) Landmarks—another type of point 

reference: building, sign, store or mountain. A landmark is an object and definite visual 

focus. 

 

Lynch’s study suggested that urban design should have agreeable arrangement 

and coordination of the five image elements to compose a strong environmental image in 

order to enhance people’s sense of security, sense of belonging, and sense of 

recognition toward a place, as well as create a humanistic living environment. Lynch also 

identified that history and culture exert comparatively prominent effects in the formation 

of a city’s image in its inhabitants’ minds; regarding this, the preservation of historical 

information is essential to urban design. In addition, the city image is judged by the 

observer’s psychological factors (i.e., subjective factor) and the public image of the 

environment can be utilized in an urban rebuild.  

 

Vitality and Diversity 

 

In The death and life of great American cities (1961), Jacobs examined urban design 

from the perspective of social science. She suggested via people-oriented urban design 

that diversity is the nature of cities. Human beings and their lifestyles and activities are 

diverse. For this reason, the city should be diversified to fulfil human living and needs. 

“The diversity, of what kind, that is generated by cities rest on the fact that in cities so 

many people are so close together, and among them contain so many different tastes, 

skills, needs, supplies, and bees in their bonnets” (p. 147). Jacobs opposed the 

functional urban design which over-simplified a city without considering its many details. 

Public participation and opinion were both ignored. As a result, cities existed without 

characteristic vitality, flexibility, and imagination, and finally gave rise to different urban 
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problems. 

 

Jacobs suggested the mixed use of space with sufficient complexity. Based on 

enormous diversity and the concentration of residents, mixed use can sustain city safety, 

public contact, and cross-use. She highly emphasised the importance of the street, the 

sidewalk—the pedestrian parts of the street that should be diverse and energetic. 

Besides carrying vehicles and pedestrians, streets serve three main purposes—safety, 

contact, and assimilation of children. She suggested that the street, for example, should 

be small-scale designed according to human-scale and connected with different blocks, 

age of buildings, dwellings, and shops so as to facilitate people contact and activities at 

different times to ensure safety, and also create energetic living environments with 

agreeable atmospheres.  

 

The district, and indeed as many of its internal parts as possible, must serve 

more than one primary function; preferably more than two. These must 

insure the presence of people who go outdoors on different schedules and 

are in the place for different purposes, but who able to use many facilities in 

common (Jacobs, 1961, p. 150). 

 

She further claimed that “a lively city scene is lively largely by virtue of its enormous 

collection of small elements” (p. 148) and “most blocks must be short; that is streets and 

opportunities to turn corners must be frequent” (p. 150). 

 

Space and Order 

 

After researching different famous cities in the world, in Design of Cities (1974) Bacon 

concluded that the space and pattern of the city is formed through public participation of 
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across daily lives. The activities of each citizen everyday contribute to the aesthetics of 

the city. The responsibility of urban design is to understand the activities, movement, and 

experiences of the citizens of the city and to integrate them into urban design. Bacon 

presented his “simultaneous movement systems”. The city/environment/space 

experiences of inhabitants are based on their movement and activities in the city. 

“Movement through space creates a continuity of experiences derived from the nature 

and form of the space through which the movement occurs” (p. 34). Nevertheless, the 

ways of movement are varied depending on identities, movement speed, vision, and 

surrounding environment of different people. Every individual has his/her own path and 

experience toward a city. Bacon believed that:  

 

If one can establish a track through space which becomes the actual path 

of movement of large numbers of people, or participators, and can design 

the area adjacent to it to produce a continuous flow of harmonic 

experience as one moves over that track in space, successful designs in 

cities will be created (p. 34). 

 

In Urban Space (1975/1979), Krier analysed the urban space including squares 

and streets by topology. He divided the topology of urban space into three main groups: 

square, circle, and triangle. Based on the three basic topologies, the different urban 

spaces in a city are reformed and changed by methods like angled, divided, added to, 

superimposed, etc. Krier’s systematic study on the topology of urban space provided 

significant reference for designing urban space to satisfy different human needs. 

 

Place and Context 

 

Rowe and Koetter (1978) suggested the idea of the “collage city”. It suggested that the 
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formation of a city, like a collage, is the accumulation of development and elements from 

different times. According to this, collage is one method of urban design and can be 

applied to present the history of a city. Being familiar with the history, tradition, and 

development of a place, urban designers should be able to select the historical body, 

parts, and elements which are representative of a place; and subsequently develop, 

change, or reorganise them with modern elements according to the current needs and 

standards. In this way, the “collage city” can inherit historical heritage and its 

characteristics, and at the same time fulfil the needs of development. The collage city is 

a demonstration of the concept of “Contextualism”, also raised by Rowe. Urban design 

operates according to the contexts of a city, in which the context of a city includes 

tangible and intangible form. The tangible form includes humans and their activities; the 

place where human activities occur; and objects, which are spatial elements like a 

building, statue, street lamp, etc. The intangible form refers to the politics, economics, 

history, culture, custom, behaviour, etc. which have great influence on a city’s form and 

development. 

 

Norberg-Schulz had developed the concept of the “place” in his studies in 1963, 

1971, and 1975, and drew up the term geninus loci (spirit of place) in 1980 

(Norberg-Schulz, 1971, 1980). “Place” is a concrete term for the environment which 

consists of natural and man-made elements with meanings behind. A series of ‘places’ 

compose a town and a city. In Norberg-Schulz’s study, a place comprises ‘structure’ and 

‘spirit’. The structure of a place includes ‘space’ and ‘character’. ‘Space’ refers to the 

‘concrete place’ where human actions take place, whilst ‘character’ refers to the 

‘atmosphere’ as well as ‘concrete form’ and ‘substance of the space defining elements’. 

“Spirit” consists of the place, which is related to the human activities in the place, 

psychology, history, culture, and geographic factors. The meaning of the place assists 
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people in knowing and understanding the structure and character of a place, and hence 

from it originates the sense of belonging, sense of recognition, and sense of security. 

Norberg-Schulz believed that “architecture means to visualize the geninus loci (spirit of 

place), and the task of the architect is to create meaningful places” (p. 5).  

 

The spirit of the place determines the structure and character of a place, whilst the 

structure and character of a place contain and express the spirit of the place. 

Norberg-Schulz pointed out that history, culture, and tradition are closely linked to the 

spirit of the place. In other words, the spirit of the place is formed through historical 

development. New historical factors may give rise to changes in the structure of the 

place, but not to the loss of the spirit. Change of spirit is comparably slower than that of 

structure, and the balance between spirit and structure is an important issue for urban 

design. It implies that respect and protection of the spirit of a place is needed. However, it 

does not mean that everything should remain unchanged, or directly duplicated from the 

old pattern and form. It is necessary to understand the meaning, the spirit of the place, 

and integrate this into modern living by figuring out the relationship between new and old, 

and finally expressing and presenting them by new methods. 

 

Rowe’s and Norberg-Schulz’s concepts similarly claim that there are meanings 

behind an environment and a city. Both suggested the preservation of meanings which 

are given by the human/intangible factors like history, tradition, culture, human behaviour, 

and activities and so on. They also advocated the integration of the new and the old. 

Context and place are twin concepts. “Space is physically defined with certain forms. It 

contains context and becomes a place once it is related to society, history, culture, 

human activity and geographical factors” (Wang, 2001, p. 94). 
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Metabolism and Symbiosis 

 

In 1960, the concept of “metabolism” for urban design was raised by a group of 

Japanese architects (Metabolism Group) including Kisho Kurokawa, Fumihiko Maki, and 

Kiyonori Kikutake. Kurokawa subsequently raised the concept of “symbiosis” and 

developed and examined this for over 40 years until today through his urban design and 

architectural activities (Kurokawa, 2003/2004; Schmal, Flagge & Visscher, 2005). 

“Metabolism” and “symbiosis” are linked concepts of the “principle of life”. The 

philosophy of “metabolism” and “symbiosis” opposes functionalism and western culture 

as the sole standard, ideal and goal by advocating pluralism and diversification of culture. 

“Metabolism” and “symbiosis” are themes taken from biological and ecological concepts. 

The Japanese architects claimed that the city acts like an organism, and is not static but 

metabolic. City development is continuously proceeding. During development, new 

elements are formed and oppose the old elements. It eventually gives the city a new 

situation. Importantly, metabolic does not mean that the new destroys the old but 

cooperates with it. Metabolism is a process in which different elements (e.g., culture, 

value, and objects) of the past, present, and future exist concurrently, which means that 

they exist in “symbiosis” with one another. 

 

When the position or standards of cultural value are in disagreement, it is 

not necessary for one side to defeat the other or force his value on his 

opponent. They can instead search for common ground, even while 

remaining in mutual opposition (Kurokawa, 1991, p. 10). 

 

“Symbiosis” is “philosophy of “both-and” rather than “either or”, a practice of mix 

and match rather than creation from scratch, an either of inclusion rather than exclusion” 

(Kurokawa, 1991, p. 6). Kurokawa argued that the symbiosis of advanced technology 
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and regional culture is essential. New technology should be applied according to and 

coordinating with the regional culture, tradition, customs, climate, etc. In other words, to 

present the regional culture through the application of new technology so as to 

guarantee the diversification of culture and legibility of different regions. It implies the 

symbiosis of the traditional culture and reality; past and present; the historical heritages 

and new constructions; etc. 

 

Kurokawa’s concept of symbiosis is widely contained. “We can apply this 

(symbiosis) to all aspects of our life, i.e., equally to questions in international politics and 

multilateral trade relations and to current problems of architecture” (Schmal et al., 2005. 

p. 7). In urban design, it refers to the symbiosis of nature and human beings; rural and 

city; different cultures; globalisation and regionalization/localization; entirety and parts of 

city; etc. Kurokawa (2003/2004) argued that the city is a complicated and open system 

by which many micro cities—different parts of a city—are integrated as different 

organisms. Every micro city has its own characteristics and emerges in symbiosis with 

one another and forms a city with diversification of value. He claimed that it is more 

practical and interesting to use different approaches to create different micro cities for 

different regional characteristics for a city. The symbiosis of cultures, traditions, and 

localization tend to be intangible, hence, urban design including architecture, urban 

spaces, and street furniture are the physical expressions of the metabolic process and 

its symbiosis. 
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4.3.4 The 20th Century 1980s–1990s 

 

Ecological Urban Design and Sustainable Development 

 

Since the industrial revolution, the destruction of the natural environment due to the rapid 

development of human society, urbanisation, and industrialisation became more and 

more serious. It gave rise to serial problems such as degeneration of the ecological 

system, different kinds of pollution, storage of the natural resources, etc. The ruin and 

changes to the natural environment directly harmed human society, the economy, and 

even the survival of human beings (Dong & Wang, 1999). 

 

Human activities not only have greatly influenced our natural 

environment; it has also affected our health and would eventually hinder 

our economic growth potential in the future. If no solution is introduced 

and we continue with our behaviour, there will be grave consequences 

for our environment, society and economy (Ng & Chan, 2005, p. 11). 

 

New ethics have emerged regarding urban design and development. The concept of the 

ecological city and sustainable development has become popular since the 1980s. 

 

 The idea of the ecological city actually occurred in early periods, for example, the 

Chinese traditional human living environment which encompassing a humans and nature 

(Xiong, 1999; Wei & Sung, 2005); Howard’s 1904 radiant city (Howard, 1904/2000), 

Wright’s 1932 Broad-acre city (Hong, 2002; Wei & Sung, 2005), and Kurokaw’s 1960 

philosophy of symbiosis (Kurokawa, 1991, 2003/2004; Schmal, et al., 2005). Since 1960, 

Kurokawa has been advocating a paradigm shift from “the Age of Machine Principle” to 

“the Age of Life Principle” (Kurokawa, 1991, 2003/2004). 
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 The ecological city is the city designed according to principles of ecology. It 

emphasises ecological balance and ecological cycle which refer to the diversification and 

stability of the ecological system. The urban development should co-exist compatibly 

with the natural environment (Hong, 2003; Wang, 2001; Wei & Sung, 2005). In other 

words, nature and humans should exist in symbiosis (Kurokawa, 2003/2004). McHarg 

(1969) emphasised that it is human cooperation, and also the biological partnership 

between human being and the nature. He further claimed that “not to arbitrarily to impose 

design, but to use to the fullest the potentialities—and with them, necessarily, the 

restrictive conditions—that nature offers” (p. vii). 

 

 The World Commission on the Environment and Development (WCED) popularized 

the concept of “sustainable development”, defined as “the ability to meet the needs of the 

present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” 

(Smith, 2005, p. 76). Hurrell and Kingsbury in 1992 claimed that “sustainable 

development sought to combine environment and development in such a way that the 

interdependence of the economy and environment was recognised and allow for both 

environmental protection and economic growth” (cited in Smith, 2005, p. 79). “When 

sustainable development is applied to a city, the city can be seen as consisting of three 

main sectors: the environment, society and economy. Each of the sectors has different 

forms of capital or pools of resources” (Ng & Chan, 2005). Liang and Xiao (2000) stated 

that ecological environment should be considered equally with economic and social 

development in which the urban environment should achieve a harmony of the natural 

and human environment.  

 

The environment consists of our natural surroundings and the embedded 

resources, and they are fixed and limited in quantitative terms. Within the 
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environment, society exists which is concerned with the well-being of the 

population, and includes the economy. The embedded society and 

economy may expand and grow due to various reasons such as 

technological advancement and innovation but our environment is fixed. 

As the former two elements are dependent on the latter, it implies that in 

order to have a healthy society and economy, the natural environment 

must be kept in good shape so that we can survive (Ng & Chan, 2005, p. 

17). 

 

Knowledge of ecology is essential for urban designers to create an “ecological city” for 

sustainable development in which humans, society, and the economic and natural 

environments can fairly survive (Liang & Xiao, 2000). 

 

New Urbanism 

 

New urbanism was the urban design movement in America developed in the 1990s. It 

was the concept of combining several urban design theories of postmodernism to solve 

new urban problems and satisfy new urban needs. The experience of suburbanisation 

for a half century saw numbers of affluent and educated people eager to come back to 

the cities for modern and civilized lives. At the same time they wanted to enjoy the 

traditional village life and nature, this cultivated the idea of new urbanism (Hong, 2002). 

 

  New urbanism encompasses the philosophy of postmodernism which focuses on 

humanism, localism, and also ecological and sustainable development. Traditional 

Neighbourhood Development (TND) by Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater Zyberk (DPZ) 

and their Seaside Cities, as well as Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) by Peter 

Calthorpe are the representative examples of new urbanism (Hong, 2002; Xiong, 1999). 

They aim to create a humane, delightful, and comfortable living environment through 
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which the design tends to be human-scaled, traditional, diversified, and natural. In cities 

of new urbanism, there are mixed use of land for residence, office, retail store, open 

space, etc. Different buildings are arranged for high density. Historical heritage, even if it 

is small in scale, is preserved and redeveloped. New urbanism attaches importance on 

“walkable”, with complex systems of pedestrian paths connecting open spaces and 

urban facilities to encourage people’s contact and neighbourhood relationships. Large 

scale greenbelts and extensive plantings integrate human beings and nature. Today, new 

urbanism has become one tendency of contemporary urban design, especially in 

America. 

 

 

4.3.5 The 21st Century Onwards (Today and the Future) 

 

The 21st Century is known as the new era of information. The continuously and rapidly 

developing technology, transportation system and internet increase and enhance the 

contact among people throughout the world. They also accelerate urbanisation with 

increasing number and scale of cities. Capitalism aggravates the effect of globalisation 

and eliminates many cultural characteristics. The world tends to become a “global city” 

with no regional differences. On the other hand, the destruction of the natural 

environment has not been solved but has turned more serious. Such influences have 

become much more obvious and directly effect humans with regard to their survival 

(Wang, 2001; Wei & Sung, 2005; Xiong, 1999, Xu, 2006). 

 

Urban design, or urban landscape design, is facing great challenges and increasing 

requirements in this new age. Different urban design theories, especially those using 

humanistic approaches are valuable and greatly advocated regarding today’s urban 
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problems. 49  Urban landscape design continues to be investigated and developed 

according to the changing world. 

 

 

4.3.6 Summary 

 

“Traditional urban design focuses on macro view and the entirety, modern urban design 

focuses on micro view and the specifics” (Hong, 2002, p. 175). After a long period of 

development, today’s urban landscape design is a composite investigation of varied 

subjects and areas including social science, politics, economics, psychology, praxiology, 

ecology, geography, planning, landscape design, architecture, etc. There are advantages 

and disadvantages to different urban landscape design concepts, and this is the reason 

that urban landscape design continues to develop through cooperation with different 

parties. 

 

This section has reviewed the development of urban design theories which 

contributes to the investigation of main concepts of today’s urban landscape design and 

street furniture design (Figure 4.2). Noteworthily, the review did not include every single 

study in the development but rather showed the main flow of stream by which the main 

concepts of urban landscape design were derived. For the studies (e.g., Alexander, 1977; 

Gibberd, 1970) which were not included, they were used for some explanations in other 

parts of this study.   

                                                 
49 More discussions are conducted in Section 4.4 Urban Landscape: General Design Principles, 

which is a section of organization and integration of different urban landscape design principles for 
today and the future. 
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Figure 4.2 Urban landscape design theories and concepts reviewed in this section. 
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Also, some in-depth details of the studies were not included because they are not 

totally suitable for street furniture design but for other areas like urban planning, function 

distributing, etc. The studies were reviewed at a considerable level (showed above) that 

the main ideas of urban landscape design were obtained. Base on this, the solid details 

of street furniture design are established by referring to relevant street furniture studies 

and author own research (case studies and design projects). The main concepts of 

urban landscape design derived are organised and discussed in the following sections 

 

 

4.4 Urban Landscape: General Design Principles 

 

 

General principles in this study refer to the significant theories suggested in different 

periods of time, and are widely accepted and applied as the main concepts in today’s 

urban landscape design. 

 

Various concepts and theories of urban landscape design were developed at 

different periods according to the situation of the times. Today and the in coming future 

(the 21st century onwards), with the continuous development of cities and technology, 

urban landscape will become a more and more complicated system with numerous kinds 

of considerations. Urban landscape can no longer be planned and designed by only one 

type of theory but needs a combination of different theories, concepts and perspectives 

in order to meet the diverse concerns and requirements. Different theories have specific 

concerns and merits. They can complement one another and compose a relatively 

complete theoretical system. (Hong, 2002; Wei & Sung, 2005). 
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Figure 4.3 General principles of urban landscape design. 

 

By organizing and integrating the theories and tendencies of urban design reviewed 
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in Section 4.3, and referring to the general principles listed by the composite urban 

design studies (e.g. Hong, 2002; Wang, 2001; Wei & Sei, 2005; Xu, 2006; Zhang & Yang, 

1999), the general principles are revealed according to the situations of today’s urban 

landscape and that of the foreseeable future (Figure 4.3). It provides an essential 

reference for the study of urban landscape design, as well as street furniture and design 

principles for today and the future. 

 

Some theories/principles suggested shares similar concepts and bases. More 

importantly, people are at the core of urban design; cities and urban landscapes are 

designed to satisfy different human needs and solve different human problems in cities. 

As this study adopts a humanistic approach (the main tendency and concept of urban 

landscape design), the concepts from functionalism are lesser derived. However, as 

studied, functionalism has great influence on urban design up to now like functional 

zoning and classified transportation system. It also contributes to the study of street 

furniture such as classifications and functions.50 

 

 

4.4.1 People-oriented 

 

The people-oriented principle is the primary principle / core idea of urban landscape 

design and it serves as a foundation for other principles. Urban landscape is created for 

both the physical and psychological needs of human beings. A desirable living 

environment should be able to satisfy different physical activities, and also provide 

psychological commitment and recognition.  

 

                                                 
50 More discussions are conducted in Chapter 2 Literature Review: Street Furniture 
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City is constructed for inhabitants; inhabitants are the owners of the 

urban life. Besides providing a safe, healthy, convenient, and comfortable 

urban environment and ensuring the security of life and joyful social 

activity, urban design needs to consider human feelings toward the urban 

environment (space, feature, image) in terms of contextual, spatial, 

cultural, psychological, aesthetic aspect, to heighten the quality of urban 

environment and create an aesthetic, modern and entire urban space 

(Xiong, 1999, p. 8). 

 

Different urban design methods, especially postmodernism, which are based from the 

humanist approach, put people first in their considerations, for example, Sitte’s visual 

order (1889/1945), Howard’s garden city (1904), Saarinen’s organic order (1943), 

Lynch’s environmental image (1960), Jacob’s diversity of city (1961), Kurokawa’s 

symbiosis (1991, 2003/2004), Bacon’s simultaneous movement systems (1974), 

Alexander’s pattern language (1977), Rowe and Koetter’s collage city (1978), and 

Norberg-Schulz’s spirit of place (1980) (See also Gibberd, 1970; Lang, 2005). 

 

According to Wei and Sung (2005), a people-oriented urban landscape should be (a) 

comfortable—visual/aesthetic and practical, people feel comfortable when having 

different activities; (b) recognizable—enough signs for indication, strong spatial structure, 

appropriate numbers and arrangement of landmarks, pollution-free environment, sense 

and context of culture; (c) selective—wide range of open places for different human 

activities; (d) interactive—people can involve in designing the environment according to 

their needs; and (e) convenient—people are able to use different activities and access 

different places easily. 

 

To create an ideal living environment which can satisfy different human 

physiological and psychological needs, the participation and opinions of the public are 
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the key issue on the purpose of the people-oriented design (Bacon, 1974; Jacob, 1961; 

Lynch, 1960). Wang (2001) described the development of the concept of public 

participation in urban design. From ancient times to the present, in many cities, 

inhabitants—non-designers created their living environment and communities according 

to their needs and values without the assistance of related professionals. Team 10 first 

suggested public participation along with others (Jacob, 1961; Rudofsky, 1964). They 

claimed that it demonstrated the wisdom and ability of the inhabitants to create their 

places. In addition to other studies, for example, Turner (1963) and Habrakeen (1965) 

both suggested the importance of public participation, which can greatly contribute to 

environmental design to fulfil inhabitants’ needs and avoid certain problems. 

 

Public participation refers to the idea that the designers do not design for the public 

but design with the public. Communication is essential in the design process. Designers 

should learn and understand the needs and values of the inhabitants as well as the 

context and background of the place from the public, whilst the inhabitants should learn 

and understand the techniques and related knowledge of designing an environment from 

the designers. Regarding to its implementation, it “is to building partnership among the 

government, private sector and the civil society and opening up the planning process to 

allow dialogue among all stakeholders” (Ng & Chan, 2005, p. 33). 

 

There are different levels and ways to develop public participation, for example, 

public forums, special public working groups, public visit to the place of development, 

exhibition, discussion of design concepts, and public interviews. All aim to enhance 

communication with the public in order to understand the inhabitants’ way of living, needs 

and problems so as to determine an appropriate design. Also, “dialogue helps generate 

collective wisdom because various stakeholders can offer different kinds of knowledge 
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(political, social, economic, environmental, and community) and perspectives on urban 

planning issues” (Ng & Chan, p. 33). Urban landscape design can use sciences; urban 

designers should consider different perspectives, for example, social science and history 

in designing an environment (Wang, 2001). 

 

 

4.4.2 Time and Movement 

 

Time is a considerable element in urban landscape design. Urban landscape is not static 

but dynamic. Fundamentally, various factors including politic, economy, history, culture, 

society and ecology, shape the characteristics of city which are presented in urban 

landscape. The design of the urban landscape simultaneously affects the economical, 

historical, cultural, ecological development of a city. This mutual effect makes city and 

urban landscape continuously develop (Wei & Sung, 2005). Moreover, the factors are 

varied in different periods and give different characteristics to the city and urban 

landscape of different times. All urban landscape elements, for instance, architecture, is 

designed representing the characteristics of its people, place and time, and hence 

together they form the entire urban landscape. That is to say, urban landscape is the 

accumulation of the development of characteristics of different periods. Also, new 

characteristics will accede to the urban landscape and advance its development. 

Because of this, the coordination and compatibility of time is essential to maintain the 

unity of urban landscape (Zhang & Yang, 2000). 

 

It is important to respect and preserve the characteristics of urban landscape of 

different times. During urban landscape development, there are always confrontational 

positions of new and old. It is improper to totally replace the old by the new. Old, new and 
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also the future should exist in symbiosis and coordinate for a new scene and sustainable 

development (Kurokawa, 1991, 2003/2004; see also Schmal et al., 2005).51 For a 

compatible urban landscape, the elements of history, traditional culture, customs; etc. 

which refers to the spirit of a place should be respected and preserved. Urban designers 

should have comprehensive understanding of the context, meaning and spirit behind the 

urban landscape, to integrate them with current needs and technology in order to adapt 

to the modern society. New developments should be carefully designed according to a 

place’s situation and not to destroy the characteristics and meaning of the place, thus to 

smoothly transit from the past (Rowe & Koetter, 1978; Norberg-Schulz, 1971, 1980; 

Kurokawa, 1991, 2003/2004).52 

 

Progressive creation of urban landscape requires flexibility in urban landscape 

design. Various factors from different times always effect development of city and urban 

landscape, requiring exhaustive research and appropriate visions of the future and 

allowing rooms for urban landscape to be adjusted and reformed for the continuous 

development.  

 

Cities are not designed by making pictures of the way they should be 

twenty years from now. They are created by a decision-making process 

that goes on continuously, day after day. If people trained as designers 

are to influence the shape of the city, they need both a strong vision of 

what ought to happen and the opportunity to be present when the critical 

decisions are being made (Barnett, 1982, p. 10).  

 

This also implies that there should be a careful plan for urban landscape design with a 

                                                 
51 It is Kurokawa’s concept of “metabolism and symbiosis”, detailed discussion in Chapter 4, Section 

4.4.3 The 20th Century 1950s-1970s, Metabolism and Symbiosis. 
52 These are Rowe and Koetter’s concept of “contextualism”, Norberg-Schulz’s concept of “sprit of 

place” and Kurokawa concept of “metabolism and symbiosis”. More discussions and the reasons of 
preserving one place’s characteristics and spirit in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.3 The 20th Century 
1950-1970s, Place and Context, and Metabolism and Symbiosis. 
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comprehensive investigation. “Urban landscape design, being different from product 

design, is for one or more generations. Destruction because of design’s faults requires 

huge expense and causes irreversible loss of the nature and culture. For these reasons, 

cautious design is a must” (Wei & Sung, 2005, p. 276). Considering time, an urban 

landscape coordinates past, present, and future. 

 

 

4.4.3 Diversity 

 

Firstly, diversity should be maintained between cities. Due to the different geographic 

and human needs, every city, even every district in a city has its own identity and 

characteristics. Urban landscape should be designed according to the various identities 

of cities and ensure the diversity of cities’ characteristics and regionalism.53 Secondly, 

the city itself should be diversified with vitality according to the different needs of people. 

Diversity refers to a variety of cultural and economic opportunities, variety of scenes, and 

great variety of populations and other users, etc. ” A city district should be able to realize 

its best potential” (Jacobs, 1961, p. 151). To maintain diversity, mixed land use of 

residential blocks, big and small business, social and culture facilities and different aged 

blocks is needed. This also can sustain city safety, public contact and convenience, and 

cross use. Single function districts in urban landscapes should be avoided. Urban 

landscape should be designed in human scale, according to different needs and 

situations. This aims to prevent monotonous urban landscape which is wearisome to 

users, by creating diversified, colourful and vital environments. 

 

 

                                                 
53 More discussions in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.5 Identity and Regionalism. 
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4.4.4 Unity 

 

Urban landscape should be considered as a unity; the elements of the urban landscape 

do not exist individually but coordinate with one another and form a whole. Some 

suggested that the city is an organic entirety in which different organisms and cells inside 

cooperate organically and compatibly (Geddes, 1915/2000; Kurokawa, 1991, 2004; 

Saarinen, 1943). In other words, the city or urban landscape is an organic integration of 

different elements. 

 

Unity of urban landscape can be achieved in several ways. First is the compatibility 

of different meanings. The urban landscape consists of urban planning and design, 

politics, economics, social science, history, geography, demography, and ecology. 

Balance among different concerns should be developed in order to achieve a compatible 

integration with minimum conflict for a continuous, stable urban development (Wei & 

Sung, 2005). Compatibility of different urban landscape elements needs consideration. 

“In a city, from the small like statues and signage, to the big like roads, squares are a 

unity of urban landscape” (Wei & Sung, 2005). All urban landscape elements should be 

considered as a whole to present a compatible visual and aesthetic environment, in 

terms of styles, forms, colours, features, materials, etc (Gibberd, 1970). Piecemeal 

development which only emphasises individual style and expression without considering 

the total environment should be avoided. Compatibility between the urban landscape and 

its meanings is essential. “Any form-manifestation is nature is a true expression of the 

meaning behind this form-manifestation” (Saarinen, 1943, p. 11).Different places contain 

different context, spirit and hence the identity which may refer to the history, culture, 

human activities, lifestyle and behaviour and so on (Norerg-Schulz, 1971, 1980; Rowe & 
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Koetter, 1978).54  The design of urban elements like architecture, squares, parks or 

street furniture should be consistent according to the meanings of their locations and 

people’s needs, in terms of the appearance and usage, etc. 

 

There is no contradiction but coordination for the unity of different urban landscape 

and the unity of urban landscape and its meanings, as explained in Saarinen’s (1943) 

principles of expression, correlation and organic order in which he considered the city as 

an organic entirely. The principles of expression and correlation are functioning 

coordinately and process toward and maintain the organic order to create a compatible 

urban landscape. 

 

Unity of urban landscape does not mean monotony of urban landscape. In other 

words, the total urban landscape should be designed coordinately with distinguishable 

variation in details and different areas. Different individual elements of expression are 

actually in correlation that they show compatibility by certain kinds of means. In this 

sense, individual landscape elements show their own expression for different individual 

needs whilst coordinating with one another in some ways (e.g., proportions, colour tones, 

and special features) for rhythmic order (organic order) and forming a compatible 

streetscape. (Saarinen, 1943). Every street shows its own expression of characteristics 

related to its residents, businesses and so on whilst coordinating with other streets in a 

district, until finally different districts show their expression of regional differences whilst 

coordinating with one another creating s broad sense of image and culture for a whole 

nation and achieving unity within the entire urban landscape of a city. This is also what 

Kakogawa’s philosophy of symbiosis (1991, 2004) suggested that a city consists of 

different micro cities, every micro city contains different characteristics and are 

                                                 
54 More discussions in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.6 Identity and Regionalism. 
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organically integrated to form a unity.  

 

 

4.4.5 Identity and Regionalism 

 

City should have identity. “Show me your city, and I will tell you what are the cultural aims 

of its population” (Saarinen, 1943, p. ix). Every city has a self character represented in its 

urban landscape. The characteristics are directed by natural and humane factors. 

Natural factors include weather and climate, landform, land nature, waterscape. Humane 

factors include history, culture, tradition, custom, society, lifestyle, human’s behaviour 

and psychology. They accumulate and function through the long-term development of 

human society. The characteristics and hence the identity of a city, in urban landscapes 

are incarnate in city form, spatial arrangement and structure, and the design of urban 

landscape elements such as architectures, squares, parks, streets, pavement street 

furniture, etc.  (Hong, 2002; Wei & Sung, 2005; see also Alexander, 1977; Jacobs, 1961; 

Kurokawa, 1991, 2004; Lynch, 1960, 1981; Norberg-Schulz, 1971, 1980; Rowe & Koetter, 

1978; Saarinen, 1943; Sitte, 1945). 

 

Norberg-Schulz’s concept of “spirit of place” (1980), 55  identifies implies that 

meanings of a city or a place is important to human’s psychological and experiential 

recognition as it helps people to know and understand place, the nations and also 

themselves through a sense of belonging, security, and identification. It implies that 

public participation is important as the public have the best knowledge of the place they 

live and know how to create a suitable living environment for themselves.56 Some 

suggested that history and culture exert comparatively prominent effects in the formation 

                                                 
55 More discussions in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.3 The 20 the Century 1950s-1970s, Place and Order. 
56 More discussions in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.1 People-Oriented. 
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of a city’s characteristics and identity (Lunch, 1960; Rowe & Koetter, 1978).  

 

Protecting one’s characteristics and identity does not mean keeping everything 

immutable and frozen; urban landscape should be flexible toward change. The 

characteristics of the urban landscape need preservation with and concurrent 

innovations through certain kinds of adjustments, reformations and integrations 

(Kurokawa, 1991, 2004; Norberg-Schulz, 1979; Rowe and Colin, 1978). 

 

 

4.4.6 Sustainable Development 

 

The concept of sustainable development is already a significant consideration of today’s 

urban development. 57  Sustainable development aims to maintain a harmony of 

environment, society and economy. Equity is essential for sustainable development; 

everyone of the same generation (Intra-generational) and different generation 

(inter-generational) should be able to access resources and their interests equitably and 

evenly. The resources should be fairly distributed and preserved for the next generation. 

Public participation can ensure that needs, interests and opinions of different parties are 

taken into consideration to create an equitable and harmonious situation (Dong $ Wang, 

1999; Ng & Chan, 2005). 

 

For urban landscapes, effective design and arrangement is important to maximize 

reduction of waste and inequality. The ecological environment should be respected, 

protected, and integrated. For example, urban development should be structured by 

                                                 
57 More discussions on sustainable development in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.4 Ecological City and 

Sustainable Development. 
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considering the natural environment (e.g., geographical and ecological features, and 

diversification and stability of the ecologic system); resource saving (e.g., 3Rs—reduce, 

reuse and recycle); pollution reduction (e.g., control on transportation, industry, and 

material use); protection and preservation (e.g., natural environment— forest, wetlands, 

sea, river, rural areas; and historical heritage.); green space (e.g., greenbelt, planting, 

and parks) and blue space (e.g., river and waterscape); and citizenship education and 

promotion. (Hong, 2002; Wang, 2001; Wei & Sung, 2005). 

 

 

4.5 Urban Landscape: Urban Space (Open Space/Public Space) 

 

 

4.5.1 Open Space/Public Space in Urban Landscape 

 

In a board sense, the urban landscape is composed of urban objects (e.g., architecture 

and street furniture), urban space, land, and people and their activities. Urban space 

refers to different open spaces/public spaces in a city. Different studies defined open 

space/public space with different scopes. In this study, a widen definition is used that 

urban space (open space/public space) includes squares, plazas, parks, gardens, green 

belts, streets, natural lands and the others like spaces in front of and between 

architectures, corner gathering places, sitting areas, etc (Appleyard, 1981; Aubock & 

Cejka, 1996; De Chiara & Koppelman; 1982; Gibberd, 1970; Goldsteen & Elliot, 1994; 

Heckscher & Robinson, 1997; Krier, 1979; Liang & Xiao, 2000 Madanipour, 1996; 

Moughtin, 2003; Shan, Guo & Lu, 2000; Trancik, 1986; and Xiong, 1999). Also, open 
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space and public space is interchangeable.58 Regarding to this, urban space is a 

significant element of urban landscape and the main content of urban landscape design 

(Gibberd, 1970; Liang & Xiao, 2000; Xiong, 1999).  

 

Open space or public space is defined as “a place that allowed public gathering, 

communication, and easy interaction” (Siu, 2001, p. 40). Madanipour (1996) defined 

public space as the “space that allows all the people to have access to it and the 

activities within it, which is controlled by the public agency, and which is provided and 

managed in the public interest” (p. 148). Carr et al. (1992) considered public space as 

“the common ground where people carry out the functional and ritual activities that bind a 

community, whether in the normal routines of daily life or in periodic festivities” (p. xi). It is 

emphasised that the street is also the space for public access, human interaction, 

communication and activities and considered as open space (Appleyard, 1981; 

Goldsteen & Elliot, 1994).  

 

 Given the definition, street furniture, as one type of the urban object, located in 

urban space provides various services and functions for human living and activities.59 

This means that street furniture is located in the open space of urban landscape. A 

similar concept was developed by Yang in 2005 that street furniture is located in Lynch’s 

(1960) city elements including paths, edges, districts and nodes.60 “Street furniture is 

design fully committed to the public environment” (Siu, 2004, p. 83). In this sense, street 

furniture can be also understood as “open space furniture” or “public space furniture”.  

                                                 
58 The meanings of open space and public space are similar. Siu (2001) claimed that in some sense 

open space and public space are interchangeable (which is applied in this study). Open space and 
public spare are differently defined in some studies according to the concept of “openness” and 
“publicness” (Hsia, 1994). The different between open spaces and public spaces is not the focus of 
this study and is not further discussed. 

59 More discussions in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.1 Definition of street furniture. 
60 More explanation in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.1 Definition of street furniture and Chapter 3, Section 

4.3.2 The 20th Century 1950s-1970s, Environmental Image. 
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Street furniture is largely required and installed in different open spaces. Based on 

the extension of the urban landscape design principles, street furniture is designed by 

considering the situation of the open space where it is located. Carr et al. (1992) 

suggested the meanings and nature of open space that street furniture design can refer 

to: 

1. Responsive: design and managed to serve the needs of their users. 

2. Democratic: accessible to all groups and providing freedom of action. 

3. Meaningful: allowing people to make strong connections between the place, 

their personal lives and the larger world (p. 99-20). 

 

People are put in the first place in considering open space to provide freedom for 

human activities and communication. According to Shan, Guo and Lu (2000), open 

space is one element of urban landscape. Therefore, the common principles of open 

space design extend and follow that of urban landscape design. The principles include 

human-being oriented, compatibility and sustainable development. This is the same 

story as street furniture design that street furniture is one urban landscape element and 

shares the design principles of the urban landscape. 

 

For further practice, with extensive coverage, types and usage of open space, 

street furniture in different open spaces should be designed according to design 

purposes, functions, usage and also users’ needs and behaviour based its located open 

spaces. “The designer should look at as many examples as possible to understand how 

the space is adapted to its surroundings and how it serves its function” (Trancik, 1986, p. 

96). 
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4.5.2 The Importance and Re-emphasis of Street 

 

Street is the main source of open space in urban landscape (Appleyard, 1981; Goldsteen 

& Elliot, 1994; Jacobs, 1961); hence it contains high significance for the quality of urban 

landscape and urban life. Street furniture which is largely applied on the street can 

directly contribute to the importance and functions of street. Also, understanding of 

importance and functions of street (open space) enhances the understanding of 

importance and functions of street furniture and facilitates establishment of the design 

principles of street furniture. 

 

Streets are known as paths, avenues, highways, ways, routes, roads, boulevards, 

mall, promenades, etc (Marshall, 2005; Moughtin, 2003; Rubenstein, 1992). They are 

defined by various perspectives like traffic function, traffic speed, width and length of the 

street, etc. From the wide range of terms, one discussion is about the different between 

“road” and “path”. Moughtin (2003) stated that “defining a street as a road for vehicles is 

not the same as designing it as a path”. A road is the “traffic route designed by an 

engineer to serve so many passenger car units (PCUs) per hour; it relegates the street to 

the level of a sewer, a conduit which facilities the efficient movement of effluent” (p. 134). 

For path, Norberg-Schulz (1971) stated that 

  

On the plane man chooses and creates paths which give his existence 

space a more particular structure. Man’s taking possession of the 

environment always means a departure from the place where he dwells, 

and a journey along a path which leads him in a direction determined by 

his purpose and his image of the environment...The path, therefore, 

represent a basic property of human existence, and one of the great 

original symbols (p. 21). 
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 It is noticed that “path” which places human in the first place and emphasises 

“walkable”, pedestrian, humans interaction and communication is taken as the significant 

meaning of street in many studies (Alexander, 1977; Bacon, 1974; Jacobs, 1961; Krier, 

1979; Moughtin, 2003; Norberg-Schulz, 1971). 

 

The Importance of Street 

 

The importance of street is realized through its functions in urban landscape (Lu & Ma, 

2000). The understanding of the importance and functions of street, the main open space 

in urban landscape, helps to design much appropriate and quality street furniture to 

serve the public. 

 

Streets are the framework of a city. Firstly, streets are a kind of transportation 

system. They serve the movement of both traffic and pedestrian, from place to place, 

outside and within a city. “It provides a framework for the distribution of land and gives 

access to individual plots. It has a more pronouncedly functional character than the 

square” (Krier, 1979, p. 17). Moughtin (2003) stated that street, “as a link it facilitates the 

movement of people as pedestrians or within vehicles and also the movement of goods 

to sustain the wider market and some particular uses within the street” (p. 131). Also, 

street is the place to locate civil facilities, such as water and electric supply pipes 

underground. Streets are imaged as the “blood vessel” of a city (Lu & Ma, 2000). In 

addition, streets connect and associate different architecture and urban spaces 

systemically to construct an urban landscape. Moughtin (2003) claimed that “street 

provides link between buildings, both within the street, and in the city at large” (p. 131). 

“The street is not buildings frontage but a space which dwellings are grouped to form a 

series of street pictures; or alternatively the street is a space that may be expanded into 
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wider spaces such as closes (yards/courts) or squares” (Gibberd, 1975, p. 282). 

 

Streets are the common place for daily activities and communication; everyday life 

and activities of residents make use of the street. Gutman (1978) pointed out that street 

is “a site for casual interaction, including recreation, conversation, and entertainment, as 

well as its use as a site for ritual observance, such as procession” (p. 250). Pedestrians 

gain feeling and think through the interaction with and observation of the streetscape, 

including street furniture (Lu & Ma, 2000; Xiong, 1999). 

 

Street and street pattern are one reflection of a city’s character. The historical 

context, local culture, tradition and lifestyle of the place and its residents originate the 

characteristics and identity of a city. Those characteristics and identity are developed in 

different periods of time and become the patterns and features of the street as well as 

other urban landscape elements (Hong, 2003; Kurokawa, 1991, 2003/2004; Lu & Ma, 

2000; Norberg-Schulz, 1971; Rowe & Koetter, 1978; Wei & Sung, 2005). Streetscape 

and street pattern recognise the historical context, local culture, tradition, lifestyle and 

development of a city. The street “was a “small universe” where the character of the 

district and of the town as a whole was presented in condensed form to visitor. The street 

represented, so to speak, a section of life-history that had shaped its details” 

(Norberg-Schulz, 1971, p. 81). In general, streets reflect the characteristics of a city. 

 

Street presents the image of a city. Jacobs (1961) claimed high importance streets 

to represent a city. 

 

Streets and their sidewalks, the main public places of a city, are its most 

vital organs. Think of a city and what comes to minds? It’s streets. If a 

city’s streets look interesting, the city looks interesting; if they look dull, 
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the city looks dull (p. 29).  

 

Street is the place where both residents and visitors experience the most a city has 

to offer. Pedestrians experience everything (architecture, street furniture, people, 

historical and cultural characteristics, etc.) on the street. Therefore, the image presented 

by street is the image of a city in people’s mind. In other words, the street is the arena for 

presenting the urban landscape. “Different from the professions, the public view a city 

without the knowledge of the city’s characteristics, scale, form, development history, etc. 

The image of a city they feel is experienced from streets” (Lu & Ma, 2000, p. 8). 

 

The Re-emphasis of Street 

 

Most “streets” are constructed for vehicle traffic. The originally meaning of street, which 

allows human contact, interaction, and urban experience has changed (Hong, 2002, 

Yang, 2005). Hence the emphasis and importance of streets, including street furniture 

were neglected. Street “changes” created different problems, like a feeble human 

relationship, loss of traditional and characteristic environments, uninteresting urban life 

and street experience. Also, silent streets due to low pedestrian traffic gave rise to social 

problems like criminal behaviour (Jacobs, 1961).  

 

Starting from the period when post modernism urban design developed, functional 

urban design was criticized by its lack of humanism. Many argued that streets should be 

re-emphasised for its importance stated above. Although streets lost their original 

traditional meaning and function due to the dominance of high speed vehicles (Le 

Corbusier, 1933/1967; Trancik, 1986), some still encourage that “street should be for 

staying in, and not just for moving through, the way they are today” (Alexander, 1977, pp. 
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590-591). Krier (1979) claimed that “the street is unsuitable for the flow of motorized 

traffic, whilst remaining appropriate to human circulation and activity” (p. 17). Streets are 

re-emphasised by placing the importance of people, human contact, communication, 

interaction, urban life and experience at their core. 

 

“Walkable” streets and pedestrian precincts are designed and applied in today’s 

urban landscapes (Tolley, 1990). For example, new urbanism focuses on the streets with 

slow vehicular flow in residential areas61, connecting different daily shops, open spaces, 

and neighbourhoods. Pedestrian precincts are popularly applied in different countries 

like United States, Europe and China. They are designed only for pedestrians where 

vehicular traffic is fully prohibited except for the movements, activities, recreations of 

residents and visitors. Pedestrian precincts are divided into two types: permanent and 

temporary based on specific times and days. They are usually implemented in 

commercial zones with safe, comfortable, convenient shopping environments that 

consider people first. Details and attractive design of the architectures, facilities and 

street furniture satisfies both physical and psychological needs of the pedestrians. 

Advertisements and light boxes are common features in pedestrian precincts (Lu & Ma, 

2000; Rubenstein, 1992).  

 

Foreseeing the direction of urban development, Hong (2002) observed that a 

“carfree city” is one of the main future ways for sustainable urban development. “Carfree 

city” is a place where vehicles are totally prohibited. The city is established by complex 

pedestrian street system with the assistance of railway systems. Mix zones (e.g., 

residential and commercial zones) are encouraged in “carfree city”.  With large numbers 

                                                 
61 More discussions on new urbanism in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.4 The 20th Century 1980s-1990s, new 

urbanism. 
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of pedestrian streets and comprehensive connections, the public can access different 

points for living on foot in a short time. In this way, the streets are designed in 

accordance with human scale for different users’ needs, and express details and 

aesthetics. It finally enhances the communication and interaction between people, and 

between them and the environment; it revitalizes the positive characteristics of a city, and 

enriches urban experience. Most importantly, the city without vehicular traffic commits to 

environmental protection and sustainable development. 

 

Streets are known as the main source and largest proportion of open space in 

urban landscapes. It is re-emphasised in today’s urban landscape. Street furniture is 

applied on different streets to serve different human needs and activities. In other words, 

streets (and other open spaces) incorporate with street furniture to perform and maintain 

the functions and importance of streets. Therefore, like the street, street furniture is 

important in that it requires considerable design to fulfil different human needs and 

activities, support contact and interaction with one another and with the environment, 

and eventually enhance the quality of urban environment and urban life. Based on the 

design principles extended from urban landscape design, street furniture should be 

designed practically and particularly according to the functions and importance of 

different streets and other open spaces. 

 

 

4.6 Summary: The Application and Extension of the Knowledge of 

Urban Landscape Design to Street Furniture Design 

 

 

Street furniture, an element of urban landscape, extends and shares the design 
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principles of the urban landscape. To facilitate the study of street furniture and establish 

its design principles, this chapter investigated the concept of urban landscape. The 

knowledge and concepts investigated in this chapter will be applied and extended in the 

following chapter of street furniture design.  

 

The general concepts of urban landscape included (a) definitions, (b) classifications, 

(c) nature and characteristics, and (d) creation of the urban landscape. Urban landscape 

as a huge and complex system. Street furniture is a part of urban landscape. Different 

perspectives and responsibilities of different professions in the urban landscape, 

including street furniture, complicate planning and decision making.  

 

Urban design theories developed an understanding of the different perspectives 

and needs of different parties in urban landscape design. They were organised and 

analysed to present an overall picture of urban landscape (and street furniture) design, 

today and in the future. They included (a) people-oriented, (b) time and movement, (c) 

diversity, (d) unity, (e) identity and regionalism, and (f) sustainable development. These 

design principles are significant sources and will be applied and extended in the design 

principles of street furniture (a part of urban landscape) in the following chapter. 

 

This chapter identified urban space (opens space/public space), the significant part 

of urban landscape where street furniture is largely implemented. The importance of 

street was realized by it functions: (a) the framework of a city, (b) the common place for 

daily activities and communication, (c) reflection of a city’s character, and (d) 

representative of the image of a city. Although the original meaning of street is lost due to 

rapidly developed transportation, it is re-emphasised in today and future urban 

landscape through a humanistic perspective. Based on the extension of the design 
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principles of urban landscape, the investigation of the importance and function of streets 

provided more in-depth and specific references for street furniture design. 



 

  

 
 
 
Chapter 5 
Principles of Street Furniture Design  
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5.1 Introduction 

 

 

The model of street furniture with comprehensive principles is established in this chapter 

through different research methods.62 

 

This chapter will firstly introduce the model. Based on a people-oriented premise, 

the model comprises three main principles: function, unity and identity. This chapter will 

then discuss the importance, reasons and details of the premise, principles and 

sub-principles, and also the correlations between them. The case studies of street 

furniture design in different places and collaborative street furniture design projects, 

which were used in examining the principles, will be used as the examples for 

discussions and demonstrations. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
62 The methodology of the establishment of the mode of street furniture design principles is discussed 

in Chapter 3 Methodology. 
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5.2 The Model 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Principles of street furniture design 

 

A model of the principles of street furniture design is presented in Figure 5.1. The 

premise of street furniture design is that it should be “people-oriented.” It is the core idea 

of street furniture design and located in the centre of the model. Based on this premise, 

three main principles are developed: function, unity, and identity. The three principles are 

in balanced positions and linked in the model. It implies that the principles are equally 
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important, and coordinate and interflow with one another. 

 

The premise and the main principles are divided into different sub-principles. To 

achieve the people-oriented premise, the considerations include (a) flexibility; (b) 

sustainable development and green design; (c) universal and non-handicapping design, 

(d) citizenship education; and (e) public participation. Function is the fundamental 

principle of street furniture design. Its sub-principles include (a) basic: usage, comfort, 

quantity, accessibility, arrangement and aesthetics; (b) technique: installation and 

maintenance; and (c) practice: safety, and urban policy and regulations. Unity is an 

external principle. It considers the environment as a whole and the relationship between 

street furniture and its surroundings. The sub-principles include (a) compatibility between 

different types of street furniture; (b) compatibility between street furniture and the 

surrounding environment; and (c) compatibility between street furniture and time. Identity 

is an internal principle, concerning with the meanings and characteristics of street 

furniture. Its sub-principles include (a) history, culture and tradition; (b) lifestyle and 

behaviour; (c) new development and new culture; and (d) geographic environment and 

climate. These principles are equally important, and coordinate and interflow with one 

another. The fulfilment of one principle can contribute to the achievement of the others, 

and vice versa. It will be showed in the following discussions of each principle and 

sub-principle. 

 

It is important to note that this model does not list every single design detail of every 

type of street furniture; it instead presents all possible areas of concern (with examples) 

that should be taken into account when designing street furniture. This model also 

delineates the importance of and the reasons behind the design principles, as well as the 

correlations between them. According to the above, the model can be flexibly applied 
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and referred to in various situations. Given one specific place, the designers can design 

street furniture by referring to the possible areas of concern suggested by the model in 

accordance with the situations of the place. In the design process, the designer may 

make adjustment and selection on which principles can be applied or emphasised more, 

and vice versa regarding realistic situations. Also, different types of street furniture may 

contain various proportions of the three principles in accordance with the particular 

situation. Implementation of these principles should closely take into account specific 

aspects (e.g., locations, functions, and requirements) of street furniture. 

 

 

5.3 People-oriented 

 

 

The “people-oriented” (or “people-centred”) premise is the main idea in designing urban 

landscape,63 including street furniture. People are the centre of street furniture design. 

Urban landscape is created for humans and their activities (Wei & Sung, 2005; Xiong, 

1999). Therefore, a humanistic approach that incorporates every element (e.g., 

architecture, open spaces, and street furniture) should be taken when designing an 

urban landscape. Using a dramatic performance as a metaphor, Wang and Wang (2006) 

described the urban environment as the background, street furniture as the stage 

property, people as actors, and human activities as the story. Taken together, these 

elements become the stage of the drama with different themes. The background and the 

stage property (urban environment and street furniture, respectively) assist actors 

                                                 
63 The “people-oriented” approach of urban landscape design is discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.2 

People-oriented. Many studies of urban landscape design had been conducted by considering 
people in the first place (i.e., people-oriented). For example, Sarrinen, 1943; Lynch,1960; 
Jacob ,1961; Kurokawa, 1991, 2003/2004; Bacon, 1974; Alexander, 1977; Rowe and Koetter ,1978; 
Norberg-Schulz, 1971, 1980; etc. 
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(people) to perform the story (human activities). Urban landscape, including street 

furniture, is created according to the different needs of humans, survival, and 

development. Street furniture also acts to connect people, their activities, and the urban 

environment. To achieve a convenient and comfortable urban life, both the physiological 

and psychological needs of humans should be considered. Through its design, street 

furniture should concurrently provide a positive city image and enhance the experience 

of the public toward a city. 

 

Referring to the “people-oriented” premise, some essential considerations should 

be taken on the top of the three main principles (function, unity and identity) in designing 

street furniture and also the urban environment. They include (a) flexibility, (b) 

sustainable development and green design, (c) universal and non-handicapping design, 

(d) citizenship education, and (e) public participation. 

 

 

5.3.1 Flexibility 

 

Society, technology, and urban landscape are continuously developing. Humans and 

their needs and urban life also change with time. Therefore, street furniture should 

continuously evolve to adapt to the ever-changing situation. New culture and technology 

may influence street furniture design with the addition of new elements, whereas 

antiquated elements ought to be abandoned in the process of evolvement (Kurokawa, 

1991, 2003/2004; Wang & Wang, 2006), which suggests that flexibility is the nature of 

street furniture toward the changing environment and requirements. (The flexibility of 

street furniture design is correlated to the principle of “compatibility between street 

furniture and time”.) 
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Another important aspect of the people-oriented premise of street furniture design 

is how the public will make use of street furniture; thus, the public must be kept in mind 

during the design process (Siu, 2004). Street furniture is placed in public places for 

diverse groups of people to use. However, it is not possible to control how individuals will 

use and treat street furniture. For example, users may stand on seats instead of sitting 

on them, sit on railings of separation, or climb up on a sculpture. Flexibility and freedom 

should be included in street furniture design to achieve the highest fulfilment of using 

street furniture in different ways. Rather than attempting to control the informal ways in 

which street furniture will be used, designers should be aware and consider various 

possibilities in the design process (Figures 5.2-5.4). On the other hand, citizenship 

education helps to guide the public in using street furniture in an appropriate way to avoid 

causing human harm or damage to street furniture. 

 

  

Figures 5.2a-b Flexibility and freedom should be included in street furniture design to 

achieve the highest purpose of being able to use street furniture in different ways. For the 

railings used to separate the planting and pedestrian path, the public use it in informal ways: 

a woman leans on it for resting and a kid climbs up and lays on it. However, citizenship 

education is essential to guide the public in using street furniture in an appropriate way (i.e., 

not in a dangerous or subversive way) to avoid causing human harm or damage to street 

furniture (Shanghai, China). 
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Figure 5.3 Public may use street furniture in informal ways for their living convenience. In this 

figure, the residents hang their bedquilts to dry and sterilize and lock their bicycles to the 

railings, which are used to separate the vehicular and pedestrian path and located next to 

their dwellings (Shanghai, China). 

 

  

Figures 5.4a-b Even for some “official” resting facilities such as benches, different users 

have their own resting methods (posts) on them. Flexibility of street furniture allows diverse 

ways of using street furniture (Hong Kong, China). 

 

 The nature of flexibility can be well applied and become the characteristics of street 

furniture. It also enables street furniture to provide multi functions through its design to 
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fulfil different needs of the users and support the people-oriented premise.  

 

  

 

Figures 5.5a-c The street furniture (i.e., hippopotamus statues), serves itself as a public art 

(decoration), and also a play structure and resting facilities (Taipei, Taiwan). 

 

In the open space in Taipei Zoo, Taiwan (Figures 5.5a-c), a series of street furniture of 

hippopotamus statues are placed. The design concept creates an image that the 

hippopotamus are in the river with their upper bodies exposed above the water level, by 

using the ground of the open space as the river/water (Figure 5.5a). Here the street 

furniture merges with the environment (the principle of “compatibility between street 
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furniture and the surroundings’”). Besides being a public art (statues and decoration), the 

street furniture acts as a play structure (Figure 5.5b) and also provides resting function 

for the public (Figure 5.5c). In this example, the street furniture brings its flexibility into full 

play. The design also combines street furniture and public art, enhances the interaction 

between public and street furniture/public art, as well as the experience toward the 

environment. 

 

 

5.3.2 Sustainable Development and Green Design 

 

Sustainable development refers to development in which the ecological environment is 

considered equally with economic and social development (Ng & Chan, 2005; Smith, 

2005).64  Constructing an “ecological city,” requires urban designers to factor in the 

environment during the design process. An ecological city is one in which the natural and 

human environments are in harmony so that humans, society, and the natural 

environment can survive and grow equally and sustainably (Liang & Xiao, 2000). 

Because street furniture is part of the urban environment, its design should be committed 

to sustainable development, which benefits human survival, thus fulfiling its 

people-oriented premise.  

 

One popular method of creating “green” (i.e., environmentally friendly) street 

furniture incorporates the 3Rs (reduce, recycle, and reuse) into the design process (Wei 

& Sung, 2005). The aim of the 3Rs is to minimize pollution and destruction to the natural 

environment. When this method is applied to street furniture design, costs are lowered 

                                                 
64 Sustainable development principle of urban landscape design is discussed in Chapter 4, Section 

4.4.6 Sustainable Development. 
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and fewer resources are consumed. According to Lin (1992), there are three different 

ways of creating green street furniture design:  

1. Material: Choose recyclable and durable materials (Figures 5.6a-b).  

2. Operation: Make use of natural resources (e.g., solar energy) (Figures 5.7a-d), 

use energy-saving technology (e.g., lighting and waterscape), and arrange street 

furniture properly (e.g., the appropriate number of street lamps to avoid 

over-lighting). 

3. Maintenance: Design street furniture with materials and installation methods that 

require minimum costs and resources for maintenance, and instruct the public 

about the appropriate ways of using street furniture to avoid causing damage.  

(The choice of material and maintenance of street furniture is correlated to the principles 

of “technique”) 

 

  
Figures 5.6a-b The choice of material is closely related to the duration of street furniture, and 

environmental protection and sustainable development. In Hong Kong, the rubbish bins 

(garbage cans) made by fibre glass are easy to crack and damage. The Hong Kong 

government need to produce 10,000 new rubbish bins every year for new needs and 

replacement (Siu, 2006). It result sin serious waste and pollution to the environment, and also 

increases cost of operation and maintenance (Hong Kong, China).  
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Figures 5.7a-b (a) Solar energy traffic light (Tiananmen Square, Beijing, China). (b) Solar 

energy parking meter (Downtown, Seattle, USA). (c) Solar energy information board (map) 

(Harajyuku, Tokyo, Japan). (d) Solar energy garbage trash (Massachusetts to California, 

USA). This is a compaction system of using solar energy, which can compact 680L of waste 

into 18kg easy-to-collect bag when the trash is full. Also, an LED display indicates when the 

trash is ready to be picked up (Source: Time, 11 December, 2006; Kingsbury, 2006). 
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Besides being used for energy saving, natural energy/element can be applied in 

street furniture in other ways to increase the diversification of street furniture design to 

enrich urban life and experience. It causes no wastage and pollution to the environment 

but on the other hand adds value and function to street furniture. Moving street furniture 

(e.g., public art/sculpture/decoration) can be created with wind energy to make the 

environment more decorative and interesting (Figures 5.8a-c). Natural elements like 

plantings (Figure 5.9) and water can be introduced or used as part of the street furniture 

to have harmonious coordination of both natural and artificial landscape elements. 

 

 

  

Figures 5.8a-b Wind energy moving street furniture (public art/decoration) in (a) Odaiba, 

Tokyo, Japan, and (b) Santa Monica, Los Angeles, USA. 
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Figure 5.8c Street furniture (Public art) of windmill design makes use of wind to create 

movement and decorate the environment. (Jianguomon Station Park, Beijing, China). 

 

 

Figure 5.9a The dinosaur functions as a sculpture, and also a fountain and planter. It 

introduces natural elements like water and plants to the urban environment. Also, its planter 

function integrates the plants with the street furniture (Santa Monica, Los Angeles, USA). 
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Figure 5.9b Bus stop with planted shelter (Aberdeen, Hong Kong, China) 

 

In addition, style and appearance affect the duration of street furniture. A simple 

design can easily merge with the environment in different times and has a tendency to 

remain for a long period. In contrast, a bombastic and complex design may become 

anachronistic and inconsistent with the changing environment and times and, therefore, 

frequently need to be replaced, resulting in a waste of resources and harm to the natural 

environment (Du, 2006). 

 

 

5.3.3 Universal and Non-handicapping Design 

 

The aim of people-oriented design is to serve all different types of people, including male 

and female, old and young, and those with and without a handicap. It can be practiced 

through universal and non-handicapping designs. Universal design means that different 

types of users should be able to use street furniture conveniently and easily (Burton & 
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Mitchell, 2006). For example, a seat should be appropriate for all age groups, including 

the elderly, adults, teenagers, and children. Another example of applying universal 

design to street furniture is to create signage (or signs) that can be easily understood by 

individuals, regardless of their backgrounds (Figures 5.10-5.11). 

 

  

Figures 5.10a-b (a) Road sign (Jianguomenwai Avenue, Beijing, China). (b) Big and eye 

catching signage of information booth (Seattle Centre Parks, Seattle, USA). Easily 

understood signage (e.g., pictures or symbols) is a significant criterion of universal design for 

different individuals regardless of their background. Interesting signage design can also 

provide a more interesting and colourful urban environment to the public. 

 

  

Figures 5.11a-b Drinking fountain of universal design in (a) Yoyogi and (b) Yokohama, Tokyo, 

Japan. Both fountains are designed with handrails for the convenience of elderly or people in 

special needs. Also, for those who are shorter in height like children can drink at the shorter 

foundation in (a) or by standing on the platform provided in (b).  
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In comparison, the aim of non-handicapping design is to provide a barrier-free 

environment with facilities to meet the special needs of people with disabilities (Figures 

5.12-5.13). Non-handicapping design encompasses wide content. Different non 

handicapping street furniture/facilities are required in order to provide a quality and 

all-around non-handicapping urban environment (e.g., the drop curbs/Braille blocks on 

pedestrian paths, signage in Braille, a broadcasting system for the blind and visually 

impaired, the slope on the crossings between footpaths and vehicular paths for 

wheelchair users, and high contrast and tactile signals for those with weak sight) 

(Architectural Institute of Japan, 2002/2005; Burton & Mitchell, 2006; Japan Society of 

Civil Engineers, 1985/2003). To create designs with a people-oriented basis, it is 

essential to make use of both universal and non-handicapping urban environment and 

street furniture design. 

 

Figure 5.12 An example of universal and non handicapping urban environment: A flat surface 

with accessory facilities provides a “resting point” on the sloping pedestrian path for the 

elderly, wheelchair users, people with baby car or with other special needs (Roppongi, Tokyo, 

Japan).   
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Figure 5.13 An example of non handicapping living environment: Since 2001, The Hong 

Kong Housing Department has expended over one hundred million Hong Kong dollars to 

implement non-handicapping street furniture and facilities including Braille blocks on the 

paths, slopes with handrails at the main stairs (as seen in the figure: Nam Shan Estate, Hong 

Kong, China) in 160 public housing estates, for the blind and visually impaired, elderly and 

people with a handicap (“Housing Department,” 2007). 

 

At present, non-handicapping design in various countries must adhere to strict 

requirements and regulations. For example, the scale and proportion of Braille blocks are 

restricted to the international standards and guidelines; no obstruction is allowed on the 

Braille blocks to avoid causing danger to the users (correlated to the principles of 

“safety”); and the slope on the crossings between footpaths and vehicular paths must be 

wide enough for wheelchair users (Figures 5.14a-b). 
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Figures 5.14a-b A comparison of non-handicap design: On the crossings between footpaths 

and vehicular paths, in (a), the areas of Braille blocks and the slope are wide for the blind, 

visually impaired and wheelchair users (Science Museum Road, Hong Kong, China). 

However, in (b) the areas of Braille blocks and slope are narrow. It creates difficulties and 

dangers to the blind and visually impaired when crossing the road. Also, the narrow slope 

does not allow wheelchair users to pass across (Beilishi Road, Beijing, China).  

 

 

5.3.4 Citizenship Education 

 

Street furniture and humans influence one another. People create urban landscapes and 

street furniture to satisfy their needs; therefore, the construction and facilities are 

specifically designed for urban life. However, people should also protect and preserve 

the landscape and street furniture to generate harmony between the environment and 

humans, which in turn helps to maintain the quality of urban life (Siu, 2007b). Citizenship 

education plays an important role in improving the quality of citizens and in cultivating 

people with civil awareness who respect the urban environment and facilities (Figures 

5.15a-b). Based on the flexibility of street furniture, citizenship education can help to 

guide the public in using street furniture in an appropriate way to avoid causing human 

harm or damage to street furniture, at the same time achieve the highest purpose of 

being able to use street furniture in different ways. On the other hand, it is the 

responsibility of designers to consider the possibilities of artificial destruction and 
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minimize them. For instance, designing street furniture with movable parts should be 

carefully considered as they are easily damaged by users (Wang & Wang, 2006). 

 

  

Figures 5.15a-b In China, although modern urban, construction and facilities are developed 

rapidly, citizenship education has failed to complement with the level of development. In the 

figures, a large number of promotion stickers are placed on the pedestrian paths. It causes 

serious damage to the urban landscape, street furniture/facilities, and also destroys the visual 

pleasure ((a) Gaoliangquiao Road and (b) Kexueyuannan Road, Beijing, China). 

 

 

5.3.5 Public Participation 

 

Public participation (also known as community participation or user participation in 

different contexts) cannot be ignored in street furniture design (Lin, 1992; Lu & Ma, 2001; 

Sanoff, 2000; Siu, 2007b; Yang, 2005). The target users of street furniture are the public, 

who best understand their own needs. Therefore, communication and cooperation 

between the designers and the public are important aspects in the design process to 
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create facilities that can fully satisfy the public’s needs. Again, the residents of the place 

where street furniture is to be located can contribute greatly in creating the identity of 

street furniture because they are the most knowledgeable of their area, including its local 

history, culture, and tradition. (It is correlated to the principle of “identity”). In addition, 

public aesthetics can be presented in street furniture and become public art through 

public participation (Figures 5.16a-c). 

 

 

  

Figures 5.16a-c Examples of public participation: drawings of children, names and 

well-wishing of different individuals of the public are carved on the pavers. (Seattle centre 

park, Seattle. USA ).  
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5.4 Function 

 

 

Function is one of the main principles of street furniture design and can be divided into 

three sub-principles: (a) basic: usage, comfort, accessibility, arrangement and aesthetics; 

(b) technique: installation and maintenance; and (c) practice: safety, and urban policy 

and regulations. Street furniture should be able to satisfy the users’ physiological and 

psychological needs through its usage, comfort, quantity, accessibility, arrangement and 

aesthetics. The durability and stable performance of street furniture should also be 

guaranteed in order to maximise its function, therefore, the concern of technique 

including installation and maintenance is needed. To make street furniture fully practical, 

it should be designed to provide a safe living environment and accord with urban policy 

and regulations of different countries. 

 

 

5.4.1 Basic 

 

Usage 

 

The original function of street furniture is to satisfy both physiological and psychological 

needs of people in public places. According to particular needs and places, suitable 

street furniture should be installed to provide appropriate usage. Some examples of the 

types of choices that are made when selecting suitable street furniture are as follows: 

public art like sculptures and waterscapes created to provide decoration and to 

commemorate special anniversaries (Figures 5.17a-b); different types and designs of 

lighting provided for different streets (paths and roads) of different usages (Figures 
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5.18-5.20); signage provided for both drivers and pedestrians to help them reach their 

destinations; and special facilities to assist the elderly and people with disabilities. 

 

  

Figures 5.17a-b Street furniture like sculptures, as a public art to provide decoration to the 

environment and enrich urban experience. It also is a landmark and an indication (signage) of 

direction ((a) Daikanyama, Tokyo, Japan and (b) Downtown, Seattle, USA).  

 

  

Figures 5.18a-b Higher (e.g., above 20meters) and comparatively brighter lighting are 

provided for the vehicular paths. The lights for vehicular path are preferably simple in design 

((a) Yokohama, Tokyo, Japan and (b) Santa Monica, Los Angles, USA). 
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Figures 5.19a-d Lower (e.g., 10-12meters) and comparatively softer lighting are provided for 

pedestrian paths. More details and decorations are required in designing the lights for the 

appreciation and experience of users with slower passing speed on pedestrian paths 

(compare with when they are passing with vehicles) ((a) Shinjyuku, (b) Harajyuku, (c) 

Asakusa and (d) Ueno, Tokyo, Japan). 

 

  

Figures 5.20a-b Amenity lighting (e.g., below 5 meters with soft light) are provided for the 

sidewalk in parks or green belt to provide relaxing atmosphere for the pedestrian ((a) 

Yokohama, Tokyo, Japan and (b) Xiantiandi, Shanghai, China). 

 

For signage (or signs), street furniture not only includes the sign plate, sign pole 

and information board, but also some structures and sculptures (Figures 5.17a-b and 
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5.21a-d). A good form of streets (e.g., an enclosed unit) provides users with a clear 

sense of enclosure, direction and recognition of the streets (Collins, G.R. & Collins C.C, 

1986; Gibberd, 1970; Moughtin, 2003).  

 

If a street or a section of a street is to possess the quality of enclosure 

then it must be considered to have three main elements, an entrance, the 

place itself and a termination or exit. Since the street is also a path, and a 

path is two directional, the place must terminate or close in two directions 

(Moughtin, 2003, p. 135). 

 

Signage (e.g., sculpture or frame structure) at the entrance and exit of the street greatly 

contributes to the form of street. It is also an indication of both the location and direction 

for street users. 

 

  

Figures 5.21a-b “Door frame” structured signage located in the entrance and exit of the 

streets provides indication for location and direction, and also sense of enclosure of the street. 

((a) Harajyuku and (b) Shimokitazawa, Tokyo, Japan). 
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Figures 5.21c-d Signage (sculpture) of classic design is created for the streets with rich 

historical and cultural content. It is a way to enhance the identity of a place (it is correlated to 

principle of “identity”) ((c) Summer Palace/Yiheyuan Road, Beijing, China and (d) 

Omotesando, Tokyo, Japan).    

 

Various usages provided by diverse types of street furniture should be carefully 
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selected to meet different needs and places, and, finally, accumulated to create an 

optimum urban environment (Siu, 2007a). 

 

Comfort 

 

Street furniture should provide a high degree of comfort to users, meaning that users can 

make use of street furniture without losing physical and/or mental composure. Some 

examples include the following: seat measurements designed according to human 

ergonomics and materials discreetly chosen for comfortable resting (Figures 5.22a-b); 

the colour and intensity of street lighting accordingly selected and controlled to avoid 

visual embarrassment; and the types, patterns, and colours of pavers correspondingly 

applied to the function and climate of the place (Burton & Mitchell, 2006; Japan Society 

of Civil Engineers, 1985/2003; Moughtin, 2003). The arrangement of street furniture is 

also a significant way to ensure comfort. For instance, railings or bollards should be 

placed so as not to restrict the smooth flow of pedestrian traffic and human activities. The 

appearance and style of street furniture should be thoughtfully designed to create a 

pleasing environment by providing artistic and visual comfort to the public. 

 

  

Figures 5.22a-b (a) Seats composed of narrow pieces of wood provides more curve based 

on ergonomics and softer feeling to users, whereas (b) material seat is durable but provides 
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less comfort to users due to its nature (e.g., hard, high degree of absorbency of heart ((a) 

Pioneer Square and (b) Olympic Sculpture Park, Seattle, USA).  

 

Quantity 

 

Providing a sufficient quantity of street furniture with appropriate arrangement is 

essential to guarantee that every individual of the public who has the need can be 

satisfied. Adequate light sources of street lighting are required to give clear visibility and 

ensure security in public spaces. A certain number of seats should be installed to provide 

resting places for pedestrians when they are in need. The quantity is based on where the 

street furniture is installed. A comprehensive investigation of the situations (e.g., the 

population, pedestrian flow, and the needs of residents and visitors) of a place can 

effectively determine the quantities of different types of street furniture that are needed.  
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Figures 5.23a-c The inhabitants set up their own “street furniture” in the public spaces (a and 

b). They also added more “street furniture” for some spaces (c) where street furniture is 

insufficiently provided. It shows that there is lack of comprehensive research of the situation 

(e.g., users’ needs and behaviours). It gives rise to the result that street furniture is 

insufficient in quantity, located wrongly, etc. and fail to satisfy the users’ needs (Lai King, 

Hong Kong, China). 

 

Accessibility 

 

Accessibility plays a major role in fulfiling the people-oriented premise of street furniture 

design. The accessibility of street furniture depends on its quantity, arrangement, and 

design. Visual and distance accessibility are also contributing factors (Lin, 1992). Users 

should be able to see, reach, and make use of street furniture effortlessly. For example, 

pedestrians should be able to find unoccupied seating facilities appropriately located and 

spaced at regular, short intervals so that they may rest when they feel tired. Another 

example involves the accessibility of civil facilities (street furniture) like mailboxes and 

telephone booths (Figure 5.24), which should be easily recognised with respect to colour 

and form, and located at specific positions on the street. Using eye catching signage 

(e.g., information booth in Figure 5.10b) can also increase the degree of accessibility.  

Extensive research for an area is thus required to determine users’ needs and to provide 

easily accessible street furniture of sufficient quantity and proper arrangement.  
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Figure 5.24 Telephone booth with special design: rounded shelter and sharp colour is easily 

recognised, which provides high degree of accessibility to people when they are in need 

(Gaolianggyoxie Street, Beijing, China). 

 

Arrangement 

 

Based on sufficient quantity, proper arrangement and appropriate distribution (as 

supported by research findings) assist street furniture to be fully functional and to provide 

a greater degree of comfort and accessibility (Krauel, 2007). Using seating as an 

example, more seats should be allocated along a street near a shopping mall than in an 

area with low pedestrian traffic. To increase users’ level of comfort and feeling of safety, 

resting facilities should be located next to plants or some type of construction offering 

shade and protection. According to human psychology, the facing of the seat, such as 

facing the open space (e.g., pedestrian path or park) with a better and opener visual 

scene is always preferable (Figures 5.25a-b) (Du, 2006). The position of the seat should 

be arranged so that users can communicate conveniently (Figure 5.26). Street furniture 
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should also be placed without restricting pedestrian flow and activities, which is an 

important consideration of environment arrangement.  

 

  

Figures 5.25a-b Resting facilities which are arranged next to plants or some type of 

construction offering shade and protection can increase users’ level of comfort and feeling of 

safety. Also, according to human psychology, the facing of the seat, such as facing the open 

space with a better and opener visual scene is always preferable ((a) Choi Hung and (b) Chai 

Wan, Hong Kong, China). 

 

 

Figure 5.26 The position of the seat should be arranged for convenient communication of 

users. According to this, the arrangement type (a) and (c) are preferable, whereas 

arrangement type (b) has few users (Sham Shui Po, Hong Kong, China).  
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Also, some types of street furniture like seats, street lamps, rubbish bins and 

plantings should be arranged and placed close together for the behavioural pattern and 

convenience of people (Figure 5.27). In addition, concentrating street furniture in one 

particular area is not preferred because it makes the scene appear cluttered, thus 

creating visual discomfort. A better arrangement is to combine the functions or simplify 

the design of the street furniture. Multifunctional street furniture (e.g., a multifunctional 

traffic pole) has gained in popularity in many places (Figure 5.28) (It is correlated to 

principle of “unity—compatibility between different types of street furniture”). 

 

  

Figure 5.27 Bench, rubbish bin and street light are arranged close together for the 

behavioural pattern and convenience of people (Victoria Park, Hong Kong, China).  

Figure 5.28 Multifunctional traffic pole combining different traffic lights and traffic signs in one 

single pole (Tiananmen Square, Beijing, China).  

 

Aesthetics 

 

Aesthetics continues to be a fundamental consideration in street furniture design (Yang, 

2005). People are always pleased with beautiful, interesting, and vibrant street furniture. 

Elegant street furniture also beautifies the environment and enhances the quality of the 

urban landscape. Some types of street furniture, such as plantings, fountains, water 

views and sculptures, are intended to be decorative, thus their aesthetic executions are 
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particularly emphasised.  

 

It is important to note that aesthetic is not about individual street furniture with 

bombastic and complex appearance and style. Street furniture should be considered with 

the total environment as a whole (It is correlated to the principles of “unity” and “identity”). 

The aesthetics of street furniture is about providing pleasing, colourful and inspiring 

environment to the public and their urban life. To achieve this, some simple and 

reasonable additional shaping on details (without creating pressure on the production 

cost) can efficiently increase the aesthetic level of street furniture and make them special 

from one another in different places (Figures 5.29-5.30). 

 

 

 

Figures 5.29a-c and Figures 5.30a-c With the same type of material, execution of design 

and details show different levels of aesthetics of the street furniture (Bicycle lock and Ash tray) 

(Figures 5.29: (a) Jiaotongkou Street, Beijing, China, (b) and (c) Waikiki, Honolulu, Hawaii; 

Figures 5.30: (a) Tsim Sha Tsui, Hong Kong, China, (b) Odaiba and (c) Gina, Tokyo, Japan).  
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Taking Japan as the example (Figures 5.31-5.37), the aesthetic of street furniture of 

different types and different places are also highly emphasised. Every single detail or the 

unnoticed areas of street furniture are designed conscientiously and meticulously, it 

beautifies the environment, enhances the urban experience and quality of urban life.  

 

  
Figures 5.31a-b An additional detail on the street furniture: (a) a flower carved metal on the 

top of the bollard and (b) aeroplane sculpture on top of the clock, sufficiently embellish the 

street furniture and urban environment. It also brings surprise to the users and urban 

experience ((a) Ueno and (b) Harajyuku, Tokyo, Japan). 

 

  

Figures 5.32 Detail patterns (a picture) is designed with the railings (Asakusa, Tokyo, Japan). 

Figures 5.33 Railings of organic form designed for the plantings (Yokohama, Tokyo, Japan). 
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For some street furniture like drainage covers, which are always unnoticed and their 

aesthetics are less emphasised in many places. However, the drainage covers in Japan are 

designed with great details and diversity, and have significant influence on the urban 

aesthetics. Figures 5.34a-b (a) Drainage covers with pattern of cherry blossoms (national 

flower of Japan) can be found in many places in Japan. It enhances the identity of the country. 

Whilst (b), another drainage covers with pattern of cherry blossoms, can be found in Ueno 

Park, Tokyo, the popular place of seeing cherry blossoms. It enhances the identity of the 

place (the principle of “identity”). Figures 5.34c-d Drainage covers with different patterns 

made by copper. They are not functional drainage cover, but a kind of decoration and signs of 

the places (Ueno, Tokyo, Japan). Figures 5.34e-f Even the fire drainage covers are 

elaborately designed with related signs, patterns and colours (Minatoku, Tokyo, Japan). 
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Figures 5.35a-b Pavements are beautified and decorated by simple additional process: (a) 

adding collateral line pattern on each paver to increase the variety of whole pavement pattern; 

(b) stamping circular pattern on plain concrete pavement ((a) Shinjuku and (b) Harajyuku , 

Tokyo, Japan). 

 

  
Figures 5.36a-b Street light design has great diversity in Japan. The street lights are 

designed differently in different zones (even different streets) and show diverse kinds of 

aesthetics ((a) Asakusa and (b) Shinjuku, Tokyo, Japan).
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Figures 5.37a-c Some types of street furniture (e.g., sculpture) are intended to be decorative, 

thus their aesthetic executions are particularly emphasised. A sculpture of turtle shell’s form 

in large scale is created in the open space. Water steam comes out from the designed cracks 

(lines of turtle shell) every fifteen minutes (Shiodome, Tokyo, Japan).  

 

 

5.4.2 Technique 

 

Street furniture is required to be durable to prevent easy destruction and to avoid 

frequent repairs or replacement, thereby generating satisfaction, achieving a green 
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design, and minimising operation costs (Lu & Ma, 2000; Siu, 2004). The durability of 

street furniture mainly depends on the materials that were used in its manufacture (It is 

also correlated to the selection of material for “sustainable development and green 

design” of the “people-oriented” premise). Because street furniture is located in public 

places that are usually outdoors and not under video surveillance, its durability may be 

affected by various uncontrollable elements, including weather conditions and treatment 

by numerous users. If possible, durable, weather-resistant materials should be used 

when manufacturing street furniture (Figures 5.6a-b and 5.38a-b). The methods of 

installation and maintenance are also important factors that directly affect the durability of 

street furniture, as well as prevent harm to people caused by damage to street furniture. 

Again, both citizenship education and user guidelines need to be provided to the public 

coordinating with the technical principle to promote appropriate use of street furniture 

without causing damage. 

 

  

Figures 5.38a-b (a) The seat made of plastic is seriously cracked and discoloured due to 

outdoor exposure (Hollywood, Los Angeles, USA); (b) The seat made of stone is resistant to 

the weather and hence durable (Xinyi District ,Taipei, Taiwan). 

 

Installation 

 

Secure installation enables street furniture to adapt to the variable environment and 

maintain its best performance. Street furniture, such as street lamps, railings, bollards 
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and seats, are commonly installed by rooting it underground, or by locking it on the 

ground, or by providing it with a firm and solid foundation. These installations secure the 

stable placement and avoid collapse of street furniture by natural or human forces. 

Movable street furniture (particularly bollards, railings, and garbage cans) should be 

secured with a locking system or a fixed foundation (Figures 5.38a-c).  

 

 
Figures 5.39a-c Railings/bollards are installed by three common methods of installing: (a) 

rooting it underground (Qianmen Avenue, Beijing, China); (b) locking it on the ground 

(Odaiba, Tokyo, Japan); and (c) providing it with a firm and solid foundation (Siuwenmendong 

Avenue, Beijing, China). For (b) and (c) which are moveable street furniture the locking 

system or a fixed foundation is essential to secure the installation.  
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In addition, the installation methods should be simplified for convenient 

deconstruction and maintenance. For example, the dismantle engineering design (DED) 

of street furniture enables not only easy installation with stable placement but also simple 

disassembly and replacement of parts (Wang & Wang, 2006). 

 

Maintenance 

 

An efficient maintenance system ensures the quality of street furniture. It includes 

systematic monitoring, sufficient cleaning and repairing, and immediate replacing of 

damaged street furniture. The maintenance duty shows the level of operation and the 

system of government or relevant parties that manage street furniture. Careful selection 

of materials and installation methods can lower the consumption of resources and the 

frequency of maintenance to minimize operating costs.  
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Figure 5.40a-b (a) A traffic light toppled over by car accident and (b) A bench broken due to 

aging and treatment of user, evaluation of the installation method and immediate replacement 

ought to be taken ((a) Wan Chai and (b) Aberdeen, Hong Kong, China). 

Figures 5.40c-e Sufficient cleaning is one way to ensure the quality and performance of 

street furniture. Cleaning (maintenance) process of the ash tray, which is designed with water 

container for the lighted cigarettes and cigarette ends (Yokohama, Tokyo, Japan). 

 

 

5.4.3 Practice 

 

Safety 

 

Safety issues associated with street furniture are divided into several categories. One 

issue deals with scale. Examples of safety regulations related to scale include: restricting 

the size of spacing within and between railings to avoid trapping passengers; requiring 

smooth and rounded surfaces; prohibiting unexpected obstacles of street furniture within 

reaching distance; skid-proofing vehicular and pedestrian paths; and minimising water 

depth for waterscapes, such as fountains and pools (Lin, 1992). Another safety issue is 

selection of materials. Some examples include: selection of inflammable materials to 

avoid fire hazards; unbreakable and tough materials to avoid easy breakage and 

damage, and slip-proof materials for pavers, stairs, and slopes (Lin, 1992). Usage and 

arrangement of street furniture is also a safety issue. Some examples include: railings or 

bollards to separate vehicles and pedestrians; sufficient lighting provided at night for 

security; definite signage to provide information for both drivers and pedestrians; and 

insulating systems for street furniture connected with electricity, such as street lamps and 

fountains. In addition, universal and non-handicapping designs are essential to provide a 

safe urban landscape for those with special needs. Governments and related parties of 

countries usually assume responsibility for setting safety standards and guidelines for 
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street furniture to which designers refer during the design process. 

 

 

Figure 5.41a The broken pedestrian path creates great danger to the users, especially to the 

elderly and people with disabilities (Gaolianggyoxie Street, Beijing, China). 

 

  

Figures 5.41b-c Unexpected obstacles on the pedestrian path must be strictly prohibited 

for safe urban environment (Gaoliangquiao Road, Beijing, China). 
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Urban Policy and Regulations 

 

Each country has its own policy and regulations for urban planning and urban design. 

Therefore, street furniture should be designed according to the local urban policy and 

regulations. Some differences include various standards for the colour, style, and size of 

the typeface for pedestrian and traffic signage; the height of different types of street 

lighting; and the height of the pedestrian path from the vehicular path. 

 

 

Figures 5.42 An example of urban policy and regulations: railings are installed at the two 

sides of the zebra crossing on the pedestrian path to lead the people crossing the road. In the 

figure, the pedestrians cannot pass the vehicular road through the blue paths because they 

are restricted by the railings. The pedestrians are required to pass the vehicular road through 

the red paths within the zebra crossing area. (Science Museum Path, Hong Kong, China). 
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5.5 Unity 

 

 

The total urban landscape is considered as a whole, and requires consistency in all of its 

elements to form a complete scene.65 It is about the “correlation”—the concept stated by 

Saarinen (1943), of how different urban landscape elements, although they might have 

self-expressions, mutually cooperate. Street furniture design takes into consideration not 

only individual items but also (a) the relationship between different types of street 

furniture, (b) the relationship between street furniture and the surrounding environment, 

and (c) the relationship between street furniture and time. 

 

Creating a coherent environment helps provide a unified and systematic image for 

both visual and psychological pleasure. It concurrently shows the level of planning, 

design, politics, society, culture, and technology of a city (Lu & Ma, 2000). Compatibility 

can be achieved according to the three components (identity, structure, and meaning) of 

environmental image suggested by Lynch (1960). In terms of identity, compatibility can 

be achieved by unifying the appearance and style of the elements according to their 

forms, contours, colours, materials, and special features, which represent the 

characteristics (i.e., the meaning) of the place. In terms of structure, the appropriate 

arrangement of various elements of a place and the formation of a strong spatial 

structure play equally significant roles in achieving compatibility. In terms of meaning, 

unity should be achieved at an apparent level as well as at the spiritual and intellectual 

levels. The situation of a place, such as its history, culture, tradition, development, 

resident lifestyle and needs, should be considered and represented in urban landscape 

                                                 
65 The unity principles of urban landscape design is discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.2 Unity of 

urban landscape. 
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elements, including street furniture, to attain compatibility at an in-depth level (Figure 

5.43).  

 

 

Figure 5.43 Scopes and conditions for unity of street furniture design. 

 

The identity (i.e., appearance and style) of the urban elements (including street 
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furniture) is directed by and reflect the meaning (i.e., situation and characteristics) of the 

place. In other words, the urban elements (including street furniture) should be 

consistent in the meanings they present according to the situation of the place (Further 

discussions on identity and meaning in the “Identity” section). Based on the achievement 

of compatibility in accordance with the three components, specific considerations of each 

area are described in the following sections. 

 

 

5.5.1 Compatibility Between Different Types of Street Furniture 

 

All types of street furniture in a street or a park should be coordinated in one design 

control plan. Although different types of street furniture are owned by different parties, the 

cooperation of different parties is encouraged (Eckbo, 2001). Identity is represented by 

the style and appearance of street furniture. One method of creating linkage and 

achieving consistency, besides unifying forms, colours, and materials, is to emphasise 

special features or elements of different types of street furniture and the environment 

(Figures 5.44a-d). In addition, compatibility in spatial structure can be achieved through 

the arrangement and organization of different street furniture. For instance, seats, street 

lamps, garbage cans, and plantings should be placed close together for the behavioural 

pattern and convenience of people, with appropriate coordination of the position and 

distance between them to comprise a strong and coherent linkage (It is correlated to the 

principle of “arrangement”) (Figures 5.45a-c). Another way of achieving compatibility is to 

simplify an inconsistent scene caused by complex functions of different street furniture. 

For example, using a multifunctional pole that combines different functions, such as 

street lighting, traffic lighting, and signage, instead of installing a pole for each function in 

the same area. 
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Figures 5.44a-d The street furniture (advertising board, street lights of two different heights) 

on the same street are designed consistently by colour, material and special feature of 

Chinese traditional form and pattern. It creates a linkage between the street furniture and 

provides a compatible scene (Summer Palace/Yiheyuan Road, Beijing, China).  
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Figures 5.45a-c The street furniture: (a) seats, garbage can, planting and its enclosure and 

(b)-(c) seats, rubbish bins, ash trays and separation facilities, are designed as a unity and 

arranged compatibly (in terms of style, appearance and spatial structure, and in accordance 

with behavioural pattern). It comprises a strong and coherent linkage and achieves a 

consistent picture ((a) Lai King, Hong Kong, China and (b)-(c) Downtown, Seattle, USA). 

 

To achieve compatibility by simplifying an inconsistent scene caused by complex 

functions of different street furniture, multi functional street furniture which is designed 

combining different types of street furniture is an efficient and popular way in many 

places. Multi functions also increase the flexibility of street furniture in its usage (It is 

correlated to “flexibility” of street furniture for the “people-oriented” premise). The 
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following examples of different places show the diverse design of multi functional street 

furniture to accomplish compatibility (Figures 5.46a-h). 

 

 

Figures 5.46a-c Multi functional lights with flexible attachment of different facilities like 

speakers, supervisory cameras, and flags (Tiananmen Square, Beijing, China). 
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Figures 5.46d The railings for separating the planting is designed in the form of a curve and 

provide resting function (Omotesando, Tokyo, Japan). 

 

  
Figures 5.46e Street furniture combining rubbish bin and map (Shanghai, China) 

Figures 5.46f Street furniture combining seat and planter (Shiodome, Tokyo, Japan) 

 

  

Figures 5.46g-h Street furniture combining sculpture and seat (Olympic Sculpture Park, 

Seattle, USA).  

 

 

5.5.2 Compatibility Between Street Furniture and Surrounding Environment 

 

As a part of the environment, street furniture should be consistent in its style and 

appearance, spatial structure, and meaning, and merge with the surrounding 
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environment, which includes architecture, open spaces, and grounds (Figures 5.47-5.51). 

Ideally, all of the elements of a place or street are planned and designed at the same 

time. Unfortunately, street furniture is often distributed following the establishment of 

other elements. Exhaustive investigation and research into the background of a place 

(including its history, culture, and design style, and the lifestyle and behaviour of its 

residents) are required in designing street furniture that complements its surroundings.  

 

 

  

Figures 5.47a-c The enclosure/tree guard of planting is made of (a) bamboo and (b) and (c) 

wood. The feeling of natural material, its natural colour and texture create harmony with the 

environment of green ((a) Shinjyuku and (b) and (c) Yokohama, Tokyo, Japan). 
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Figures 5.48a-b Special features/elements in different types of street furniture and facilities, 

and the environment can successfully achieve compatibility. The Chinese style pattern (as a 

special design element) applied in the street lighting and the footbridge creates consistency 

and also a unique identity for the street (Daliushu Road, Beijing, China).   
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Figures 5.49a-b The speaker is designed like a stone and placed with the natural elements 

in the park that it totally merges with the environment and achieves compatible scene (The 

Ming Dynasty City Wall Relics Park, Beijing, China).   

 

  

Figures 5.50a-b Compatibility between street furniture and its surroundings is achieved: the 

patterns and colour tone of the drainage cover is designed as same as that of the pavement 

(Shinjyuku, Tokyo, Japan). 
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Figure 5.51 Although the colour and material are different from pavers and surroundings, the 

channel and cover are designed to become part of the pattern of the pavement by this 

contrast. It in turn forms an entire and compatible scene (Beijing Railway Station, Beijing, 

China) 

 

 

5.5.3 Compatibility Between Street Furniture and Time 

 

Urban landscape continuously changes with time. It is gradually accumulated and 

formed through development in different time periods. Various landscape elements are 

constructed in different time periods and represent the characteristics of a particular 

period; new developments take place and create new characteristics and needs. In other 

words, the urban landscape is dynamic, as opposed to static, and comprises both old 

and new elements of different times. It continuously records the history, culture, aesthetic, 

lifestyle, and development of a place (Wei & Sung, 2005; Xiong, 1999). A smooth 

transition between old and new development is required to achieve compatibility 

between street furniture and time.  
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Street furniture needs to be flexible to continuously evolve and adapt to an 

ever-changing situation. New culture and technology may influence street furniture 

design with the addition of new elements, whereas antiquated elements ought to be 

abandoned in the process of evolution (Kurokawa, 1991, 2003/2004). (It is correlated to 

the “flexibility” of the “people-oriented” premise).  

 

Most importantly, street furniture design that is considered compatible with time 

must maintain characteristics of the past whilst fulfiling current and future needs and 

integrating technology (Kurokawa, 1991, 2003/2004; Norberg-Schulz, 1980; Rowe & 

Koetter, 1978). It is also about creating identity in street furniture design to represent the 

characteristics of a place (the principles of “identity”). Again, an understanding of the 

background of a place is essential.  

 

Beijing is the city with rich historical and cultural accumulation, concurrently it is 

under a rapid rate of modern development. To maintain the compatibility between street 

furniture and time (i.e., development: the past, present and future), the street furniture in 

Beijing (especially the historical areas) are designed to maintain the characteristics of the 

past (e.g., traditional Chinese design forms, patterns, and colours), at the same time 

integrate the current and future needs (e.g., the use of modern street furniture) with 

modern technology (e.g., modern material, energy sources, and production methods). 

Besides creating compatibility between the street furniture and time and hence a smooth 

transition of development, it reflects and enhances the identity for the place (a traditional 

and historical Chinese city). Some examples of the street furniture in Beijing follow 

(Figures 5.52a-d):  
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Figure 5.52a The railings made of stainless steel are designed with traditional Chinese 

design pattern (dragon and cloud pattern which was usually carved on wood) (Daliushu Road, 

Beijing, China) 
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Figure 5.52b Traditional Chinese wood window form and pattern is applied in drainage cover 

design (Gaoliangquiao Road, Beijing, China) 

Figure 5.52c-e The design of traditional lantern (made of wood and paper with candle light) is 

converted today to a street light (made of metal and glass with electric light). The function of 

supervisory camera is also combined in the design in (e). ((c) Jingshan Park, (d) Gulou and 

(e) The Ming Dynasty City Wall Relics Park, Beijing, China). 

 

 

5.6 Identity 

 

 

In addition to the principles of function and unity, which are regarded as fundamental 

elements in street furniture design, identity appears to play an important role in achieving 

higher quality, especially at the spiritual and meaning levels. Every place has its meaning; 

hence, the characteristics of a place that make it unique are concretely expressed in the 

urban landscape and help form the identity of a place (Kurokawa, 1991, 2003/2004; 

Lynch, 1960; Norberg-Schulz, 1980; Saarinen, 1943; see also Hayden, 1995; Hough, 

1990).66 Identity is defined as the appearance and style (e.g., forms, contours, colours, 

materials, and special features) expressing the meaning behind the object. It makes the 

object distinguishable from other objects and recognizable as a separable entity (Lynch, 

1960). From macro to micro sense, every city, every district, every zone, and even every 

street possesses its own identity, which reflects the characteristics of the place and its 

inhabitants. The identity of a place is accumulated and composed based on long-term 

development. Every urban landscape element, including street furniture, directly 

represents and contributes to a place’s identity, and, subsequently, defines its image. 

                                                 
66 The principle of identity of urban landscape design is discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.5 Identity 

and Regionalism. The discussion on Lynch, Norberg-Sculaz and Saarinen’s concepts related to the 
identity/meaning/spirit of place/environment in Chapter 4, Section 4.3, Urban Landscape: Review 
of the Development of Design Theories. 
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However, under the influences of globalisation, industrialisation, and 

standardisation, monotonous urban landscapes are appearing throughout the world, and 

as a result, many cities have lost their original and unique characteristics (Wei & Sung, 

2005; Yang, 2005). Street furniture, as part of the urban landscape, is an important 

element experienced by residents and visitors, mostly on the streets and in other urban 

spaces. Therefore, well-designed street furniture, with an identity befitting the 

characteristics of its location, can protect and reinforce the diversity of 

localism/regionalism as well as ensure a high-quality and colourful urban environment 

and urban life (Wang & Wang, 2006). Enhancing the identity of a city or a district can also 

deepen its residents’ sense of belonging and sense of recognition. The identity of a place 

should be maintained not to promote tourism but rather to preserve the spiritual and 

cultural continuity of its people (Wei & Sung, 2005). Different places with their own 

identity also enhance and add interest to urban experience and urban life. 

 

The identity of a place (which is formed according to the meanings of the place) 

should direct the design of street furniture. The expression of street furniture should be 

consistent with the situations and characteristics of its location (It is correlated to the 

compatibility of meaning in the principle of “unity”). Accordingly, the identity of street 

furniture should be expressed in appropriate ways. Exaggerated design emphasises only 

individual identity and style, and, thus, should be avoided, as it will result in inconsistency 

with the environment. However, exceptions should be made for street furniture, such as 

sculptures or signage, as special landmarks or for design methods that aim to create 

contrast with the surroundings. In most cases, fitting design languages (i.e., forms, 

colours, materials, and special features) should be applied to street furniture to achieve 

compatibility with urban landscapes and to merge naturally with each place’s identity. 

The mass production, purchase, and installation of street furniture in many places  
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happens without taking into consideration the identities of these places, this leads to the 

formation of monotonous environments. Once again, conducting extensive research into 

a place’s situation is a must when creating identity.   

 

Street furniture’s identity and unity should be significant and different, in a micro 

sense, from district to district within a city. Unity should not be imposed rigidly; the 

identity of individual districts or streets should be maintained (Bakewell & Partners, 1999; 

see also Kurokawa, 1991, 2003/2004; Saarinen, 1943). Unity does not refer to the same 

measurements throughout an entire city or district; it should refer to the ways in which 

urban landscape elements are unified for one street but differ between streets. A city 

contains a broad sense of the image and culture of a whole nation. Within a city, different 

districts comprise their regional cultures, and every street has different characteristics 

related to its residents, businesses, and so on. Designers should understand identity and 

characteristics at these three levels, and create unity accordingly. A city’s urban 

environment should be unified in the macro sense, then within each district, and, finally, 

street by street, whereas it should be distinguishable between districts/streets. 

 

Public participation is particularly important in creating identity (public participation 

of the “people-oriented” premise). A place’s identity is related to its public image, which is 

carried not only by individuals but also by large numbers of the city’s inhabitants (Lynch, 

1960). The characteristics of a place, such as history, culture, tradition, and urban 

lifestyle, are developed and shared by the public and become feeling and memory. The 

residents of the place where street furniture is located have rich and profound knowledge 

of local characteristics; therefore, they can greatly contribute to the creation of identity in 

street furniture design (Wan, Siu, & Justice, 2007a, 2007b). 
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There are several possible methods of creating identity in street furniture design 

according to the characteristics of its location. These methods are categorised as follows: 

(a) history, culture, and tradition; (b) urban life and behaviour; (c) new development and 

new culture; and (d) geographic environment and climate. 

 

Figure 5.53 Creating Identity in street furniture design: its methods and importance. 
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5.6.1 History, Culture, and Tradition 

 

Places that have been developed for many years usually contain rich contexts of history 

and culture. Such contexts always form characteristics of places and become collective 

memory and identity in the public mind. Lynch (1960) identified history and culture as 

exerting comparatively prominent effects on the formation of a city’s image in its 

residents’ minds. Other studies (e.g., Hayden, 1995; Hough, 1990; Moughtin, Cuesta, 

Sarris & Signoretta, 2003, Norberg-Schulz, 1980; Rowe & Koetter, 1978) also stated that 

the features of an urban landscape and its elements, such as architecture, are always 

shaped by the factors of history, culture, and tradition. In addition, modern cities and 

professions have already advocated protecting and preserving the historical and cultural 

heritage of cities. It is important for each city’s residents to understand the values and 

roots of their nationality, as well as to help their city make the cultural transition from old 

to new as smooth as possible. In this case, street furniture, with characteristics of its 

place’s history, culture, and tradition, can reflect and enhance the identity of a place. 

Because of new technology and requirements, the urban landscape experiences 

continuous development. Thus, street furniture design, which can simultaneously 

represent old characteristics and meet current needs and standards, has generated 

great interest (Rowe & Koetter, 1978; Kurokawa, 1991, 2003/2004; Norberg-Schulz, 

1980) (It is correlated to the principles of  “compatibility between street furniture and 

time”). 

 

 Ryogoku, Tokyo, Japan, the birthplace of sumo (the quintessence of Japanese 

culture), contains rich historical and developmental contexts of the sport. Kokugikan (a 

sumo hall and museum) is located there, and sumo competitions are held frequently. On 

the way to Kokugikan, a series of monuments are arranged along both sides of the main 
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road (Kokugikan Dori, known as Kokugikan Street) in Ryogoku. On the top of each 

monument are small sculptures of different sumo wrestlers from different periods, and 

sumo wrestlers’ hand imprints are featured on the four sides of each monument (Figures 

5.54a-i). Other street furniture, such as an information board, is specially designed with 

other sumo features (Figure 5.54j). 

 

 

Figure 5.54a Information pole in Kokugikan Dori (Street), Ryogoku, Tokyo, Japen: Kokugikan 

(orange area) and Kokugikan Dori (purple area). 

 

  

Figure 5.54b Sumo wrestlers on Kokugikan Dori (Street). 

Figure 5.54c Entrance of Kokugikan. 
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Figures 5.54d-h A series of monuments (small sumo wrestlers sculpture on the top and 

sumo wrestlers’ hand imprints on the four sides) are arranged along both sides of the main 

road (Kokugikan Dori) in Ryogoku. 

 

  

Figure 5.54i Sumo wrestlers’ hand imprints on four sides of each monument. 

Figure 5.45j Information board shaped like a sumo wrestler 
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Figures 5.55a-d Different types of street furniture are also the significant ways to preserve 

enhance and promote the history, culture and tradition of a place. In Japan, traditional 

festivals are recorded through (a)-(b) the bollards (Tanabata festival in Sendai, Miyagi 

Prefecture), and (c)-(d) the pavers ((c)Tori no Ichi Fair and Hagoita Fair in Asakusa, Tokyo 

and (d) Five seasonal festivals (gosekku): Jinjitsu, Dragon Boat, Hinamatsuri, Tanabata and 

Double Ninth Festival). Street furniture can be much more informative, gain 

historical/cultural/traditional value and satisfaction, and represent the identity of the place. 

((a)-(b) Ueno and (c)-(d) Odaiba, Tokyo, Japan). 
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The collaborative street-furniture project in Aberdeen, Hong Kong, is another 

example. Aberdeen is a harbour and fishing port with a long history, today it has 

developed to a place with tall modern buildings and residential blocks. Although 

traditional fishing has already declined, numbers of fishermen still settle in Aberdeen 

today. Visitors can enjoy seafood on the boats and boat trips around the harbour (Figures 

5.56a-d). Also, research and public consultations showed that the characteristics of the 

traditional harbour and fishing port still form the identity and public image of Aberdeen. 

To preserve and enhance the identity of Aberdeen, fishing equipment is applied to the 

design features of street furniture in Aberdeen (Figures 5.56e-j). 
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Figure 5.56a Harbour area of Aberdeen, numbers of tall modern buildings and residential 

blocks can be found 

Figures 5.56b-c Seafood boat and Seafood Marker in Aberdeen 

Figure 5.56d Although traditional fishing has already declined, numbers of fishermen still 

settle and traditional fishing boats can still be found in Aberdeen today 

 

  
Figures 5.56e-f Fishing equipments are applied to be the design features of street furniture 

in accordance with current needs and technique in Aberdeen. 
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Figures 5.56g-h (g) railings in the seaside and (h) seats in the open space of harbour area of 

Aberdeen are designed by applying the features of the fishing equipment in Figure 5.56e.  
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Figures 5.56i-j Different types of seats in the open space of harbour area of Aberdeen are 

designed by applying the features of the fishing equipment in Figure 5.56f.  
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Other examples of designing street furniture to represent the history, culture and 

tradition of a place are conducted in the case studies of Beijing (Figures 5.52a-e), in the 

section of the principle of “Compatibility Between Different Type of Street Furniture”, 

Chapter 5, and in the collaborative design projects of Shanghai Street, Wan Chai and Tai 

Kok Tsui in Hong Kong, which are discussed in Chapter 6.  

 

 

5.6.2 Urban Life and Behaviour 

 

The daily life and behaviour of the residents of a place are always distinguishing features 

and help form the identity to which street furniture design can refer (Wan et al., 2007a, 

2007b). The collaborative project of Kok Cheung Street, Tai Kok Tsui, Hong Kong, is an 

example.  

 

Residential buildings with commercial uses—steel-making and 

construction-materials stores at the ground level—are found along both sides of Kok 

Cheung Street (Figures 5.57a-c). During the day, both store workers and residents like to 

rest and chat in small groups on the street; during the evening and at night, some 

residents like to stroll and relax along the street.  As part of this collaborative project, 

street furniture with steel forms and styles (e.g., an I-beam form) has been designed for 

Kok Cheung Street. This design seeks to achieve compatibility with the surrounding 

environment, to enhance the characteristics of businesses, and to merge with the urban 

life and behaviour of people in this area. The street furniture features steel forms and 

styles, combining railings and seating facilities. It is located at the edge of pedestrian 

and vehicular road regarding the relatively slow vehicular speed and flow along the 

street. Users can lean on it and rest for short periods of time in small gatherings. Amenity 
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lighting also suggests the same features. Different colours and soft light create a 

comfortable atmosphere for both residents and visitors to stroll and relax along the street 

in the evening and at night (Figures 5.57d-f).  

 

 

  

Figures 5.57a-c Kok Cheung Street is known as a “daily life” street in which residents gather, 

rest and eat with slow vehicular speed and flow. Several steel-making and 

construction-materials stores are located along the street (b). The pedestrians are mainly the 

residents and workers of the shop of Kok Cheung Street. 
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Figures 5.57d-f Amenity lighting is designed to provide different colour soft lights to 

complement urban life and behaviour as the residents can stroll and relax along the street 

in the evening and night with a comfortable atmosphere.  

 

 

5.6.3 New Development and New Culture 

 

Some newly developed or renewal districts may not have much historical, cultural, 

traditional, or urban lifestyle contexts. However, the new characteristics and new culture 

formed by the new development, its functions, users, and design style provide sources 

for creating identity in street furniture design with the characteristics of the new 

development to promote and enhance the identity of the place in return.  

 

People’s Square, a cultural area in Shanghai, China, features a public park, 

exhibition hall, art museum, and so on. Shanghai Grand Theatre, built in the 1990s, is 

one of the newest developments in People's Square (Figure 5.58a). Around this area, 
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street furniture with the same features as the theatre has been created. The design of 

street furniture enhances the identity of the new development, as well as unifies styles 

and creates consistency between different types of street furniture, and also between 

street furniture and its surroundings (Figures 5.58b-e). 

 

 

Figure 5.58a Shanghai Grand Theatre. The street furniture in the area of Shanghai Grand 

Theatre is designed with the same feature (i.e., the curve) as the theatre, including the small 

railings for the lawn (arrowed in the figure).    

 

  

Figures 5.58b-c Railing design with the same feature (i.e., the curve) as Shanghai Grand 

theatre. 
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Figures 5.58d-e (d) Signage and (e) lighting design with the same feature (i.e., the curve) as 

Shanghai Grand theatre. 

 

Another example is the collaborative street furniture project of Portland Street, Yau 

Ma Tei District, Hong Kong. Langham Place is a large urban renewal project completed 

in Yau Ma Tei district in 2004 (Figures 5.59a-b). It is a multifunctional construction meant 

for hotel and commercial use, and includes a shopping mall, a cinema, and recreational 

facilities. This development attracts the younger generation and brings youth culture to 

the area. For Portland Street, on which Langham Place fronts and which connects to the 

railway station exit, streetscape and street-furniture designs feature the theme “fancy, 

young, energetic, entertaining, and chic” (Figures 5.59c-e). The identity of the street 

furniture is based on a dynamic and colourful design style to reflect the identity of the 

place and its users (i.e., the youth culture).In addition, the dynamic and colourful design 

features applied in street furniture maintain compatibility between different types of street 

furniture and the place (Figures 5.59f-p). 
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Figures 5.59a-b (a) Langham place (Source: www.ura.org.hk) and (b) Portland Street. 

 

 

  

Figures 5.59c-e The overview of streetscape and street furniture design for Portland Street 

featuring the theme “fancy, young, energetic, entertaining, and chic” for youth culture. 
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Figures 5.59f-h (f)-(g) street light design and (h) seat design 
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Figures 5.59i-k Information board is designed with nature of flexibility of street furniture, 

different sizes of the banners can be attached to the frame or on the wall.  
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Figures 5.59l-n Sculpture is designed (in the open space of railing station exit and two sides 

of the project area) as decoration and also signage/signs to for indication and sense 

enclosure of the street. 

 

 

  

Figures 5.59o-q The pavers design in the open space at the railing way station exit. 
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5.6.4 Geographic Environment and Climate 

 

Geographic environment and climate also mold the identity of a place, its urban 

landscapes, and its street furniture. For example, climate plays a role when choosing the 

colour, materials, and design of street furniture. If a place has high temperatures and 

constant sunshine, the colour of the street furniture should not strongly reflect sunlight so 

as to provide visual comfort to its users. In addition, certain materials, like metal, should 

be avoided when producing street furniture for this type of climate because of their ability 

to absorb heat easily. The design of street furniture in this type of climate may be to 

provide shelter from the sun. Other examples follow: 

 

In Hawaii, with its archipelagos in the Torrid Zone, the year-round climate favours 

luxuriant plant growth and different kinds of water sports. In Waikiki, Honolulu, Hawaii, 

green and tropical plant-patterned street furniture reflects Hawaii’s identity, molded by its 

geographic location and climate (Figures 5.60a-i) 
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Figures 5.60a-c Waikiki is full of “green” because of the luxuriant plant growth and large 

scale planned green areas. It is also a popular place for different kinds of water sports. 

 

  

  

Figures 5.60d-g Green and tropical plant-patterned street furniture in Waikiki, Honolulu, 

Hawaii. 
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Figures 5.60h-i As a popular water sport place, in Waikiki, (h) sculpture with waterscape is 

designed about surfuring, and (i) Information board in the shape of a surfboard. (Surfing is a 

popular water sport in Hawaii). 

 

Odaiba sits on reclaimed land, encircled by the sea in Tokyo Bay, Japan. The view of 

the surrounding sea forms the strongest characteristic of Odaiba. Construction and 

activities related to sea/water/port are found on the island. They include Odaiba Seaside 

Park, the Museum of Maritime Science, the Water Science Museum, the Tokyo Ferry 

Terminal, and Water Bus Travel and Stations (Figure 5.61a-d). To enhance the identity of 

the sea-enclosed island, sea/water/ waves are used as features of street furniture in 

Odaiba (Figures 5.61e-f). Odaiba is not the only seaside place with street furniture 

designed with sea/water/waves features. However, the valuable point to take Odaiba as 

the example is that the street furniture designed with sea/water/wave features has wide 

range of variety and execution in this place.  
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Figure 5.61a Map of Odaiba, showing its sea surrounded geographic characteristic and its 

different constructions and facilities related to sea/water/port (Source: www.tcvb.or.jp). 

 

 

  

Figures 5.61b-d Different views of outside and inside Odaiba (indicated in Figure 6.61a) 

(Source of (b): http://en.wikipedia.org). 
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Figures 5.61e-h Without using colours, materials and forms, only a special feature 

(sea/water waves) is applied in the street furniture to create identity according to the 

geographic characteristic of Odaiba (sea encircled island). At the same time it maintains the 

compatibility between different types of street furniture, as well as between street furniture 

and the environment. 

 

All of these types of geographic environment and climate considerations give street 

furniture identity and help it to merge with a place. 

 

It is important that these four characteristics not be considered individually and 

separately. In many cases, the identity of a place and its street furniture may incorporate 
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more than one characteristic or some other characteristics not covered in this study. For 

example, the identity of some street furniture may contain characteristics of the history, 

culture, urban life and behaviour, and the geographic environment, of a district. To 

design street furniture with identity, exhaustive research is required to understand 

accurately the characteristics of a place in its entirety. 

 

 

5.7 Summary 

 

 

The model of principles of street furniture design contains comprehensive considerations 

of different perspectives discussed in this chapter. Based on a people-oriented premise, 

the model comprises three main principles: function, unity and identity. Each main 

principle includes different sub-principles. The importance, reasons, and correlations of 

the premise, principle and sub-principles were also delineated. 

 

 

5.7.1 The Correlations  

 

The discussion and examples showed that the principles in the model are equally 

important, and correlated to and interflow with one another. The fulfilment of one principle 

can contribute to the achievement of the others, and vice versa. This means that the 

design principles (and sub-principles) do not run individually but coordinate with others to 

provide different functions of street furniture. Some examples are as follows: 

1. “Identity” of street furniture should be created coordinately with the principles 

of “unity”. The identity (appearance and style) of street furniture should be 
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designed by reflecting (consistently with) the meanings and characteristics of 

the place. On the other hand “unity” should not be applied rigidly to the entire 

place, but allow rooms for identity expressed in different districts or streets. 

2. “Quantity”, “accessibility” and “arrangement” should operate together to 

provide a convenient environment in which the users can see, reach and make 

use of street furniture effortlessly when they are in need.  

3. “Arrangement” of street furniture contributes to “accessibility” by placing street 

furniture appropriately so it can be easily recognised. It also contributes to 

“unity” by designing street furniture in a consistent way or simpler way to 

achieve “compatibility between different types of street furniture” and 

“compatibility between street furniture and the surrounding”. 

4. “Aesthetics” of street furniture also includes the considerations of “sustainable 

development and green design” to have design merge with the development 

and become long lasting, “unity” to have the design which is consistent with 

other street furniture, the surrounding and time, and “identity” to have design 

which can reflect the meanings and characteristics of the places. 

5. “Flexibility” of street furniture allows users to use street furniture in different 

ways. It concurrently cooperates with “citizenship education” which leads the 

users to use street furniture in an appropriate way without causing human 

injury or destruction to street furniture. The consideration of “flexibility” facilities 

street furniture to be designed compatibility with one another, surroundings, 

and time.  

6. “Public participation” provides significant information and resources for the 

considerations of “function”, “unity” and “identity” of street furniture. It 

facilitates street furniture to be designed for users’ physiological and 

psychological satisfaction. 
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5.7.2 Re-understanding Street Furniture Design  

 

The model was established to provide a reference for street furniture design, which will 

help to enhance the quality of street furniture and, hence, the urban environment and 

urban life, as well as rectify and reinforce the concept of the nature, importance and 

principles of street furniture design. Also, through the model and discussions, it intends 

to direct all parties (including policymakers/governments, designers and the public/users) 

to re-understand street furniture design 

 

Regarding the different case studies in this study, quality street furniture design can 

be found in different places like United States and Japan. The street furniture designs in 

those places show the emphasis on street furniture and sufficient balanced consideration 

of different design principles. However, the street furniture design in certain number of 

places, for example, some parts in China and Hong Kong, does not meet the standard 

(which street furniture is supposed to have according to this study). Street furniture is still 

being neglected and the concept of street furniture design is still being misinterpreted. 

 

Street furniture in some places is considered as common accessories to the urban 

landscape to be apparently and causally designed and arranged. It is essential to 

understand that street furniture is an important element of urban landscape and directly 

influences the urban environment and urban life, and hence reflects the economics, 

society, politics, culture, etc. of a city. The emphasis on street furniture, especially by the 

policymakers/governments (the party who owns and manages most of the street 

furniture), can help to improve the quality of the city in many different aspects.  

 

Under the condition that the importance of street furniture is highlighted, one should 
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be sufficiently knowledgeable in designing street furniture. Today, some may only 

consider or even neglect the function of street furniture; some may consider street 

furniture as individual items and ignore its relationship with the others (i.e., different types 

of street furniture, surrounding environment and time). Even if both function and unity 

principles are satisfied, some street furniture lacks identity, which represents the 

meanings and characteristics of its locations and users. All of these show that street 

furniture design is misinterpreted. Street furniture design is a complicated and difficult 

task. It requires complete understanding of the nature of street furniture and its design 

principles (as this study has suggested). 

 

To design quality street furniture with comprehensive consideration, one needs to 

understand the nature, importance, and functions of street furniture in urban environment 

and urban life, and its design principles from different perspectives. To achieve the three 

main principles (function, unity and identity) based on the people-oriented premise, 

sufficient and extensive research and public participation are key ways to create quality 

street furniture. This provides adequate sources of users’ needs and behaviours, 

situations, and locations, as well as ensures putting people in first place in designing 

urban landscape.
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6.1 Introduction 

 

 

Following the previous chapters in which the principles of street furniture design (with a 

model) have been established through different research methods and analyses,67 this 

chapter will discuss the implementation of principles of street furniture design. 

 

 
Figure 6.1 The relations of the collaborative design projects and case studies in Hong Kong 

in the establishment of the model of principles of street furniture design. 

 

The cases (i.e., densely populated old urban areas—Hong Kong as an example) in 

this chapter are research method to examine and establish the design principles. They 

are also a demonstration of the implementation of design principles. They shows how 

street furniture is designed according to its location by applying the design principles and 

how street furniture design can be improved by comparing the real situation (i.e., a given 

project location) and the theoretical principles of street furniture design (Figure 6.1). 

                                                 
67 Discussion of research methods is conduct in Chapter 3 Methodology. 
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Figure 6.2 Implementation of the principles of street furniture design in densely populated old 

urban areas. 

 

Through the comparisons (differences), the limitations of street furniture design in 

the given area (densely populated old urban areas) are addressed. The reasons behind 

the limitations and the possible solutions are thus suggested based on the principles of 

street furniture design (Figure 6.2). Those methods (the implementation of the design 

principles, and the comparison between real situation and the design principles) can be 

applied in different situations. 

 

This chapter will first discuss the methodology of the research on street furniture 

design in Hong Kong (i.e., the collaborative streetscape and street furniture design 

projects and other case studies in Hong Kong), and the implementation of the principles 

of street furniture design. This chapter will then discuss (a) the limitations of street 

furniture design in densely populated old urban areas, (b) the reasons behind the 

limitation, and (c) the possible solutions to improve the quality of street furniture 
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according to the principles of street furniture design. The examples of the collaborative 

design projects and other observations will be used for discussion and analysis.  

 

 

6.2 Hong Kong as a Case Study 

 

 

Hong Kong is the main research area in this study. The study of street furniture design in 

Hong Kong includes the collaborative streetscape and street furniture design projects of 

the targeted urban redevelopment and renewal areas, and other observations of different 

places in Hong Kong.68 

 

The collaborative streetscape and street furniture design projects have been carried 

out by the School of Design of Hong Kong Polytechnic University, in collaboration with 

the Urban Renewal Authority (URA) of Hong Kong since early 2004. The collaborative 

design projects were conducted in the targeted renewal districts, including Yau Ma Tei, 

Wan Chai, and Tai Kok Tsui districts, designated by the Hong Kong government 

(Planning and Lands Bureau, 2001).69  The districts are known as densely populated 

old urban areas—commercial and mixed zones which have been developed since the 

early years (i.e., before the 1950s). The collaborative design projects include research, 

direction determination, and design proposal. The research methods include background 

study, field observations, direct interviews with the street users (both residents and 

visitors), and consultations with professionals and the government. Street furniture is 
                                                 
68 The methodology (including the collaborative streetscape and street furniture design projects) of 

the establishment of the model of principles of street furniture design is discussed in Chapter 3 
Methodology. 

69 Nine sizeable target areas of renewal and redevelopment have been designated by the Hong Kong 
government; see Chapter 3, Figure 3.2 Nine sizeable target areas of renewal and redevelopment and 
areas of the collaborative streetscape and street furniture design projects. 
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highly considered in urban design, urban planning, and particularly, urban renewal 

projects. In the collaborative design projects, it is considered as an instant and initial 

stage to improve the environment.70  

 

Besides the research of the targeted renewal places, observations have been 

conducted in other densely populated old urban places like Tsim Sha Tsui and Causeway 

Bay, and also other different places like traditional areas, new commercial areas, public 

housing areas, new towns, sea side areas, etc. 71  The main objective of these 

observations is to obtain a more comprehensive understanding of the situation with more 

examples. 

 

The study of Hong Kong is considered as one of the cases for implementing the 

design principles. The methods of implementation are expected to be applicable in 

different situations even though it is in Hong Kong. Also, the cases addressing the 

limitations of street furniture design in densely populated old urban areas can generally 

present the similar situations of other cities/places. The reasons behind and the possible 

solutions suggested in this chapter may also be applied in those places. 

 

 

6.3 Implementation of Principles of Street Furniture Design 

 

 

According to the model of principles of street furniture design, besides the functional 

concerns, the relationship with the total urban landscape and representation of identity 

                                                 
70 Detailed discussion on the collaborative design projects and their research methods is conducted in 

Chapter 3, Section 3.5 Collaborative Streetscape and Street Furniture Design Projects.  
71 Detailed discussion on observations of different places in Hong Kong is conducted in Chapter 3, 

Section 3.5 Local (Hong Kong). 
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are essential considerations. As previously stated, the urban landscape should be 

considered as a whole that street furniture should be designed in line with other urban 

landscape elements. It is a good situation if the total urban landscape is designed at the 

same time under one design controlled plan like newly developed urban places. However, 

in many cases, for example, in early developed, densely populated old urban areas 

where street furniture is considered as an initial stage to improve and renew the 

environment, other elements existed before the implementation of new street furniture. In 

addition to the policies and regulations, these factors become the constraints for street 

furniture design. With realistic limitations, how the method of designing street furniture 

according to the principles of street furniture design is the key discussion. 

 

The whole collaborative project including objectives, findings, design direction, and 

proposal with street furniture design were presented to the government, professionals, 

and the public (i.e., interviewees including both inhabitants and visitors of the places) for 

comments. These ensure the value of the demonstration of the implementation of 

principles of street furniture design in real situations. Revisions are based on such 

information.72 

 

After investigations and analyses, the limitations of street furniture design in 

densely populated old urban areas were organised into three main categories: rooted 

constraints, external constraints, and internal problems. The reasons behind and 

possible solutions follow discussion of each limitation.  

 

 

                                                 
72 More discussion is conducted in Chapter 3, Section 3.5 Collaborative Streetscape and Street 

Furniture Design Projects. 
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6.4 Rooted Constraints 

 

 

6.4.1 The Limitation 

 

Rooted constraints are the environmental limitation that street furniture design hardly 

deals with. They limit the elaboration and flexibility of the design. Street furniture design 

is restricted in maximizing its functions by these constraints. For this limitation, although 

the street furniture is designed according to the design principles, the improvement of the 

environment may not be significant without the cooperation of all other urban landscape 

elements like architecture and open spaces. 

 

Undesirable Environment 
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Figures 6.3a-c The aged and shabby buildings range along the streets. Many shop signs 

and extra constructions extend from the building facades, high density of pedestrian and 

vehicular flow, an undesirable environment is created for street furniture design ((a)Shanghai 

Street, Yau Ma Tei (b) Burrows Street, and (c) Johnston, Wan Chai).  

 

The undesirable environment includes, for example, depreciated and shabby 

appearances of the architecture, high densities of pedestrian and vehicular flow, and 

uneven and piecemeal pavements. With a large number of shop signs and extra 

constructions extended from the building facades, they create a complicated and 

unpleasant street scene (Figures 6.3a-c).  

 

 In many cases, the implementation of street furniture complicates the street scene. 

Sometimes street furniture is hidden in the busy environment (Figures 6.4a-c). Which 

means street furniture is not visually recognizable in the confused street scene. It 

restricts it from performing some of its functions. As a result, street furniture in densely 

populated old urban areas only provides physiological functions, for example, street 

lamps provide lighting and seats for resting. It is difficult for the street furniture to have 

other functions to improve environmental quality. 
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Figures 6.4a-c The street furniture (arrowed) is hidden in the complicated environment of 

densely populated old urban areas. In these cases, the street furniture only provides 

physiological functions without performing other functions like decorating the environment 

and achieving unity with one another and the surroundings (Shanghai Street, Yau Ma Tei). 

 

 

6.4.2 Reasons Behind 

 

Early Development 

 

The undesirable environment of old urban areas is the result of early development. Due 
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to a rapid increase of population in Hong Kong during the 1940s,73 the urban areas 

located in the city centre were developed in a short period without much planning. In the 

areas like Wan Chai, Yau Ma Tei, and Tai Kok Tsui, numerous buildings were constructed 

during the 1950s and 1960s. Some buildings were constructed before World war II, and 

are known as pre-war buildings. Today, the buildings are aged and highly depreciated; 

they have shabby appearances. Some may be in danger of collapse. This is due to the 

crude construction methods during this period and insufficient maintenance. In additional 

to the number of shop signs and the extra constructions extended from building facades, 

the environment in the densely populated old urban areas is undesirable and 

complicated. 

 

  
Figure 6.5a Old buildings constructed during the 1950s-1960s (Li Tung Street, Wan Chai). 

Figure 6.5b Pre-war buildings constructed before World war II (Queen’s Road, Wan Chai) 

 

Difficulties of Redevelopment and Renewal 

 

The Hong Kong government definitely understands the need to redevelop and renew the 

old urban areas; however, it is a complicated task. 

                                                 
73 The civil war between the Communist and the Nationalist Party took place during the 1930s to 

1940s. There was large number of immigrants from Mainland China to Hong Kong during the 
1940s due to the political instability. It required the need for urban planning due to the rapid 
increase of population. 
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Figures 6.6a-d Complicated and fragmented scene of environment due to the big contrast of 

old and new constructions ((a)-(b), Shanghai Street, with Langham Place, Yau Ma Tei and 

(c)-(d) Queen’s Road, Wan Chai). 

 

In some countries like China, for example, Beijing and Shanghai, land is owned by 

the government. It is easy for the government to recall the land, redevelop, and renew it 

on a large scale. In Hong Kong, the dispersed ownership of land, even within a building, 

makes the redevelopment and renewal difficult. The process of recalling land recalling 

consumes time and money. For example, Langham Place in Yau Ma Tei, completed in 
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2004, is the largest redevelopment project in Hong Kong (Figures 6.6a-b).74  Ten years 

were spent in the process of land recall. Moreover, the redevelopment and renewal 

projects in Hong Kong are mostly small scale, for example, a part of a street or a single 

building. They are known as piecemeal developments and cannot obtain significant 

results to improve the environment. Also, they create contradiction between new and old 

and increase the complexity of the street scene. With the purpose of redevelopment and 

renewal, they are unable to improve the environment as a whole (Figures 6.6a-d). 

 

 

6.4.3 Possible Solutions 

 

To manage the problems, one renewal strategy of the Urban Renewal Authority of Hong 

Kong is to consider street furniture design as an initial stage to improve the environment. 

However, regarding the rooted constraints in densely populated old urban areas, it is 

difficult for street furniture design to improve the situation. In other words, what street 

furniture design can accomplish is limited. 

 

Street Furniture as a Linkage 

 

The importance of street furniture compared with other urban landscape elements is that 

street furniture has the most direct contact and interaction with its users. Users 

experience the environment and gain emotions directly from the street furniture. 

                                                 
74 Two collaborative streetscape and street furniture design projects: Portland Street and Shanghai 

Street, where Langham Place is located, were done. The collaborative design project of Portland 
Street is discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.6.3 New Development and New Culture, and Chapter 6, 
Section 6.6.3 Possible Solutions of “internal problems”. The collaborative design project of 
Shanghai Street is discussed in Chapter 6, Section 6.4.3 Possible Solutions of “rooted constraints”, 
Section 6.6.3 Possible Solutions of “internal problems”, and Appendix, Collaborative Streetscape 
and Street Furniture Design Project: Shanghai Street. 
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According to this, street furniture can make use of its “most direct relation” with its users 

to improve the situation in densely populated old urban areas. In this context, street 

furniture can function to maintain the completeness of the street, by (a) unifying the 

street scene and (b) enhancing the sense of enclosure of the place. 

 

 Shanghai Street, Yau Ma Tei, one of the densely populated old urban areas (and 

also the target renewal areas), is an example. Langham Place, the largest new 

development of Yau Ma Tei, is located across Shanghai Street. Langham Place is the 

starting and central point of redevelopment and renewal in the district .Further 

redevelopment and renewal projects, including the collaborative design project of 

Shanghai Street, have been developed to extend from this point. Besides Langham 

Place, there are several single newly constructed commercial buildings dispersed along 

Shanghai Street among a large number of old buildings (the situation of Shanghai Street 

refers to Figures 6.3a, 6.4a-c, and 6.6a-b).  

 

In the collaborative streetscape and street furniture design project of Shanghai 

Street,75 to maintain the completeness of the street, the pavement (pavers) is designed 

to act as a linkage along the street to unify the street scene (at lower level) and create 

consistency. It aims to standardise the lower plane and link up the entire street where 

different types and styles of constructions are located.  

 

One of the limitations of street furniture in Shanghai Street, as in other densely 

populated old urban areas in Hong Kong, is that street furniture is hidden in the 

complicated street scene. To utilise street furniture to maintain the completeness and 

                                                 
75 The collaborative design project of Shanghai Street is also discussed in Chapter 6, Section 6.6.3 

Possible Solutions of “internal problems”, and Appendix, Collaborative Streetscape and Street 
Furniture Design Project: Shanghai Street. 
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unity of the street (at the ground level), street furniture, to a certain degree, should be 

visually recognisable and draw the attention of the public by its design (e.g., colours, 

styles, and special features.). Thus, the street furniture in Shanghai Street is designed to 

be slightly prominent from the overall street scene without further complicating the 

streetscape (Figures 6.7a-h). 

 

  

  

Figures 6.7a-d Shanghai Street represents the characteristics of “old Hong Kong”, through 

its long development, and rich historical and culture contexts. To create identity in street 

furniture design, the pattern of the pavement is designed according to the traditional design 

patterns which were popularly used in both exterior and interior architecture in Hong Kong 

during the early years. In the middle of each basic unit of the pavement, carved pictures 

showing the characteristics (e.g., traditional business and historical construction) of Shanghai 

Street are created (The principle of “identity” is that street furniture is designed with identity to 

reflect the characteristics of the place). 
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Figures 6.7e-f There are three reasons for choice of the colour. First, the blue and sand 

colours create a contrast effect for the pattern itself. Second, the light colour tone of the 

pavement makes it visually obvious, slightly prominent from the street, and draws the 

attention of people, so it can achieve the purpose of making street furniture link up the street 

and create a complete street scene. At the same time, the light and soft colour tone does not 

complicate the streetscape. Finally, the sand colour tone of the pavement is consistent with 

that of Langham place in lower level (f) (principle of “unity” to achieve compatibility between 

street furniture and the surroundings). 
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Figures 6.7g-h The total pavement design of Shanghai Street. (g) straight combination and 

(h) corner combination 

 

In addition, at the two ends of the street, signage (sign) design represents an 

indication and the entrances/exits of the street (principle of “function”, usage) to maintain 

the completeness of the street by enhancing the sense of enclosure of the place.76  

 

  

                                                 
76 Detailed discussion on usage in the principle of function is conducted in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.1 

Basic, Usage   
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Figures 6.8a-d To reflect and enhance the identity of Shanghai Street (A place representing 

the characteristics of “old Hong Kong”, with long development, and rich historical and culture 

contexts), the signage is designed by applying the traditional design elements (i.e., the twist 

pattern of door/window frame and the pierced patterns and words of the old shop gates) 

which were popularly found in period of “old Hong Kong” (principle of “identity”). 

 

 
Figure 6.8e A set of signage (i.e., a pair of signs, stainless steel poles) is placed on both 

sides of the pedestrian path at the two ends of the street. It acts like an indication, and also 

the entrances/exits of Shanghai Street to enhance the sense of enclosure and maintain the 

completeness of the street. 
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Figures 6.8f-g Each set of signage (two sets in total) is located at the two ends of the street. 

The signage is made of stainless steel which provides a shiny appearance and strong 

reflection. It is intended to make the signage contrast with the surroundings and become a 

clear indication, to enhance the sense of enclosure and achieve completeness of the street. 
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Simple and Consistent with the Surroundings 

 

Because of the complicated environment, street furniture should be designed in a 

simple and coherent style (e.g., forms, materials, and colours) with the surroundings 

to avoid adding to the street scene. In the collaborative design project of Shanghai 

Street, Yau Ma Tei, the railings were designed in a simple way for the busy 

environment (Figures 6.9a-d). 

 

  

  
Figures 6.9a-d According to the situation of Shanghai Street, the design of the existing 

railings in (a) (simple in form and spacing saving) is suitable for the street. To create identity 

in street furniture design reflecting the characteristic of Shanghai Street, the frame of the 

existing railings is preserved by redesigning lightly with a traditional design pattern in (b) 

(principle of “Identity”). This keeps the design of railings simple to avoid adding to the 

environment. In addition, the dark grey colour makes the railings visually obvious and slightly 

prominent from the street so it can achieve the purpose of making street furniture link up the 

street and provide a complete street scene. Moreover, the material (cast iron which provide a 
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comparatively raw and classic feeling) and grey colour tone of the railings are consistent with 

the old environment of grey colour tone (The principle of “unity”, compatibility between street 

furniture and the surroundings). 

 

Possible solutions to the rooted constraints are suggested to maximize the 

functions of street furniture to improve the environment according to the principles of 

street furniture design. However, the result may not be significant (e.g., the result may 

only be obtained on the ground/lower level of the street), because the architecture, 

spaces, and other urban elements (they are the main causes of the undesirable 

environment) still occupy the main part of the environment. According to the principle of 

unity, street furniture should be designed consistently with the surroundings. In this case, 

street furniture cannot be designed and applied perfectly unless there is redevelopment 

and renewal of the whole area through cooperation of all urban landscape elements in 

one design control plan (principle of “unity” of urban landscape design and street 

furniture design). 

 

 

6.5 External Constraints 

 

 

6.5.1 The Limitation 

 

External constraints are the second kind of limitation. They are also the 

environmental limitations. However, street furniture can be designed and adjusted to 

adapt to the constraints in order to provide its functions and improve the 

environment. 
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Limited Space 

 

Limited space is the main external constraint in densely populated old urban areas. In 

those areas, most of the streets are narrow for both vehicles and pedestrians, and also 

for the installation and development of street furniture. For example, in Wan Chai, the 

pedestrian paths of Spring Street and Mallory Street are less than two meters in width 

(Figures 6.10a-c). The restricted street space disturbs the vehicular and pedestrian traffic 

and causes congestion. It also creates difficulties for the implementations of street 

furniture and hampers the flexibility. Installations of street furniture, including street lights 

and railings, occupy and reduce the narrow street space and increase the restriction of 

pedestrian flow and activities.  

 

 
Figure 6.10a The pedestrian paths of Spring Street in Wan Chai are less than two meters in 

width (arrowed in yellow). The street furniture (arrowed in red) occupies and reduces the 

narrow street space and increases the restriction of pedestrian flow and activities. Many 

pedestrians are forced to walk on the vehicular paths creating some danger.   
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Figures 6.10b-c Other examples of limited street space: (b) Spring Street and (c) Mallory 

Street, Wan Chai.  

 

The problem simultaneously appears at the upper level. The protruding 

constructions of old buildings (including the cantilever-type buildings and some illegal 

constructions) and shop signs block the vertical extension of street lights and sign poles 

from the ground level (Figure 6.10d). 

 

 
Figure 6.10d The protruding constructions of the old buildings and shop signs block the 

vertical extension of street lamps and sign poles from the ground level (Shanghai Street, Yau 

Ma Tei). 
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6.5.2 Reasons Behind 

 

The reasons behind external constraints (i.e., limited urban space) are similar to that of 

rooted constraints. Both constraints are caused by early development and difficulties of 

redevelopment and renewal. 

 

Early Development 

 

The problem of limited space is the result of thoughtless planning, immature concepts 

and policies of urban planning due to the pressing urban problems and instant demands 

in the early years. The problem is intensified by the high density of pedestrians and 

vehicles in those commercial and mixed zones. A better situation can be found in newly 

developed districts such as the new towns, for example, Sha Tin, Ma On Sha, Tin Shui 

Wai, and Tung Chung, where planning and a high proportion of urban space (e.g., 

squares, parks, greenbelts, and streets in appropriate scale) are provided.  

 

Difficulties of Redevelopment and Renewal 

 

Regarding the discussion of rooted constraints, there are certain restrictions and 

difficulties in redeveloping and renewing the area as a whole and in a short term. The 

problem of limited space in densely populated old urban areas can not be solved in a 

short period without extensive redevelopment and renewal. 
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6.5.3 Possible Solutions 

 

For the external constraints, street furniture can be designed and adjusted to survive and 

maintain its functions. 

 

Space Saving Design 

 

Space saving street furniture can be designed to accommodate the problem of limited 

space in densely populated old urban areas. Street furniture should occupy the minimum 

space to avoid disturbing both vehicular and pedestrian flow. At present, several 

approaches of space saving street furniture design were developed in Hong Kong. For 

the limited space problem at the upper level in some parts of the streets (due to the 

protruding parts of the buildings and shop signs) which restricts the vertical extension of 

street light poles from the ground, the street lights are designed to be attached to the 

facades of buildings instead of street mounted poles (Figures 6.11a-b). It is a common 

approach widely applied in many cities.  

 

  
Figures 6.11a-b The street light is designed to be attached to the facades of buildings 

instead of street light poles on the ground (Shanghai Street, Yau Ma Tei). 
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Figures 6.12a-e Street light design for space saving and flexible purposes for Shanghai 

Street, Yau Ma Tei. 
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The collaborative project of Shanghai Street demonstrates street lights designed to 

achieve space saving and also flexible purposes; they can be installed in two ways: 

(Figures 6.12a-e). The design elaborates the flexibility of street furniture (the nature and 

requirement of flexibility of street furniture for the “people-oriented” premise) and 

simultaneously achieves the space saving purpose. 

 

 

  
Figures 6.13a-c Hanging planter for space saving and green purposes ((a)-(b) Des Voeux 

Road, Central and (c) Chung On Street, Tusen Wan). 

 

The hanging planters are another approach of space saving design. The Hong 

Kong government has begun to introduce large scale planting schemes into streetscapes 

over the past two years (since 2004). Concerning the present situation, there is no extra 
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space on the streets for planting in densely populated old urban areas. Introducing trees, 

plant gates, flower nurseries, etc. in those areas are difficult. To complete the green 

ambition, small rectangular shape planters (containers) are designed to be hung on the 

existing railings on both pedestrian and vehicular paths (Figures 6.13a-b). The design 

minimizes the spatial occupation and provides the proposed functions (i.e., promoting 

green). Without considering the style and appearance, and its relation with the 

surroundings, the planters perform a space saving function adapted to the problem of 

limited urban space. 

 

Multi-functional design, combining different functions into one single unit of street 

furniture is an alternative way to accomplish the purpose of space saving in densely 

populated districts (principles of “function” and “unity”, to achieve a better arrangement of 

street furniture). Multi-functional street furniture design is generally implemented in many 

countries like Australia, Japan, and the United States.77 In Hong Kong, the Highways 

department is investigating the possibilities of applying multi-functional street furniture 

(e.g., multi-functional pole) which can effectively solve the problem of limited space in 

densely populated areas (Highways Department, 2003).  

 
 

6.6 Internal Problems 

 
 

6.6.1 The Limitation 

 

"Internal problems" refers to the limitations of street furniture design itself. Some 

problems are particularly serious in old densely populated urban places, whereas some 

                                                 
77 Discussion and examples of multi functional street furniture design of different places are 

conducted in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.1 Basic, Arrangement and Section 5.5.1 Compatibility Between 
Different Types of Street Furniture. 
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are problems of most places in Hong Kong including both new and old areas. 

 

Incomplete Physiological Function 

 

Incomplete physiological function is one primary limitation of street furniture design 

chiefly in old urban districts. Particular types of street furniture are not functioning well, 

that is, the street furniture (a) cannot meet users’ needs (Siu, 2004) or (b) restricts users’ 

activities in urban space.  

 

Street furniture that is not durable and can be easily destroyed cannot meet users’ 

needs. Rubbish bins made of fibre glass are easily broken. Cracks occur on the rubbish 

bin after a certain number of times of movement (e.g., by the cleaning staff). (This relates 

to the choice of materials of street furniture for sustainable development and green 

design in the “people-oriented” premise, and durability in “technique”, a basic 

consideration in the principle of “function”.) The circular design of the rubbish bins makes 

them roll on the ground after they have been blown over by strong wind during typhoon 

seasons or by misbehaving citizens (which ordinarily happens in Hong Kong). This 

prevents rubbish bins from functioning and also creates danger to pedestrians (Siu, 

2006). 78   Furthermore, some types of street furniture are inadequate in quantity 

particularly in densely populated places. In Causeway Bay, there are insufficient resting 

places, seating facilities, public toilets, and natural elements like plants and waterscapes. 

In addition, street furniture for special needs is inadequate with incomplete function. For 

example, there is lack of audible/tactile warnings at road crossings, tactile signage 

(especially to give directions at the beginning of the footbridge), and colour contrasts for 

sign posts (Planning Department, 2002).  
                                                 
78 The discussion of the rubbish bins in Hong Kong is also conducted in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.2 

Sustainable Development and Green Design. 
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 Installations of railings and street poles always restrict pedestrian flow and 

activities in the densely populated areas (It is mainly caused by the problem of limited 

space) (Figure 6.10a). Additionally, frequent pavement constructions (underground 

constructions) at different streets seriously constrain pedestrian flow and activities 

(Figures 6.14a-c). The uneven and fragmented pavements after construction bring 

inconvenience to pedestrians and show an unpleasant street scene (Figures 6.15a-b). 

 

 

  

Figures 6.14a-c Pavement constructions, mainly due to underground pipe constructions, are 

frequently worked on in different streets in Hong Kong, seriously restricting both vehicular 

and pedestrian flow, as well as street users’ activities ((a) Science Museum Road, Tsim Sha 

Tsui, (b) Shanghai Street, Yau Ma Tei, and (c) Hung Ling Street, Hung Hom). 
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Figures 6.15a-b Uneven and fragmented pavement after pavement constructions bring 

inconvenience to pedestrians and show an unpleasant street scene (Austin Road, Jordan). 

 

Incompatibility 

 

Incompatibility refers to the inconsistency between different types of street furniture, and 

between street furniture and its environment; this is a common problem in most places in 

Hong Kong. The incompatibility is in terms of (a) identity (i.e., styles and appearance), 

and (b) arrangement. 

 

Different types of street furniture have individual styles and appearances (e.g., 

forms, colours, materials, and features). They contradict one another and an inconsistent 

streetscape is formed (Figure 6.16a). In Hong Kong, most street furniture is designed or 

chosen without considering the surrounding environment. In many cases, the street 

furniture is incompatible with the design styles and characteristics of the places where it 

is installed. For example, the tube style railings provided by the Highways Department do 
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not blend with places with rich historical background like Shanghai Street in Yau Ma Tei 

district (Figures 6.9a and 6.17a). 

 

Different functions of street furniture without appropriate arrangement also obstruct 

coordination. For example, different purposes of sign posts, traffic lights, and street lights 

for vehicles and pedestrians are densely located at particular points. The excessive 

concentration of various poles (or different types of street furniture) creates confusion in 

the street scene (Figures 6.16a-c).  

 

 
Figure 6.16a Street furniture is incompatible with one another and also with the surroundings, 

in terms of style, appearance, and arrangement. First, the different designs (e.g., colours, 

materials, and features) of traffic light, sign pole, street name pole, railing, and rubbish bin are 

inconsistent with one another. Their designs also do not merge with the surrounding 

environment. Second, various poles (6 in total) with different functions (traffic light, signs and 

street name) are located densely in one particular area without appropriate arrangement. 

These show the incompatibility of street furniture design (Tuen Shun Street, Tuen Mum). 
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Figures 6.16b-c Examples of incompatibility of street furniture at different places in Hong 

Kong ((b) Hong Wing Path, Tsim Sha Tsui and (c) Kingston Street, Causeway Bay). 

 

Characterless 

 

Impressive street furniture with particular identity and characteristics are rarely found in 

Hong Kong, including both new and old areas. Variety is missing in the design of street 

furniture, especially for pedestrian areas in which the users pay more attention and time 

(with a slower passing speed, compared with when they are in vehicular traffic) to 

interact with street furniture, and hence experience the street, place, and city. It results in 

monotony because the street furniture design is usually similar or even identical in 

different places (e.g., commercial and residential district, old urban areas, and new 

towns); this results in an unattractive and colourless urban experience. The monotonous 

street furniture of different places implies incompatibility because the design of street 

furniture is usually not consistent with that of its surroundings. It is difficult to observe the 

identity and characteristics of the place through the street furniture design (Figures 

6.17-6.18).  
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Figures 6.17a-d Same design of railings is implemented at different places in Hong Kong ((a) 

Shanghai Street, Yau Ma Tei (b) Queen’s, Wan Chai, (c) Gilles Ave, Hung Hom (d) Science 

Museum Path, Tsim Sha Tsui). 
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Figures 6.18a-d Similar design of seats is implemented at public housing areas in Hong 

Kong ((a) Lai King Estate, Lai King, (b) Nam Shan Estate, Shek Kip Mei, (c) So Uk Estate, 

Sham Shui Po and (d) Choi Hung Estate, Choi Hung). 

 

 

6.6.2 Reasons Behind 

 

The internal problems of street furniture design in Hong Kong are mainly the result of the 

system, strategies, and policy of urban landscape design of the Hong Kong government. 

 

Insufficient Research 

 

The Hong Kong government places importance on “development” in urban policy. New 

planning, construction, and street furniture are introduced without sufficient research, 

especially in terms of the public needs. It results in unsatisfied functions and inadequate 

number of street furniture to fulfil the users’ needs. Besides the functional needs, street 

furniture is designed or purchased without sufficient research of the situations or places 

like local cultures, historical backgrounds, design style and characteristics, etc. As a 

result, incompatibility is found in street furniture design, along with street furniture that is 

characterless and monotonous.   

 

Dispersive Responsibilities of Street Furniture 

 

In Hong Kong, various parties are responsible for different types of street furniture 

without coordination in one design control plan. Every party, including both government 

departments and private sectors, purchase, or design and produce, and implement street 

furniture according to its own purposes and regulations. For example, the information 
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poles/boards of the Hong Kong Tourism Board, rubbish bins of the Food and 

Environmental Hygiene Department, railings and street lights of the Highways 

Department, and decorative lightings, seats, and planters on particular parts of the 

streets of the adjacent property owners (Figure 6.19 demonstrates this disorganization). 

Therefore, the designs (i.e., style, appearance, and arrangement) of different types of 

street furniture are not consistent with one another and also with its surroundings. The 

problem is more obvious in densely old urban places because inconsistency aggravates 

the complication and unpleasantness of the environment. 

 

 
Figure 6.19 Some examples of dispersive responsibilities of street furniture by various 

parties in Hong Kong. 
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Moreover, it is difficult for the government to experiment on new designs due to the 

complicated multiple government system and hierarchy. For example, the rubbish bins 

and railings are produced through simple techniques by criminals as a social service 

under the supervision of the Hong Kong Correctional Services Department. The 

implementation of new designs may cause a lot of changes (which are not preferred by 

the government) to the whole system, including production methods and tools, safety 

regulations, and financial concerns. Furthermore, for the design which is accepted, 

under urban policy, considerable time is required to experiment and evaluate (e.g., safety 

and production cost) before the final stages of production and implementation occurs.  

 

Mass Purchase and Mass Production 

 

In Hong Kong, most street furniture are mass purchased or mass produced. The 

policymakers install street furniture of similar or identical design in different places 

without considering the situations, users’ needs and behaviours, and identity and 

characteristics of the places. For instance, same design of rubbish bins, railings, and 

street lights are mass produced and placed on different streets (including vehicular and 

pedestrian paths); same design of recreational facilities like children play structures; 

exercise and seating facilities are mass purchased and placed in parks and rest places 

of different districts; and same design of seats is found at all public housing estate areas 

in Hong Kong (Figures 6.17-6.19).  

 

Mass production and purchase of street furniture directly cause uniformity of street 

furniture design and create monotonous streetscapes for many places in Hong Kong. It 

damages consistency between different types of street furniture, between street furniture 

and the environment, and also between street furniture and time. As a result, street 
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furniture in Hong Kong has failed to meet some of its users’ needs to maintain its identity. 

It also presents a negative image of the urban environment and the city. 

 

Although in some places, popular tourist places like the harbour areas of Tsim Sha 

Tsui as an example, the street furniture is especially purchased so that a certain degree 

of identity is formed for the place. However, the design and the identity of the street 

furniture are not consistent with that of the place. The government has also implemented 

street furniture of a particular design (pavement, railings, street lights) for pedestrian 

districts and open spaces in tourist and commercial areas. However, the same street 

furniture is implemented in the pedestrian districts and open spaces of different tourist 

and commercial areas (Figures 6.20a-b). Thus, it causes a monotonous design for the 

pedestrian districts. In addition, some street furniture like seats, which were first 

exclusively implemented in Victoria Park, were also implemented in other parks like 

Kowloon Park after a period of time, resulting in monotony (Figures 6.21a-b).  

 

Figures 6.20a-b Same design of street furniture (pavement and benches) is implemented in 

two different open spaces at tourist areas in Tsim Sha Tsui—(a) Hong Kong Cultural Centre 

and (b) The Urban Council Centenary Garden. Although the street furniture is specially 

designed, it still results in a monotonous scene. 
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Figures 6.21a-b Seats which were first only implemented in (a) Victor Park, are now widely in 

different parks like (b) Kowloon Park, causing monotony. 

 

 

6.6.3 Possible Solutions 

 

Policy Adjustment 

 

The Hong Kong government is the main and biggest party responsible for street furniture, 

including production or purchase, installation, and management. Although street furniture 

is managed by different departments, an efficient cooperative system should be 

established between them such that different street furniture can be coordinated under 

one design controlled plan. In addition, more in-depth research on the users’ needs and 

the situations of the places where street furniture is located should be done. In this way, 

incompatibility between different types of street furniture and between street furniture 

and its surroundings can be avoided. Identity can be also created in the street furniture 

design. 

 

The policymakers need to understand the importance of street furniture design in 

urban design and planning, and to understand the principles of urban landscape design 

and street furniture design to create street furniture with appropriate functions, 
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compatibility, and identity. They should be energetic and open minded to undertake new 

ideas, and to improve the urban environment. Based on experience cooperating with the 

Hong Kong government in the collaborative streetscape and street furniture projects, it is 

very difficult to adjust the policy and regulations of urban design and planning, due to the 

complicated government system, hierarchy, and ecology. However, policy adjustment is 

the rooted solution to the limitations of street furniture design, not only in densely 

populated old urban areas but in all places in Hong Kong. 

 

Compatibility 

 

Street furniture should be designed compatibly with one another, its surroundings, and 

time, in terms of style and appearance (e.g., form, colours, materials, and special 

features), spatial arrangement, and also the identity representing the characteristics of 

the places (principle of “unity”). In order to be compatible with time (i.e., development), 

street furniture should be designed to transit smoothly from the past to present and future. 

For example, it should be designed to reflect the historical and traditional characteristics 

of the place, at the same time meeting current needs with new technology. Such ideas 

can create a desirable, comfortable, and quality urban environment without causing 

complication and confusion. 

 

In the collaborative design project in the harbour areas of Aberdeen,79 traditional 

fishing equipment are applied as the design element of street furniture to reflect the 

characteristics (traditional harbour and fishing port) of the place. The same special 

feature (traditional fishing equipments), colour, and material (stainless steel) of all street 

                                                 
79 Discussion and examples of the collaborative streetscape and street furniture design project of 

Aberdeen are also conducted in Chapter 5, Section 5.6.1History, Culture and Tradition. 
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furniture assist them to become compatible with one another. Stainless steel, as the 

material, also helps the street furniture become compatible with the newly redeveloped 

harbour area. In addition, compatibility is also achieved with time as the street furniture 

design reflects the characteristics (traditional harbour and fishing port) of Aberdeen and 

concurrently meets the current needs (functions of modern street furniture) using modern 

technology (modern material—stainless steel) (Figures 6.22a-d).  

 

  

  

Figures 6.22a-d Street furniture made of stainless steel with traditional fishing equipments as 

the special features is designed for the harbour area of Aberdeen: (a) railings; (b)-(d) seats. 

 

In the collaborative design project of Kok Cheung Street,80 Tai Kok Tsui, a densely 

populated old urban area, street furniture is designed to reflect the characteristics 

(Steel-making and construction-materials stores located along the street, and the 

                                                 
80 Discussion and examples of the collaborative streetscape and street furniture design project of Kok 

Cheung Street are also conducted in Chapter 5, Section 5.6.2 Lifestyle and Behaviour and Chapter 6, 
Section 6.5.3 Possible Solution, Space Saving Design. 
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residents’ lifestyle and behaviours that they like to gather on the street at day time, and 

stroll on the street at night) of the place. The street furniture with steel forms and styles 

(e.g., an I-beam form) is designed for the characteristics of steel business (Figures 

6.23a-d). The street furniture combining railing and seating facilities and amenity lights  

are designed for the characteristics of residents’ lifestyle and behaviours (i.e., gather and 

stroll on Kok Cheung Street). The special features (I-beam form), colour (grey), and 

material (steel) create compatibility between different types of street furniture, and 

between street furniture and the surroundings (the environment of steel business). 

Compatibility is also achieved between the identity and the function of the street furniture 

as well as the characteristics (the main business and residents’ lifestyle and behaviours) 

of Kok Cheung Street. 

 

  

   

Figures 6.23a-d Street furniture design for Kok Cheung Street: (a) combination of railings 

and seating facilities and (b)-(d) amenity lights. 
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In addition, a multi-functional street furniture combining railings and seating facilities  

according to the limited spaced problem of the street, as well as a multi-traffic sign pole 

(Figure 6.23e) according to the situation of incompatibility that various traffic poles are 

located densely in particular areas, are designed to have a better arrangement and 

achieve compatibility. 

 

 
Figure 6.23e Multi-traffic sign pole designed for Kok Cheung Street, Tai Kok Tsui 

 

Identity 

 

Street Furniture should be designed with identity created by style and appearance (e.g., 

forms, colours, materials, and special features) according to the meanings and 

characteristics (e.g., history, culture and tradition, lifestyle and behaviour, new 

development and new culture, and geographic environment and climate.) of the places 

where it is located (principles of “identity” and “unity”). Creating identity can enhance the 
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identity and quality of place, and avoid being monotonous and characterless. It can 

further protect and reinforce diverse characteristics of different places under the 

influence of globalisation, enhance people’s sense of belonging and sense of recognition 

to the places, and enhance and add interest to urban experience and urban life.  

 

Truly there are certain advantages (e.g., lower cost and easier cooperation) to mass 

production and mass purchase; government should adopt mass production and 

purchase approaches with consideration selectively. Popular tourist places and the old 

urban areas, which contain rich contents and characteristics of history, culture, tradition, 

urban life, etc., should not be subject to this so that the quality of urban environment and 

image of the city is improved 

 

Shanghai Street located in Yau Ma Tei district, one of the densely populated old 

urban areas has been developed since the late 19th century. Shanghai Street contains 

rich historical, cultural, and traditional contents. It is one of the places representing “old 

Hong Kong”, including its historical constructions, traditional businesses, characteristics 

of residents, and design style, etc. To design street furniture with identity for Shanghai 

Street,81 a series of traditional design patterns (i.e., patterns of both exterior and interior 

wall, door and window frame of the buildings, popularly used in “old Hong Kong”—before 

1970s) is applied in the design of street furniture (Figures 6.24a-e, see also Figures 

6.7-6.9). To further enhance the identity of Shanghai Street, carved pictures of the 

characteristics (e.g., historical constructions and traditional businesses) of Shanghai 

Street are applied in the pattern of the pavement (Figures 6.7a-h). 

                                                 
81 The collaborative design project of Shanghai Street is also discussed in Chapter 6, Section 6.4.3 

Possible Solutions of “rooted constraints”, and Appendix, Collaborative Streetscape and Street Furniture 
Design Project: Shanghai Street. 
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Figures 6.24a-e Street furniture design for Shanghai Street. (a)-(b) Street name pole, (c) 

railings, (d) tree guard, and (e) street name pole, railings, and pavement.  
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For compatibility, traditional patterns as special design features are applied in all street 

furniture with similar colour and material; the designs of different types of street furniture 

in Shanghai Street are consistent with one another. The design feature and colour tone 

of the street furniture are also consistent with the surrounding environment. 

 

Another example of creating identity in street furniture design is the collaborative 

design project of Wan Chai. Wan Chai is one of the earliest developed places with a 

large proportion of densely populated old urban area in Hong Kong. To deal with the 

increasing demand on urban development, several sea reclamations (on both Kowloon 

peninsula and Hong Kong Island, including Wan Chai) took place in the last century 

(since 1870). The area of Wan Chai includes four main sea reclamations. Different from 

other reclaimed places, the reclaimed lands and coastal lines of different times 

significantly record the history and development of Wan Chai and has become a main 

characteristic of the district (Figure 6.25a). 

 

 
Figure 6.25a Reclamation of Wan Chai in a century (1841-1865). The area of Wan Chai 

includes four main sea reclamations (and coastal lines) in 1889, 1917, 1930, and 1965. Other 

sea reclamations include 1870, 1901, and 1960, which are located at the edge (west side) of 

Wan Chai area and Admiralty (Sources: Shu & Chan, 2000, pp. 4-5). 
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The characteristics (e.g., architectural style and function, and landscape planning) 

of the different land from sea reclamation in different times show the history and 

development of Wan Chai. For example, on the original and oldest land (with coastal line 

in 1841), the oldest and historical constructions like the Former Post Office (now 

Environmental Resource Centre) and the Hung Shing Temple can be found. On the land 

reclaimed in 1889, a large number of old residential blocks (usually below 10 storeys with 

protruding parts from the second floor), including some pre-war buildings, are densely 

located. On the land reclaimed in 1930, higher buildings of commercial and residential 

uses can be found. On the land reclaimed in 1965, modern buildings of commercial uses, 

government departments, art and exhibition centres are constructed. In a boarder view, 

the density of the constructions is decreasing, whilst the height of the constructions, the 

width of the streets, and the scale of the open spaces are increasing from the oldest to 

the newest land. Better urban planning is achieved in the newer areas. The reclaimed 

lands (and coastal lines) in different times form recognizable zones and record the 

evolution of urban development in Wan Chai. In different zones (reclaimed lands), the 

history, culture, and lifestyle contexts of different times can be found. This becomes one 

significant identity of Wan Chai as a whole.  

 

The coastal lines (five main costal lines, including the original one in 1841) of Wan 

Chai are applied in the streetscape and street furniture design to enhance and promote 

the identity of this district. Today, different redevelopments and renewals are in progress 

in Wan Chai. The old areas (the older reclaimed lands) will be transformed to modern 

commercial areas on a large scale. This implies that the differences (e.g., architectural 

style, lifestyle, culture, and tradition) between old and new lands in Wan Chai will vanish. 

This increases the importance of street furniture design to maintain, enhance, and 

promote the characteristics and hence the identity (i.e., coastal lines which record the 
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history and development through the differences between the new and old reclaimed 

lands) of Wan Chai. 

 

 
Figure 6.25b-c (b) Pavements of different colours are designed according to the reclaimed 

lands and coastal lines of different times in Wan Chai. (c) An example of the pavement 

designs of zone 1 and zone 2, including their boundary (coastal line) and corner areas. 
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The street furniture in Wan Chai is designed with an identity to maintain and 

enhance the differences between each zone (reclaimed land). According to the 

reclaimed lands and coastal lines in different times, five main zones are divided and 

indicated by different colours of pavement (Figure 6.25b-c). 

 

 

Figure 6.25d Multi-functional pole, as a low rise amenity light and indicator for different 

coastal lines: light comes out through the slit from the light bulb installed inside the pole, and 

a map of the coastal lines and descriptions are designed on the top of the pole.  

 

At the boundaries (i.e., the coastal lines) between zones, multi-functional poles are 

designed and allocated (along the coastal lines) at certain intervals. Besides a low rise 

amenity light, each pole is an indicator of the coastal line where it is placed. A map of the 

different coastal lines, with the located coastal line highlighted and descriptions, is 

designed on top of each pole (Figure 6.25d). To reflect the development from old to new, 

the materials of the poles on each coastal line are different. Older and rawer material is 

used for the poles of the oldest coastal line, whereas newer and modern material is used 

for that of the newest coastal line (Figure 6.25e). 
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Figure 6.25e Poles of different materials are designed for different coastal lines, to reflect the 

development from old to new of Wan Chai. 

 

The five coastal lines are also applied in different street furniture as a special 

feature to create an identity and to represent the characteristic of Wan Chai. In addition 

to the different materials and colours, the special feature (coastal lines) of different street 
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furniture assists the street furniture to be compatible with one another, the surroundings 

(different reclaimed lands and coastal lines), and time (the coastal lines record the 

development of the place) (Figures 6.25f-j).  

 

The coastal lines represent a general characteristic of the whole Wan Chai district. 

For some details and specific characteristics of Wan Chan, some street furniture and 

minor areas are selected and designed to reflect those characteristics. For example, Li 

Tung Street is known as “Chinese Wedding Card Street”, because many Chinese 

wedding card business and shops are located there. The drainage cover is designed with 

the pattern of traditional Chinese wedding card on Li Tung Street to enhance the street 

identity (Figure 6.25k). 

 

 

Figure 6.25f A multi-functional design is utilized for a better arrangement of street furniture to 

address the limited space problem in Wan Chai (most of in Wan Chai is densely populated 

old urban area). With the special feature (five coastal lines), the street furniture combines 

street name sign and information board (which introduces the history and characteristics of 

the street) on the two sides. 
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Figures 6.25g-j (g)-(i) different design of railings and (j) sculpture (public art), with coastal 

lines as the special feature 

 

 
Figure 6.25k Drainage cover design with the pattern of traditional Chinese wedding card on 

Li Tung Street to enhance the street identity. 
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Exhaustive Research 

 

Exhaustive research is the key to design quality street furniture which can fulfil different 

users’ needs, achieve compatibility, and contain identity. In other words, it is the 

foundation of the principles of street furniture design. For the different internal problems 

of street furniture in different places (both new and old urban areas) in Hong Kong, 

sufficient and intensive research on the situations (e.g., users’ needs and wants, design 

style, history, culture, tradition, development, and lifestyle) of the places should be 

conducted in designing street furniture. 

 

Conducting exhaustive research is also an important task in policy adjustment 

according to the situation of Hong Kong. In recent years, the Hong Kong government has 

started to pay attention to the public needs of the urban environment. The importance of 

street furniture is also emphasised compared to the past. Public consultations and 

relevant studies are conducted for new urban planning, design, and development. For 

example, public consultations on different densely populated old urban areas like Area 

Improvement Plan for Tsim Sha Tsui (Planning Department, 2007a), Area Improvement 

Plan for the Shopping Areas of Mong Kok (Planning Department, 2006a), and Hung Hom 

District Study (Planning Department, 2006b) are in progress; studies on improving and 

designing street furniture like Study on standards for enhanced streetscape and street 

furniture (Highways Department, 2003) was conducted; and some implementations of 

streetscape and street furniture design were done such as improvement and increase of 

facilities in public housing areas (“Highway Department”, 2007) and improvement of the 

paving of Nation Road (“7 million,” 2006). The Urban Renewal Authority also considers 

street furniture as one of the principal parts in urban renewal projects (e.g., the 

collaborative streetscape and street furniture design project).  
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However, the improvement of street furniture design is insufficient and remains at 

an infant stage (Siu, 2004). In some places where some environmental improvements 

(e.g., wider pedestrian paths, new pavers, railings, and street lights) were done by the 

government, the quality of the environment increased to a certain degree. However, 

street furniture is still mass purchased or produced, therefore failing to achieve 

compatibility and create appropriate identity. The monotony of streetscape and street 

furniture has not been improved even in the newly “redesigned” and “improved” places. 

In addition, most public consultations are still in progress; results from improving the 

environment by the government according to public opinions and the situation of the 

place are looking to be evaluated. To conclusion, there is still a lot of room for 

investigation and improvement in the research, design, and implementation of street 

furniture in Hong Kong (Siu, 2004). 

 

 

6.7 Summary: Theory vs. Reality 

 

 

This chapter has discussed and demonstrated the implementation of the principles of 

street furniture design in real situations. By using Hong Kong as an example 

(through the collaborative design projects in the targeted areas of urban 

redevelopment and renewal, and observations of other places in Hong Kong), this 

chapter discussed how street furniture was designed according to its locations by 

implementing the principles of street furniture design, and how the street furniture 

design can be improved by comparing real situations and theoretical principles.  
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Figure 6.26 Limitations, their reasons behind, and possible solutions of street furniture 

design in densely populated old urban areas (Hong Kong as an example). 
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According to the comparison of real situations (collaborative design projects 

and other observations in Hong Kong) and theoretical principles (principles of street 

furniture design), this chapter addressed the limitations of street furniture design in 

densely populated old urban areas. The limitations were divided into three categories 

(i.e., rooted constraints, external constraints, and internal problems), the reasons 

behind and the possible solutions were suggested subsequently for each limitation 

(Figure 6.26).  

 

It is re-emphasised that the model of principles of street furniture design is 

suggested to be flexibly applicable in different situations. It is expected that the 

methods of implementing the design principles can be applied in different areas; and the 

limitations, reasons behind, and the possible solutions suggested can be applied in other 

places with similar situations. 

 

The model of principles of street furniture design intends to suggest a “desirable” 

condition of how street furniture can exist. Coordination of the total urban landscape and 

the responsibilities of various operations by different parties are essential. Therefore, 

there are always difficulties to fully apply the principles of street furniture design in real 

situations, or even understand the design principles failure to achieve the “desirable” 

condition due to realistic constraints. Differences exist between the theoretical principles 

and realistic situations.  

 

Possible solutions were suggested to maximize the functions of street furniture. 

However, for the limitations like rooted constraints, it is difficult for street furniture design 

to improve the whole situation. Although street furniture was designed to function 

properly according to the design principles (e.g., the principles of unity), other urban 
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landscape elements like architecture and open spaces (the main causes of rooted 

constraints) exist in most parts of the environment. Difficulties for implementing the 

design principles to create street furniture consistently with the surrounding environment 

(especially when it contains shabby and aged constructions and limited urban space) are 

created. The environment can be improved only to a certain degree unless there is an 

improvement (e.g., redevelopment and renewal) of the whole area. This case showed 

the difficulties of solving the constraints of realistic situations. On the other hand, this 

demonstrated and proved the principle of “unity” of urban landscape design and also 

street furniture design that the total urban landscape should be considered and designed 

as a whole to accomplish the most effective result (i.e., a compatible design of the whole 

environment).  

 

The operations and standards of the parties who are responsible for street furniture 

also create the difference between theory and reality. Besides misinterpretation of the 

concept of street furniture design, the policymakers/governments may have tactical 

concerns. For example, mass production and mass purchase policies to achieve lower 

cost and convenience are in place. Because newly designed street furniture requires 

changes to the administrative system and production methods, higher cost, different 

consultations, testing and evaluation process, many policymakers may be unwilling to 

implement such basic changes. Insufficient time is given for research of street furniture 

design due to the urgency for some developments. On the other hand, the open spaces 

and street furniture owned privately are usually designed focused on their aesthetic 

aspects according to their personal interests. Such advantages gained by those 

decisions often bring disadvantages and limitations to street furniture, the environment, 

and the public on the other hand.  
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To obtain balance and eliminate the differences between the theoretical principles 

and realistic situations, further researches and studies are required. Nevertheless, it is  

maintained that street furniture should be designed as far as possible in accordance with 

the principles, in order to maximise the benefits for all city users and the environment not 

only at the present moment, but also in the future. Street furniture design requires on 

going consecutive investigations and adjustment.  
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7.1 Summary of the Study 

 

 

Street furniture is one of the significant elements of the urban landscape and contains a 

wide range of concern. Compared to other urban landscape elements, street furniture 

has the closest relation and interaction with users in contributing to the urban 

environment and urban life. At this time, urban landscape and street furniture design are 

facing unparalleled challenges and tight requirements raised from different perspectives 

and influences like rapid growth of urbanisation and globalisation, global warming, 

emphasis on humanism, etc. Street furniture is also a way to improve the environment 

today where most of urban forms and spatial arrangements are shaped in cities. 

According to its importance, different functions and design criteria for street furniture, 

along with a comprehensive investigation of street furniture design formed the basis for 

this study.  

 

This study reviewed relevant studies done on street furniture design. It showed that 

the studies tend to be brief or specific in some areas. Comprehensive studies of street 

furniture design are rarely found. This may cause insufficiency or misinterpretation in the 

concepts of street furniture design, and hence affect the quality of street furniture and the 

urban environment. Therefore, the research direction of this study was to investigate 

comprehensive principles of street furniture design, to direct different parties to have 

appropriate understanding of a complete concept, the importance, functions, and design 

criteria of street furniture. 

 

To establish a series of design principles for all-round consideration, besides the 

review of relevant street furniture studies, this study also investigated the concept of 

urban landscape, given that street furniture is part of the urban landscape. By 
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reorganizing and integrating the principles of street furniture design suggested by 

relevant studies, and applying and extending the principles of urban landscape design, 

this study established a rudimentary series of principles of street furniture design. The 

design principles were then implemented, evaluated and consolidated through the case 

studies, based on observations of street furniture design in different places, and 

collaborative streetscape and street furniture design projects in urban renewal districts in 

Hong Kong. Based on these some adjustments and new principles were suggested. 

 

After applying different research methods, this study presented a series of 

principles of street furniture design and a model. Based on a “people-oriented” premise, 

the model identifies three main principles: function, unity and identity (Figure 7.1). These 

principles are equally important; they coordinate and interflow with one another. The 

fulfilment of one principle can contribute to the achievement of the others, and vice versa. 

To design quality street furniture with all-round consideration requires integration of 

different principles. Through the discussions, the importance, reasons, and correlations 

of the premise, principles and sub-principles, as well as different functions of street 

furniture were illustrated by examples from case studies and collaborative design 

projects.  

 

The model of principles of street furniture design was created to be flexibly applied 

in different situations. Rather than listing every single design detail of every type of street 

furniture, the model instead presents all possible areas of concern that should be taken 

into account when designing street furniture. Given a particular place, street furniture can 

be designed according to the situation of the place by considering the principles 

suggested in the model. Also, different types of street furniture may contain various 

proportions of the three principles in accordance with their particular situation.  
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Figure 7.1 Principles of street furniture design suggested and their building methods in this 

study. 

 

Following the model development, principles implemented in a real situation, using 

Hong Kong as an example, show how street furniture can be improved by comparing real 

situations and theoretical principles. Through the comparisons (differences), the 
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limitations of street furniture design in a given area (i.e., urban renewal districts—densely 

populated old urban areas) are addressed. The reasons behind and possible solutions 

for the limitations are then suggested according to the principles of street furniture design. 

Methods to implement the design principles, along with the comparison between a real 

situation and the design principles, can be applied in designing street furniture for 

different locations. 

 

The limitations of street furniture design in densely populated old urban areas can 

be classified as three types. The first kind of limitation is rooted constraints, that is, the 

undesirable (complicated and shabby) environment. This is an environmental 

limitation that street furniture design hardly deals with. The reasons for this limitation are 

rooted in early development and difficulties of redevelopment and renewal. To deal with 

this limitation, street furniture can be designed as a linkage to unify the complicated 

environment and provide a sense of enclosure. Also, the design of street furniture should 

be simple and consistent with the surroundings to avoid further complicating the 

environment. The second kind of limitation is external constraints, that is, limited space. 

This is another type of environmental limitation. However, street furniture can be 

designed and adjusted to adapt to these constraints. This limitation is also the result 

of early development and redevelopment and renewal difficulties. Space saving 

street furniture design is the possible solution along with better arrangement of street 

furniture. Multi functional street furniture is also methods of spacing saving design. 

The third kind of limitation is stated as internal problems. These refer to the limitations 

of the street furniture design itself. Some problems are particularly serious in old densely 

populated urban places, whereas some are problems of most places in Hong Kong 

including both new and old areas. Internal problems include incomplete physiological 

function, incompatibility and characterless design of street furniture. Dispersive 
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responsibilities for street furniture, mass purchase, mass production, and insufficient 

research are causes for this. To deal with these limitations, policy adjustment is required 

to design and manage street furniture in an efficient and flexible way through one design 

controlled plan. Compatibility and identity should be maintained in street furniture design. 

To satisfy all aspects, research about the places and users is essential. 

 

The case of Hong Kong was a demonstration of the implementation of the design 

principles, and an example of designing street furniture in densely populated old urban 

areas, that is, urban redevelopment and renewal districts. Therefore, the analyses, 

including the limitations, reasons behind them and possible solutions can also be applied 

in other places which have the similar situations to Hong Kong.  

 

By establishing a model of principles of street furniture design, this study functions 

to introduce an appropriate and comprehensive understanding (i.e., nature, importance, 

functions and design principles) of street furniture. It provides a reference of street 

furniture design for different parties (policymakers, designers and the public) to create 

quality street furniture. Based on an appropriate and comprehensive understanding of 

street furniture provided by this study, further investigation on specific locations or 

principles can be done based on relevant studies. 

 

 

7.2 Position and Contribution 

 

 

As stated at the beginning of this study, comprehensive study of street furniture that 

provides an overall picture is very rare. It is easy to find integrated studies of urban 
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landscape design, open space design, garden design, but not street furniture design. 

This study was conducted especially with regard to this issue with its position and 

contributions as follows. 

 

This study is expected to introduce different street furniture design studies (specific 

on different areas) and to connect and supplement them, within urban landscape design 

study (Figures 7.2-7.3). Through this, those who start to investigate or design street 

furniture, can first obtain basic and appropriate concepts and understand the concerns of 

street furniture design with this study, and then go to the specific areas with different 

street furniture studies according to their needs.  

 

 

Figures 7.2 and 7.3 Position of this study. 

 

The main aim of this study is to provide a comprehensive reference and direct 

different parties to re-understand street furniture design. Complete and appropriate 

understanding is important. It facilitates policymakers to carry out corresponding policies 

and strategies for street furniture design; designers to create street furniture with fitting 

forms and balanced considerations; and the public to use and appreciate street furniture; 
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even participating in designing street furniture with a positive attitude. As the result, 

quality street furniture, and its contribution to the urban environment and urban life can 

be created and maintained. 

 

Regarding the positioning of this study, some may argue that this study tends to be 

general.82 As researched, the need to investigate what is missing in street furniture 

design that an integrated study could supply formed its focus. The study was accordingly 

a comprehensive study which includes different kinds of concerns and areas (i.e., a 

wider scope). This study does not include in-depth discussions and details on particular 

areas because they are already contained in other studies; and those studies are 

referred to and connected by this study. This study, as an introduction, instead provides 

the basic but very important knowledge to different parties who are involved in street 

furniture design. The knowledge includes not only the list of possible concerns of street 

furniture design, but discussions for their reasons, application methods, and linkage, as 

well as their relationship with the urban landscape, at a comprehensive level. 

 

 Also, some may argue that the contents (e.g., the design principles of street 

furniture) suggested in this study are similar to those of urban landscape studies. The 

similarities are logical according to the analysis of this study. Street furniture is part of the 

urban landscape so that design principles are largely shared. The differences are in the 

functional details, the principles according to the nature of different types of street 

furniture and other urban landscape elements. It is restated that this study does not 

intend to propose brand new principles, but a better organization and a more cohesive 

approach.  

                                                 
82 Some feedback and comments for this study were obtained through the consultations with 
professions, conferences, and journals. Discussion of the feedback and comments were also 
conducted.  
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In recent years, studies of urban landscape design tend to be comprehensive and 

integrative, with many real and practical case studies. As stated, to deal with the today’s 

complicated situation with various concerns and problems, integrated urban design study 

is necessary. Urban design needs a better integration of different design principles, skills, 

and interests of different parties. This study rests on this position. 

 

Again, the most important thing that this study proposes is possible areas of 

concern rather than a golden rule for street furniture design; it establishes a foundation 

and generates insight for further investigation. 

 

 

7.3 Future Works 

 

 

This study established a model of principles of street furniture design. This is a first step 

toward a comprehensive study. To strengthen the model, further studies are needed, for 

example, investigation of additional new principles and their correlation. 

 

The principles can be flexibly applied in different places. The collaborative design 

projects in Hong Kong demonstrate the implementation of the design principles. The 

evaluation of the final product—street furniture—placed in sites has not been done, due 

to the limit of this study period and the time required to produce and implement the street 

furniture from design proposal to final result under government policy. The value and 

precision of these projects resulted from different stages of evaluation and comments by 

the government, related professionals and the public (users) throughout the entire 

design process. Even so, the evaluation of the final outcome is expected to need further 
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experiment and enhancement with reference to the design principles. Opinions and 

feedback from a public with real experience with the produced street furniture can 

increase the value of evaluation.  

 

The projects in Hong Kong are considered as implementations in one type of areas, 

that is, urban renewal/densely populated old urban area. More case studies need to be 

done in different areas (not only urban renewal districts but also newly planned districts 

like new towns, different functional districts, etc.) of different countries to develop a body 

of implementations cases in which the design principles demonstrate flexibility for 

application in various situations. 

 

Difficulties are found when applying principles in real situations. To obtain balance 

and eliminate the differences between the theoretical principles and realistic situations, 

further studies are required. The disparity between theory and reality relates to the fact 

that the urban planning and its relevant policies do not coordinate with the principles of 

street furniture design. Further studies to investigate how urban policy can be planned to 

maximise the benefits of street furniture to the users and the environment, through 

reference to the model provided here are needed. At the same time maintaining the 

balance between the interests of different parties, fit to real situations, remains a 

challenge. 

 

Last but not least, urban landscape design, including street furniture design, is an 

on-going development. This study proposes a research result at a particular time. The 

charging situations and tendencies always bring new factors to urban landscape design. 

In the long term, continuous investigation with frequent updates and evaluations are 

important to provide the most desirable urban environment and urban life. 



 

  

 
 
 
Appendix 
Collaborative Streetscape and Street 

Furniture Design Project: Shanghai Street 
(This appendix has been converted as a book chapter which is co-authored with Dr. Kin Wai 

Michael Siu) 
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A.1 Introduction of the case study 
 

This study included several collaborative streetscape and street furniture design projects 

which were carried by the School of Design of The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 

and the Urban Renewal Authority of Hong Kong. The collaborative design projects 

focused on streetscape and street furniture design in the target urban redevelopment 

and renewal areas delineated by the Hong Kong government. The collaborative design 

projects in this study included: 

 

1. Shanghai Street, Yau Ma Tei district (Yau Ma Tei and Mong Kok) 

2. Wan Chai (the district), Wan Chai district 

3. Kok Cheung Street, Tai Kok Tsui district 

4. Portland Street, Yau Ma Tei district 

5. Aberdeen and Sai Kei Wan (seaside areas) 

 

The collaborative design projects greatly contributed to this study. They were one of 

the main research methods in establishing the model of principle of street furniture 

design. Through the projects, the design principles were implemented, evaluated, and 

consolidated, and some new principles were suggested. The design projects also 

facilitated Hong Kong as an example to demonstrate how the design principles can be 

implemented in real situations. 

 

This chapter (an appendix) is a complete record of the streetscape and street 

furniture project of Shanghai Street. Shanghai Street is an example which represents the 

several collaborative design projects in this study to show how the research and design 

methods can be done in designing streetscape and street furniture according to the 

principles of street furniture design. The collaborative design projects showed how an 

in-depth research of the situation of the street was conducted, and how the research 

results were converted to design directions, and finally how the streetscape and street 

furniture were designed consistently with the design directions. It also showed how the 

interests of different parties (designers, policy makers and the public) were taken, 

balanced and converted into streetscape and street furniture design.  

 
A.2 Project Background 
 
Yau Ma Tei district (includes Mong Kok and Yau Ma Tei) is one of the targeted renewal 

districts of the Hong Kong government (Planning and Lands Bureau, 2001). There are 

dozens of old streets in the district, some of which are the main circulation links in the 
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Kowloon area. Shanghai Street is one of the oldest and longest streets; it crosses the 

whole district. 

 

Shanghai Street is a street with a rich historical and cultural context and an 

impressive development process. Since its exploitation in the late 19th century, Shanghai 

Street has experienced prosperous times in the early 20th century, and a transformation 

in the late 20th century. Today, in the 21st century, Shanghai Street is undergoing its 

greatest changes through renewal and redevelopment. 

 

In 2004, the landmark redevelopment project of Hong Kong (i.e., Langham Place, 

located in the Yau Ma Tei district from Portland Street to Reclamation Street, and Argyle 

Street to Shan Tung Street) was completed. Langham Place is considered as the starting 

and central point of redevelopment in this district. It has been decided that further 

renewal will proceed and extend from Langham Place to the surrounding areas, 

including Shanghai Street. 

 

 Figure A.1 Plan view of Shanghai Street 
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From 2006 to 2007, in collaboration with the Urban Renewal Authority (URA), a 

case study (research and design project) has been carried out on Shanghai Street (from 

Mong Kok Road to Public Square Street). The project focused on the streetscape and 

street furniture design. Following extensive research into the background of Shanghai 

Street, and after eliciting the opinions of the government and the public, we attempted to 

generate a streetscape and street furniture design that coordinated with the nature, 

identity and development of Shanghai Street. Maintaining the balance between the 

interests, needs and preferences of different parties (users, designers and policymakers), 

we aimed to achieve the goal of revitalising Shanghai Street and improving the quality of 

the Hong Kong living environment. 

 
A.3 Aims and Objectives 
 
Adopting a revitalisation approach, the project aimed to redesign the streetscape and 

street furniture of Shanghai Street in order to create a better urban living environment. 

The detailed objectives of the project were: 

 

1. To understand the background, including the history, culture, development and 

urban life of Shanghai Street. 

2. To investigate the directions of streetscape and street furniture design 

according to the situation of Shanghai Street. 

3. To cooperate with the renewal strategies of the Hong Kong government. 

(References including Hong Kong Planning Standards and Guidelines 

(Planning Department, 2007) and Urban Renewal Strategy (Planning and 

Lands Bureau, 2001), and the 4Rs Strategies of the Urban Renewal Authority 

(2005a, 2005b) were consulted.) 

 
A.4 Research Methodology 
 
A.4.1 Background Study 
Studies, reports, and documentaries by the Hong Kong government and different 

institutions were examined to obtain the background knowledge of Shanghai Street.  

 

A.4.2 Observations 
Structured field observations were conducted according to a fixed time schedule 

(Sarantakos, 2005; Siu, 2006). Photos and videos were the major sources for data 

records and analysis. 
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Observation Time Schedule 

1. Mornings, afternoons, evenings, nights, midnights. 

2. Selected weekdays and weekends, and special days such as holidays and 

festival days. 

 

Purposes of the Observation 

1. To understand the situation of the streetscape and street furniture at different 

time periods 

2. To understand how residents and visitors use and interact with the streetscape 

and street furniture 

3. To understand the everyday lifestyle and behaviours of the residents 

 

A.4.3 Direct Interviews 
Direct interviews were conducted with the local residents and visitors to collect their 

opinions, needs and preferences on the streetscape and street furniture of the selected 

areas. Grounded theory was applied in the analyses.  

 

A.4.4 Consultations 
Government officers and related professionals were consulted in order to obtain opinions 

and directions. Meetings and presentations were sometimes conducted in offices, while 

others were carried out directly on site. 

 
A.5 History of Development83 
 
A.5.1 The Late 19 Century—Early Development 
Shanghai Street is one of the oldest streets in Hong Kong; it started to be developed in 

the 1860s and continued to be extended afterwards. In 1864, due to the construction of 

military facilities in Tsim Sha Tsui and Jordan, the British government relocated the 

residents of those two places to Yau Ma Tei. These residents were settled in the areas 

surrounding the Tin Hau Temple. After several months, the area around the Tin Hau 

Temple was developed and became a market. In that period, Shanghai Street was 
named Police Station Street (差館街) because it was the place where the former Yau Ma 

Tei Police Station was located (at Market Street and Shanghai Street). 

 

                                                 
83 The sources of the History of development include: Asia Television Ltd, 1991, 2005; Cheng & 

Tong, 2000; Hong Kong Place, 2007; Radio Television Hong Kong, 1997; Planning and Lands 
Bureau, 2001; Urban Renewal Authority, 2005. 
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Figure A.2 Shanghai Street and its major landmarks. Modified from the source: Cheng & 

Tong, 2000, p. 20.  

 
According to some residents, Shanghai Street was called Main Road (大馬路), 

referring to the fact that it was the main traffic road for the public, and Nathan Road was 
called Official Road (官道), referring to its use by the government for horse-drawn 

vehicular traffic and police cars. Shanghai Street was a waterfront street in west Kowloon 

before 1885. The Hong Kong government started to exploit and develop Yau Ma Tei 

district, initially reclaiming the marshy area along Shanghai Street. Shanghai Street was 

later extended to Nelson Street after the reclamation. A large-scale reclamation was 

undertaken during 1900 to 1904, resulting in the land from Reclamation Street to Ferry 

Street being obtained. In 1909, the Hong Kong government rearranged the street names 

in Kowloon, including those of the existing streets and those of the streets reclaimed 

from the sea. One policy of renaming the streets was to use the names of cities and 

provinces in China which were the trading partners of Hong Kong. The name Police 

Station Street was changed to Shanghai Street under this policy. Shanghai Street was 

extended continuously as Kowloon developed. Today, Shanghai Street runs from Lai Chi 

Kok Road (Mong Kok) to Austin Road (Jordan). 

 
A.5.2 The Early 20th Century—Prosperous Time 
In the early 20th century, the combination of dense population concentration and 

continuous development enabled Shanghai Street to become the commercial centre of 

Kowloon, offering different kinds of business and social activities. In this prosperous era 

for the street, various businesses were founded, some of them with strong traditional and 

social characteristics. The following are some representative examples: 

 

Chinese Wedding Gowns 

The earliest business of making and selling traditional Chinese embroidered and beaded 

wedding gowns was started in Wellington Street and Lyndhurst Terrance in Central. In 
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the 1960s, the business shifted to Shanghai Street following the industrial development 

in Kowloon. There were more than ten Chinese wedding gown shops and related 

businesses such as Chinese wedding clothes shops during the prosperous period. 

Shanghai Street was then popularly known as Gowns Street. In the late 20th century, as 

a result of being affected by western culture, people started to show less respect for the 

traditional Chinese wedding and preferred western-style weddings. The Chinese 

wedding gowns business then began to decline and could not be maintained. Finally 

most of the shops in Shanghai Street were shut down. Today, there are still a few 

Chinese wedding gown businesses in Shanghai Street. They only sell the gowns; nearly 

all of the gowns in the industry are produced in mainland China. 

 

Portrait Drawing 

Portrait drawing is one of the oldest traditional businesses in Hong Kong. This business 

was a prosperous one, found in Shanghai Street during 1940s to 1960s. The 

portrait-drawing business operates in a very simple way: instead of owning a shop, a 

counter is set up on the street with a drawer, table, chair and some sample drawings. It 

takes three to four days for each portrait to be drawn; customers provide their photos and 

receive the drawing when it is complete. Today, there is one portrait drawing counter 

remaining in Shanghai Street. 

 

Letter-Writing Service 

In 1920, a post office was established in Shanghai Street (Yau Ma Tei Pumping Station 

Living Quarters, 8 Waterloo Road). Because residents received little or no education at 

that time, this gave rise to the letter-writing service. A number of stalls were lined up next 

to the post office, providing private and official letter-writing services to the public in both 

Chinese and English. Later in the late 20th century, with the relocation of the post office 

and the rising educational level of the public, this business vanished from Shanghai 

Street and also the whole of Hong Kong. 

 

Kitchen Equipment and Pot Repairing 

A number of kitchen equipment shops could be found in the 1940s; pot repairing was one 

of the popular services. Pots (including woks) were very common daily home 

accessories at that time. Residents preferred to repair their broken pots rather than to 

purchase new ones, due to financial constraints. Today, the kitchen equipment business 

is active and rather large scale in Shanghai Street. It is mainly focused on selling modern 

and stainless steel kitchenware for both home use and the catering industry.  
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Excrement Collection 

Excrement collection was a popular business in old Hong Kong. The buildings in 

Shanghai Street were mainly constructed in the early years, during the 1950s and 1960s. 

Some are pre-war buildings which were constructed before the 2nd World War. Many of 

these old buildings had no drainage system, and the residents there required excrement 

collection services. Every night, workers visited every storey of the buildings, collecting 

excrement in buckets and transporting it away in trucks. 

 

Old Book Stalls 

Several stalls selling old books were opened in Shanghai Street in the 1980s. One stall 

owned by an old man was particularly famous. The old man collected books from 

different places and sold them on the stall. Because of the limited space on the stall, the 

owner arranged the books along the road next to the stall. People were always jammed 

at the stall, searching for books and reading them on the street. This became one of the 

special scenes in Shanghai Street and was recorded in a documentary. Unfortunately, 

this old book stall closed with the redevelopment of Shanghai Street and the retirement 

of the owner in the late 20th century. 

 
A.5.3 The Late 20th Century—Transformation 
With the continuous development of Kowloon and the establishment of the Mass Transit 

Railway (MTR), which was constructed under Nathan Road in the late 20th century, 

Nathan Road was extended and became longer than Shanghai Street, finally replacing 

the importance of Shanghai Street and becoming the most prosperous street in Kowloon 

in terms of commercial activities. The extension of Nathan Road and the MTR led to 

commercial activities shifting from Yau Ma Tei to Mong Kok and Jordan; Yau Ma Tei then 

lost its significant role in Kowloon. After the loss of its principal commercial status and the 

decay of many old traditional businesses, brothels and the entertainment industry 

invaded Shanghai Street. In addition to the aging of the environment due to many years 

of development, the face and character of Shanghai Street changed. 

 

A.5.4 The 21st Century—Redevelopment and Renewal 
Because of the early development and insufficient maintenance, Shanghai Street 

became an old and shabby district with depreciated buildings and a poor living 

environment. The Hong Kong government considers Shanghai Street, with the 

neighbouring streets including Portland Street and Reclamation Street, as a prime 

candidate for renewal in the Yau Ma Tei district. It aims to redevelop and renew the areas 

to create a new commercial and tourist district. Several renewal and redevelopment 

projects have taken place in Shanghai Street. A major area (i.e., from Portland Street to 
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Reclamation Street and Argyle Street to Shan Tung Street) has been redeveloped. For 

example, Langham Place, which combines commercial, office, and hotel functions, was 

completed in 2004. Another project, “8 Waterloo Road”, located in Waterloo Road and 

Yun Nan Lane, was developed for residential and recreational (Portland Street Man Ming 

Lane Rest Garden) use in late 2004. In addition, tens of new buildings are dispersed 

along Shanghai Street. According to the government’s plans for Yau Ma Tei district, more 

and further redevelopment and renewal projects are to proceed in the district, including in 

Shanghai Street. 

 
A.6 Present Situation 
 
A.6.1 Project Area 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A.3 The total length of 

Shanghai Street is from Lai Chi Kok 

Road to Austin Road; the area of the 

study was from Mong Kok Road to 

Public Square Street (Yau Ma Tei 

district). 
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A.6.2 Location and Surroundings 
 

 
Figure A.4 Surrounding environment of Shanghai Street. 

 

Shanghai Street is the second street to the west of Nathan Road, located between 

Portland Street and Reclamation Street. Nathan Road is the main road in the Yau Ma Tei 
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district for commercial activities and transportation facilities such as MTR and bus 

stations. The area from Nathan Road to Ferry Street, including Shanghai Street, Portland 

Street and Reclamation Street, is considered an urban renewal target by the Hong Kong 

government. The streets in the area have similar appearances and urban problems. 

 

  

  
Figures A.5a-d (a) (Top left) Nathan Road. (b) (Top right) Portland Street. (c) (Bottom left) 

Shanghai Street. (d) (Bottom right) Reclamation Street. 
 

A.6.3 Architecture 
There are different types of architecture in Shanghai Street; these can be classified into 

three categories: 

 
Old Architecture 

Old architecture occupies a large proportion of Shanghai Street. There are mixed 

buildings, with residential use on the upper floors and commercial use on the lower floors. 

Most of the old constructions along both sides of Shanghai Street were built during the 

1950s and 1960s, while some were built before the 2nd World War (these are called 

pre-war buildings). These buildings have depreciated in both external appearance and 

internal structure due to early development and insufficient maintenance. Some may also 

be at the risk of collapse.  
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Figure A.6 Overall environment and some special constructions and places (landmarks) on 

Shanghai Street 
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Figures A.7a-b (a) Old buildings constructed in Shanghai Street in the 1950s and ‘60s. (b) 

Pre-war buildings constructed in Shanghai Street before the 2nd World War. 

 

New Architectures 

  
Figures A.8a-b (a) Langham Place (Source: Urban Renewal Authority, 2005b). (b) Langham 

Place, Shanghai Street. 

  
Figures A.9a-b (a) 8 Waterloo Road. (b) Portland Street/Man Ming Lane Rest Garden. 
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There are two new redevelopment projects in Shanghai Street: Langham Place and 8 

Waterloo Road. The Langham Place project was completed in 2004, and is the largest 

redevelopment project in Hong Kong. It comprises two high-rise sections and provides 

commercial, hotel and office use. The 8 Waterloo Road redevelopment project was also 

completed in 2004. This is a middle-class residential building with recreational open 

space (i.e., Portland Street Man Ming Lane Rest Garden). These two modern buildings 

are the new significant landmarks of Shanghai Street. 

 

Other than the two major projects mentioned above, several relatively smaller new 

developments can be found among the old architecture. In some parts of Shanghai 

Street, single new commercial or residential buildings have been constructed to replace 

former ageing buildings; they now stand alone in between the old buildings. 

 

  
Figures A.10a-b Newly constructed commercial and residential buildings between the old 

blocks in Shanghai Street. 

 
Historical, Cultural, and Preserved Architecture 

A number of buildings with historical and cultural value can be found in Shanghai Street. 

Some of them are statutory preserved construction or historical heritage.  

 

(A) Tin Hau Temple and Yau Ma Tei Community Centre Rest Garden 

Temple Street Tin Hau Temple was built in around 1800 and moved to its current location 

in 1876. It is one of the most famous traditional Chinese temples in Hong Kong. The 
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temple consists of five blocks with different uses, including storing numerous historic 

relics. Together with Yau Ma Tei Community Centre Rest Garden, it is one of the main 

landmarks of Yau Ma Tei district and a famous tourist spot with historical and cultural 

value. 

 

  
Figures A.11a-b (a) Tin Hau Temple. (b) Yau Ma Tai Community Centre Rest Garden. 
 

(B) Yau Ma Tei Police Station 

The former Yau Ma Tei Police Station was located at Shanghai Street and Market Street. 

Because of this, the public referred to Shanghai Street as “Police Station Street”. In 1922, 

the police station was relocated to Public Square Street and Canton Road. Yau Ma Tei 

Police Station is one of the oldest police stations in Kowloon and a building preserved by 

law.  

 

  
Figures A.12a-b Yau Ma Tei Police Station. 

 
(C) Yau Ma Tei Theatre and Yau Ma Tei Wholesale Fruit Market 

Yau Ma Tei Theatre is a rare pre-war theatre in Hong Kong with rich architectural 

characteristics. It was built in 1925 and located at Shanghai Street and Waterloo Road. 

Yau Ma Tei Wholesale Fruit Market was built in 1913 and located at Reclamation Street 
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and Waterloo Road, next to Yau Ma Tei Theatre. The Hong Kong Government has 

decided to develop the theatre and the fruit market behind it as a tourist spot in the 

district, so as to preserve and promote its cultural value. 

 

  
Figures A.13a-b (a) Yau Ma Tei Theatre. (b) Yau Ma Tei Wholesale Fruit Market. 

 

(D) Yau Ma Tei Pumping Station Living Quarters 

The Living Quarters is one of the units of the Pumping Station which was constructed in 

1895. The pumping station was abandoned later on, and constructions such as the 

chimney, operation room and warehouse were demolished. The living quarters were kept 

and became a post office in 1920. It later became a public toilet, a rubbish station and a 

temporary house for outliers. Today, it is preserved by law, and will be developed as 

public facilities. 

 

  
Figures A.14a-b Yau Ma Tei Pumping Station Living Quarters, located at 8 Waterloo Road. 

 
A.6.4 Open Space 
The vehicular and pedestrian paths are the main open spaces in Shanghai Street. 

Pedestrian paths are located on both sides of the street and are 2 to 3 metres in width. 

Also, recreational spaces of various scales are located on the street. There are three 
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small-scale recreational spaces (Shanghai Street/Shantung Street Sitting-out Area, 

Shanghai Street/Dundas Street Sitting-out Area, and Man Ming Lane Rest Garden) 

located between the buildings along Shanghai Street, and three larger-scale recreational 

spaces (Yau Ma Tei Community Centre Rest Garden, Shanghai Street/Market Street 

Playground, and Mong Kok Road Playground) also located on the street (just outside the 

boundary of the scope of this study). In additional, there are other recreational spaces 

located near Shanghai Street, for example, Portland Street/Man Ming Lane Rest Garden 

and Public Square Street Rest Garden. 

 

 
Figures A.15a-f (a) Mong Kok Road Playground. (b) Shanghai Street/Shantung Street 

Sitting-out Area. (c) Shanghai Street/Dundas Street Sitting-out Area. (d) Man Ming Lane Rest 

Garden. (e)-(f) Shanghai Street/Market Street Playground (with basketball courts). 
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Although there are several open spaces in Shanghai Street, the density of its 

buildings is extremely high, so that there is no space (and open space) between the 

buildings along both sides of the street. 

 

  
Figures A.16a-b (a) The vehicular and pedestrian paths are the main open spaces in 

Shanghai Street. (b) There is very limited space between the buildings along Shanghai Street. 

Many buildings were constructed continuously along the street. 

 

A.6.5 Businesses and Social Activities 
As stated above, commercial businesses and a shopping mall are now located in 

Langham Place. However, a small number of traditional businesses, such as those 

supplying Chinese wedding gowns and portrait drawing, can still be seen in Shanghai 

Street. In addition, some construction materials shops are concentrated in the Mong Kok 

Road and Argyle Street sections. Several tens of Buddhist ware shops and kitchen 

equipment shops mainly selling stainless steel wares are located in the section from 

Waterloo Road to Public Square Street. Other businesses such as furniture shops are 

scattered all along the street.  

 

  
Figures A.17a-b The remaining small number of Chinese wedding gown shops in Shanghai 

Street. To survive, the shops are also selling bedclothes. 
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Figures A.18a-b The only portrait-drawing counter in Shanghai Street today, with the simple 

setup of a counter including drawer, table, chair and some sample drawings. 

 

  
Figure A.19 Construction materials shops. Figure A.20 Buddhist wares shop. 

  
Figures A.21a-b Kitchen equipment shops of different scales mainly sell stainless steel 

wares, for both home use and the catering industry. 

 

At the same time, Shanghai Street is flooded with brothels and other centres of 

entertainment. Many brothels are located on the lower floors of the old buildings, 

advertising by means of light boxes and signs on the street. Such advertisements in fact 

form a special scene and are characteristic of the street. 
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Figures A.22a-b (a) Furniture shop. (b) Old style barbershop. Figures A.23a-b (a) Brothels 

with signs hanging along Shanghai Street. (b) Mah-jong shop (for entertainment). 

 
In the section of Shanghai Street from Public Square Street to Market Street, 

hawkers selling sundry goods and handicrafts set up their trolleys from evening to 

midnight. This area of Shanghai Street is linked to Temple Street. Temple Street is a 

famous travel and tourist spot at night, with different businesses and traditional activities 

such as hawkers, face-reading, fortune telling and Chinese opera. 

 

  
Figures A.24a-b Part of Shanghai Street is linked to Temple Street with the stalls of different 

businesses. 
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In 2006, the Shanghai Street Art Space was established at 404 Shanghai Street for 

social activities. This art space aims to promote the arts, and to preserve and investigate 

the local characteristics of Shanghai Street by art exhibitions and activities. The 

recreational spaces in Shanghai Street are the main places for the residents to conduct 

social activities such as gathering and doing exercise. 

 

  

Figures A.25a-b Elderly people gathering in (a) Yau Ma Tai Community Centre Rest Garden 

and (b) Man Main Land Rest Garden. 

 

A.6.6 Street Users 
 

Daily Routines on Shanghai Street 
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Figures A.26 Daily routines on Shanghai Street 

 
Shanghai Street is currently an old district; its residents are mainly of the low income 

group, elderly and new immigrants. For the past few years, young people and visitors 

have been able to access Shanghai Street because of the newly developed shopping 

malls, offices and hotel of Langham Place, as well as Temple Street and the Tin Hau 

Temple. In fact, Shanghai Street is full of human activity. The above are some of the 

findings revealed by field observations: 

 

A.7 Limitations of Streetscape and Street Furniture Design in Shanghai 
Street 
 
A.7.1 Undesirable and Complicated Environment 
Shabby Streetscape 

  

Figures A.27a-b Unpleasant and complicated street scene, with depreciated buildings in 

Shanghai Street due to early development and insufficient maintenance. 
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Due to early development and insufficient maintenance, most buildings constructed 

before the 1960s in Shanghai Street have seriously depreciated in both outlook and 

structure. The shabby appearance of the buildings destroys the street scene and 

conveys quite a negative image. 

 
Contrast of New and Old 

  

Figures A.28a-b The new constructions that fail to consider the surroundings create quite an 

unpleasant contrast between new and old in Shanghai Street. 

 
Redevelopments are already taking place in Shanghai Street. Some parts of the street 

have had a complete makeover. However, at the present stage, a large part of Shanghai 

Street has still not been redeveloped or renewed. There are a number of piecemeal 

developments on the street. These developments are operated in such a way that new 

and taller commercial buildings have been constructed to replace the former old blocks. 

Besides improvements in the appearance of the building facades, nothing has been 

done about problems like the high density of the buildings and limited open space of the 

street. The new architecture also results in shapes that contrast unpleasantly with the 

surrounding old buildings. There is a considerable contrast of new and old, giving rise to 

a complicated and unnatural streetscape. 

 

In many cases, the installation of street furniture increases the complexity of the 

street scene, or sometimes the street furniture is hidden by the confused environment. 
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Street furniture in these densely populated old urban areas usually serves purely 

physiological functions, for example, street lamps provide lighting, seats, and benches 

provide places for resting. It is difficult for the street furniture to have a consistent design 

with the surroundings and improve the vision of the environment.  

 
A.7.2 Limited Space 
Limited Space for Pedestrian and Street Furniture 

The pedestrian paths (walkways) on either side of Shanghai Street are not wide enough 

to serve the pedestrian flow. The pavements (sidewalks) are generally three metres wide 

and in some places only two metres wide. In addition to the occupation of the pavements 

by the shops, it is hard to achieve a smooth pedestrian flow along Shanghai Street in the 

daytime. It is also difficult to install street furniture like street lamps (lights), railings, and 

seats and benches, as they may hinder the pedestrian flow on the street. 

 

Further, at the upper level, the protruding constructions of the old buildings 

(including the cantilever-type buildings and some illegal constructions) and shop signs 

block the vertical extension of street lamps and sign posts from the ground level. Hence, 

street lamps have to be attached to the facades of the buildings in some parts of the 

street. 

 

   
Figures A.29a-b (a) Three metre-wide pedestrian path with certain occupation by the shops. 

(b) Protruding parts of the old buildings and shop signs at upper level. 
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Figures A.29c-d In Shanghai Street, the street lamps are designed to be attached to the 

facades of the buildings instead of street lamp poles standing on the ground, because of the 

protruding parts of the buildings. 

 
A.7.3 Characterless Environment 
Streetscape 

Shanghai Street is one of the earliest developed places in the city, with a rich historical 

and cultural background and characteristics. Due to changes over time and the direction 

of redevelopment, the traditional and cultural businesses and activities have vanished. 

Shanghai Street has been transformed to become characterless. Compared with the 

time before the 1980s, the modern Shanghai Street has less historical and cultural 

interest as a result of new shopping malls and the concentration of new construction 

material and kitchen equipment shops. The invasion of brothels and the entertainment 

industry has also seriously destroyed the traditional and positive characteristics of 

Shanghai Street, though some people say that it is part of the culture of the street. 

According to interviews conducted as part of this project, practically no resident wants 

this kind of business (prostitution), near where they live. 

 

Street Furniture 
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Figures A.30a-f Different types of street furniture in Shanghai Street. 

 

The existing street furniture in Shanghai Street is mass-purchased or produced by 

relevant government departments like the Highways Department and the Hong Kong 

Correctional Services Department. They are consistent with other places in Hong Kong, 

where the same styles of street furniture are used. In other words, they are characterless, 

without identity, and fail to represent and reflect the characteristics of Shanghai Street. 

 
A.8 Intentions 
 
A.8.1 Intentions of the Public 
Public (or community) participation is essential in urban landscape design. However, in 

Hong Kong, the planning strategies of the government and the private sector tend to 

neglect the opinions and interests of the public. As stated above, we attempted to 

achieve some degree of public participation through in-depth field work in order to 

understand the public’s needs and preferences, and to convert them into the design. We 

applied a qualitative research approach. Direct interviews were conducted. The focus of 

the investigation included three major areas: (a) identity; (b) streetscape and street 

furniture; and (c) redevelopment and renewal of Shanghai Street. 
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Identity 

Interviews with open-ended questions were applied to analyse the identity of Shanghai 

Street in the public mind. The feelings and recognitions of the public towards Shanghai 

Street were obtained through the interviews. Finally, five main perceptions of the identity 

(public image) of Shanghai Street were organised, with the following key statements 

made by the interviewees: 

 

 
Figure A.31 Five main perceptions of the identity (public image) of Shanghai Street and their 

key statements made by the interviewees. 

 

According to our observations and interviews, historical, cultural and traditional 

factors played a significant role in constituting the characteristics and hence the identity 

of Shanghai Street in the public’s minds. In fact, these factors were considered by 

different researchers in the studies in other cities (i.e., Lynch, 1960; Norberg-Schulz, 

1980; and Rowe & Koetter, 1978). The identity elements of Shanghai Street were mainly 

formed from the 1930s to the 1970s, for example, the historical constructions, 

architectural styles, and businesses and social activities. 

 

In addition to the background study and documentary review, the people 

interviewed agreed that Shanghai Street had more character before the 1970s than in 

recent years since the 1980s. In other words, the identity of Shanghai Street mainly 

derives from the characteristics of the street in the early years. The findings illustrate that 

a new culture and characteristics have failed to form in Shanghai Street in the public 

mind in recent years. 
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The interviewees, who generally represented the public in large numbers, could be 

divided into two groups. The first group was the “insiders” of Shanghai Street, including 

(a) the street’s inhabitants, most of whom had been living there for decades; (b) people 

who worked in the street; and (c) people who had constant contact with the street, for 

example, the customers of the shops. This section of the public (or city users, street 

users) had better knowledge, including knowledge of the history and development of 

Shanghai Street, and was able to give comparatively more details and concrete 

descriptions regarding the image and characteristics of the street.  

 

The other group was the “outsiders”, including different age groups, with a larger 

proportion of youth who did not have regular contact with Shanghai Street. They were not 

familiar with the street and only gave general and apparent descriptions of its image and 

characteristics. However, quite a large number of them showed an interest in the 

background information of the street. They pointed out that they would like to know more 

about the history, tradition and culture of the street if there was a way for them to do so. 

 

Streetscape and Street Furniture 

According to the public feelings (impressions) towards Shanghai Street, like “old” and 

“complicated”, they agreed that the streetscape was undesirable, for example, the 

depreciated and aged buildings and facilities, the narrow and crowded pedestrian paths, 

and the contradiction of new and old. The interviewees also showed their dislike of the 

invasion of the brothel and entertainment industry because it disturbed their residential 

life by affecting their safety and causing noise pollution. They also stated that there was 

insufficient street furniture, for example, resting facilities in the street. 

 

According to our observations, although the limited and crowded street space 

obstructed the implementation of resting facilities, there were open spaces on various 

scales, with recreational facilities along the street. Some interviewees pointed out that 

the large-scale recreational open spaces were only concentrated in particular areas of 

the long street (the area of the Tin Hau Temple), and that the other small-scale resting 

parks were not enough to serve the needs of some parts of the street. As an 

inconvenient result, some members of the public had to take a long walk to access the 

larger open space in the Tin Hau Temple area. These findings reflect the uneven 

distribution of open spaces in Shanghai Street. Overall, the interviewees wanted the 

streetscape to be improved for a better living and business environment. 

 
Redevelopment and Renewal 

Since it was mainly the historical, cultural and traditional factors that had contributed to 
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the identity of Shanghai Street, interviewees showed respect for and a strong interest in 

the old street situation and environment, including the history, tradition and culture of the 

street. For redevelopment and renewal, the public preferred to maintain the 

characteristics of Shanghai Street by cleaning up and repairing the old buildings and 

environment. The interviewees agreed to redevelop those that were so aged (or so 

ruined) as to be dangerous, or unable to meet recent needs. They also preferred to 

renew facilities that were consistent with the characteristics of the street. 

 
A.8.2 Directions of URA 
Several meetings and field observations were conducted with URA officers as well as 

some other related government officers. The directions of the URA are as follows: 

1. The URA implements urban redevelopment and renewal according to the 4Rs 

Strategies (i.e., redevelopment, renovation, revitalisation and preservation).  

2. Langham Place is considered as the central and starting point of the 

redevelopment and renewal in this area (from Nathan Road to Reclamation 

Street). Further renewal will spread out from this point. 

3. At the present moment, it is not possible to redevelop other projects in 

Shanghai Street on a large scale such as Langham Place because of 

limitations such as dispersive property ownership, the financial situation, 

co-operation with property developers, public opinion, etc. 

4. Some old buildings are not old or ruined enough to necessitate demolition. 

Among the 4Rs strategies, revitalisation is the one whose implementation is 

most feasible. 

5. Street furniture is considered as the instant way to renew Shanghai Street. It is 

expected that such small items on a small scale will improve the environment .  

6. Street furniture including pavements, street lamps, railings, signs and open 

space facilities are expected to be emphasised. The design of Shanghai Street 

is also expected to be linked to the existing developed projects, such as the 

Langham Place project. 

 

A.9 Streetscape and Street Furniture Design for Shanghai Street  
 
A.9.1 Evaluation and Comment 
Several streetscape and street furniture design directions and proposals for the 

revitalisation of Shanghai Street emerged from the background study and observations, 

the needs and preferences of the public (i.e., the interviewees) and the directions of the 

URA. The process for generating design directions and proposals has in fact undergone 

several rounds of revisions. Besides collecting the opinions of government departments 
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and professionals, the public is one of the key sources for reference. To collect more 

public opinion, direct interviews with focus groups were carried out. The study objectives, 

directions and findings were presented to the public (i.e., interviewees) for comments. 

The interviewees included both “insiders” (inhabitants, shop owners, workers, etc.) of 

Shanghai Street and “outsiders” (members of the public who have less contact with 

Shanghai Street).  

 
A.9.2 Design Directions and Proposals 
By applying the principles of urban landscape and street furniture design, the design 

directions and proposals aimed to maximise the benefit and function of the streetscape 

and street furniture to the development of Shanghai Street, the interests of the 

government and also the public. Finally, five directions were identified as follows: 

 

1. Create a new and fresh image 

2. Maintain completeness 

3. Preserve, enhance and promote identity 

4. Maximise the use of open space 

5. Coordinate with the development 

 

Create a New and Fresh Image 

After a long period of development and changes, Shanghai Street has become an old 

district. The completed redevelopment projects such as Langham Place have 

re-introduced people and re-directed public attention to Shanghai Street. As mentioned 

above, Shanghai Street needs to be renewed with a new and fresh image in order to 

coordinate with the new developments, improving both the living and business 

environments and hence making a positive impression. 

 

Besides further large-scale renewal and redevelopment (e.g., renovated and newly 

built buildings), street furniture is another key urban element (i.e., a focus and key tool) in 

creating a new and fresh image for Shanghai Street. In fact, street furniture is more 

important than new buildings in this regard. Clearly it can be difficult for the government 

to “control” the appearance of buildings. In addition, developers’ projects are generally 

piecemeal; their focus is on their property business return and they may not take into 

consideration the image of the street as a whole. It is easier to achieve the goal of 

maintaining the image of the street as a whole using street furniture. In other words, 

newly designed street furniture can act (or at least has the greatest potential to act) as an 

agent to integrate the characteristics of Shanghai Street. 
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Maintain Completeness 

As just stated, the old and shabby environment and the numerous piecemeal 

developments result in a complicated and fragmented street scene. Given the project 

coverage (Mong Kok Road to Public Square Street), the two main landmarks, Langham 

Place and the Tin Hau Temple, are separately located at the two entrances to this area. 

Therefore, the proposed streetscape and street furniture are designed to establish a 

linkage to unify Shanghai Street and provide a smooth transition between Langham 

Place and the Tin Hau Temple. As a result, the street furniture is designed to bring 

completeness and harmony to the streetscape. 

 

Firstly, the design (i.e., colour, style, special features, etc.) of different types of 

street furniture is itself consistent with the unity of the total environment. Secondly, at 

present, one of the limitations of the street furniture in Shanghai Street is that it is not 

visually obvious and is hidden in the complicated street scene. To utilise street furniture 

in maintaining the completeness and unity of the street (at the ground level), street 

furniture, to a certain degree, should be visually recognisable and attract the attention of 

the public by its design (e.g., colours, materials, styles, and special features). Thus, the 

street furniture in Shanghai Street is designed to be slightly prominent within the street 

scene without further complicating the streetscape. 

 

Preserve, Enhance, and Promote Identity 

Shanghai Street is a place of rich historical and cultural contexts with an impressive 

development process. There are many historical relics on the street, such as the 

architecture, business and urban life. Also, various traditional commercial and social 

activities have taken place at different periods on the street. All of them are the special 

characteristics and image of the street. The street furniture, as a part of Shanghai Street, 

is designed to reflect and enhance the valuable characteristics of the street so as to 

create its unique identity and image. It then concurrently promotes the characteristics, 

background and development of Shanghai Street to the public. 

 

The main function of Shanghai Street is for vehicular and pedestrian traffic. Social 

activities like resting and gathering mainly occur in the open and recreational space. 

According to our research, the existing street furniture is sufficiently good quality, and its 

basic functions satisfy the public’s needs. However, it is old and characterless. Because 

of this, the identity of the street furniture (created based on the identity of Shanghai 

Street) is mainly presented in its appearance (i.e., styles, colours, special features, etc.).  
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Maximise the Use of Open Space 

Regarding the problem of limited space, it is difficult to increase the open space in 

Shanghai Street at present. Hence, the streetscape and street furniture should be 

designed and arranged in an appropriate way to maximise the functions and usages of 

open space in order to soften the problem of high density and maintain smooth 

pedestrian traffic on the street. 

 

Space saving is the principal requirement of the street furniture design in Shanghai 

Street. Some street furniture such as the seats and statues (e.g., sculptures) occupying 

certain spaces and allowing people to congregate are not designed to be placed on the 

street, given that there are other open and recreational spaces for such seats and 

statues. 

 

Coordinate with the Development 

Shanghai Street has been continually developing throughout its long history. Today, the 

street is undergoing the greatest changes; that is, the redevelopment from old to new. A 

long time is required for the whole redevelopment, and in fact, cities change from time to 

time. To coordinate with the on-going development, the street furniture in Shanghai 

Street is designed to be consistent with time. 

 

Further, the street furniture is designed to preserve and reflect the traditional 

characteristics of the street as well as meeting the current and future needs with new 

technology. In this way, the street furniture in Shanghai Street can be compatible with the 

changing environment and create a smooth transition between the past, present and 

future.  

 

A.9.3 Street Furniture and Streetscape Design 
To create the street furniture according to the identity of Shanghai Street, we have 

integrated a series of traditional design patterns (which is one significant characteristic of 

Shanghai Street) into the street furniture design. The traditional patterns were popularly 

used in both the interior and exterior of constructions in Hong Kong before the 1970s. 

They were mainly tile works (mosaic tiles) of the floors and both interior and exterior 

walls, as well as the windows, doors and balcony frames (or, called balcony cages). 

 

As Shanghai Street has developed since the early 20th century, the traditional 

patterns of the old buildings are one of the main characteristics representing old Hong 

Kong and the old districts like Shanghai Street. Today, the traditional patterns can still be 

found in some of the old blocks in Shanghai Street. (In other old districts of Hong Kong, 
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such as Sham Shui Po, Wan Chai and Hung Hom, the traditional patterns of the old 

constructions are also found). 

 

We have selected and applied the traditional patterns as the basic design elements 

of the street furniture, with modifications according to current needs and technology and 

also some of the more unique characteristics of Shanghai Street. We have expected to 

create street furniture that is strongly identified with Shanghai Street. In addition, the 

traditional patterns act as special features, with a consistent colour tone, throughout the 

whole series of street furniture. This creates consistency between the different types of 

street furniture, the surrounding environment and time, and hence the unity of the 

streetscape. 

 

Further, we have designed pavement and street furniture including street lamps, 

railings, street name poles, tree guards and signs. The details of each item are described 

below: 

 

  
Figures A.32a-b Some examples of traditional patterns of the old buildings: the tile work on 

floors and walls, and the windows and door frames. 

 

Pavement 

A traditional design pattern is proposed to be applied to the pavement along Shanghai 

Street. The reason for selecting this pattern is that every basic unit of the pattern is 

simple and can be easily applied with current installation methods. To enhance the 

simplicity of the pavement without complicating the street scene, each basic unit is 

enlarged to form the pavement vertically, instead of the original version in which each 

basic unit was small and formed the whole pattern both horizontally and vertically. 
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Figure A.33a Selected traditional design pattern for the pavement design. 

Figure A.33b Pavement basic unit (perspective view). 

 

  
Figure A.33c Pavement basic unit (top view). 

Figure A.33d The same pattern of pavement is suggested in the district (including Portland 

Street and Reclamation Street) for the unity of the whole area, with different combinations of 

colour for different streets for enhanced identity and distinguishability. 

 

The pavement is formed using the current materials and paving methods of the Hong 

Kong Highways Department. The pattern of the pavement is comprised of concrete 

paving blocks. In the central square part, a tile with a (carved) drawing showing the 

characteristics (e.g., traditional business and historical construction) of Shanghai Street 

is designed. This design aims to enhance and promote the characteristics, background, 

development, and hence the identity of Shanghai Street. Light sand and grey-blue colour 

paving blocks are selected for the following reasons: 

 

1. Light sand colour paving blocks comprise the main part of the pavement; they 

have the same colour tone as those in Langham Place. This helps to unify the 

whole street with this new large-scale development.  
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2. The existing streetscape mainly comprises constructions of grey and dark 

coloured tones. The light coloured pavement brings freshness to the old and 

shabby streetscape and improves the environment.  

3. The slightly contrasting effect created by the grey and light sand colour paving 

blocks makes the pavement stand out slightly from the streetscape and be 

recognised by the public, without complicating the environment. The street 

furniture is used to unify the lower level of the street and complete the 

streetscape. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A.33e 

Tile in the 

middle of 

each basic 

unit of 

pavement 

showing the 

characteristics 

(e.g., 

traditional 

business and 

historical 

construction) 

of Shanghai 

Street. 
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Figure A.33f 

Details of the 

pavement. 

 

  

Figure A.33g Formation of pavement (formed repetitively along the street by basic units). 

Figure A.33h Pavement settings (patterns) along the street. 
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Figure A.33i Pavement settings (patterns) at a corner of the street. 

Figure A.33j Pavement settings (patterns) at a corner of the street. 

 

Street Lamps 

  

  
Figure A.34a Selected traditional design patterns for street lamp version 1. 

Figures A.34b-d Street lamp version 1. 

 

Two versions of street lamps are designed to refer back to two traditional design patterns. 

The main elements of each pattern have been picked and applied in the street lamp 

design. Because of the limited space in Shanghai Street, the street lamps can be 

installed in two ways: (a) standing on the ground with lamp poles, or (b) hanging on the 
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facades of the buildings without lamp poles. Hanging street lamps can be installed in 

places where it is not possible to install street lamp poles. The reasons for the choice of 

black or dark grey as the colour for the street lamps are first to avoid complexity, and 

second to accomplish a balance of consistency with the surroundings. Also, black or dark 

grey makes the street lamps slightly prominent within the street and avoids them being 

hidden in the street scene, which contributes to the intention of using street furniture to 

unify the lower level of the streetscape and create completeness. 

 

  

   

Figure A.34e Street lamp version 1 (connection methods). 

Figures A.34f-h Two ways of installing version 1 of the street lamp: hanging on the facade of 

the building without a lamp pole, or standing on the ground with a lamp pole. 
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Figure A.35a Selected traditional design patterns for street lamp version 2. 

Figures A.35b-d Street lamp version 2. 

 

  

  
Figure A.35e Street lamp version 2 (connection methods). 

Figures A.35f-h Two ways of installing version 1 of the street lamp: hanging on the facade of 

the building without a lamp pole, or standing on the ground with a lamp pole. 

 

Railings 

The present railings are modified and reapplied in Shanghai Street. The existing railings 

provided by the Highways Department have certain advantages. They are easy to install, 

flexible to adjust the scale and in different positions such as road corners. Also, the slight 
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and slim design can adapt to the narrow pedestrian path and minimise obstructions. 

 

  
Figure A.36a Existing railings provided by Hong Kong Highways Department. 

Figure A.36b Selected traditional patterns for the design elements of railings. 

 

  

  
Figures A.36c-f Railings 
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For the proposed design, the outer frame of the existing railings will be preserved, 

whereas the inner frame is modified with a traditional design pattern found in the street 

(i.e., in the structures and frames of the old buildings). The railings can be made of steel 

or cast iron, and the dark grey colour makes the railings will stand out from the street 

scene and complete the balance and consistency with the surroundings. This contributes 

to the goal of using street furniture to unify the lower level of the streetscape and create 

completeness. 

 

Street Name Pole (with Street Name Plate) 

The selected design pattern of the proposed street name pole (with street name plate) is 

similar to that of the railings. Also, the material and colour (dark grey steel or cast iron) 

are same as those of the railings. Therefore, the design of the street name pole is much 

more compatible with the railings because they are installed in close proximity on the 

street. 

 

  
Figure A.37a Selected design pattern for street name pole design. 

Figure A.37b Several versions of the street name poles. 

 
The street name pole is designed to give the impression that the street name plates 

(i.e., a pair of street name plates able to been seen from both sides) are floating on the 

top of the pole. Actually the street name plates are installed firmly with a frame that is 

hidden behind the plates. This adds interest and “imageability” to the street experience of 

the users. 

 

In the middle of the street name pole, a street logo is created using stainless steel. 

Street logos are popular in many countries like China and Japan, especially in long and 

characteristic streets. The street logo helps to enhance the identity of the street and also 

to enrich the street experience of the public. 
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Figure A.37e-f Street name pole: installation method and details 

 

Figure A.37g Street name pole with railings and pavement. 
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Tree Guard 

 
According to the renewal plan for Shanghai Street, introducing planting is one possible 

direction of environmental improvement. Therefore, tree guards are also designed to use 

a traditional design pattern. The design is based on the metal framework of the existing 

tree guards provided by the Highways Department, with some modification of the 

patterns and details. The twisting part is a significant element in numerous traditional 

design patterns, and the flower shape pattern of the door frame is applied in the tree 

guard design. The black and grey colour tone gives the tree guard consistency with the 

other street furniture, including street lamps, railings and street name poles. In addition, it 

also contributes to the proposal as additional street furniture (which allows the street 

furniture to be slightly prominent from the street scene without adding complexity) in 

order to unify the lower level of the street and create completeness. 
 

  
Figure A.38a Existing tree guard design. 

Figure A.38b Selected patterns for tree guard design. 
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 Figures A.38c-g Tree guard with pavement 

 

Signage (Sign) 

Shanghai Street is a very long and straight street. The project area covers most of it. A 

set of signage (i.e., a pair of sign poles) is proposed to be located at the starting points of 

the two sides of the project coverage. The sign poles act like an entrance and gateway 

(or symbol, landmark, sign, facade) to such a long street. They help to maintain the 

completeness of Shanghai Street and draw people towards it. The middle portion of each 

pole is twisted (a significant element of numerous traditional design patterns). Hollow 

(pierced) Chinese and English names of Shanghai Street are made in the upper part of 

each pole. The vertical installation and slender design of the signs enables its adaptation 

in the limited street space and simultaneously provides the intended function. With the 

shiny appearance and reflection of stainless steel, the signs contrast with the 

surroundings and become an outstanding indication. 
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Figure A.39a The twisted middle portion of a flat bar is one of the significant elements of 

numerous traditional design patterns. 

Figure A.39b A hollow (pierced) shop name and pattern on the shop gate is characteristic of 

old Hong Kong. 

 

  
Figure A.39c Two stainless steel sign posts are twisted at the middle portion. They have 

hollow (pierced) Chinese and English names of Shanghai Street at the upper parts. 

 

  
Figures A.39d-e Signs (details). Figure A.39f Signs with pavement. 
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Figure A.39g Locations of the signs. 

 

  

Figures A.39h-i A pair of signs located at (h) Shanghai Street/Mong Kok Road, and (i). 

Shanghai Street/Public Square Street.. 

  

A.10 Conclusions 
 
Shanghai Street is old. Its age is the reason why some development projects can be 

seen there, such as property demolition and construction. However, the current projects 

in the street are piecemeal and not formulated under a unified plan; this includes some of 

the so-called big new redevelopment projects. As identified above, the street 
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environment can be better maintained and further improved if the quality of the 

environment is seriously considered as a whole, no matter whether the buildings are 

being renovated, demolished or reconstructed, or whether open spaces and facilities are 

constructed, or the street surface is re-paved. In other words, the revitalisation of the 

whole street including the buildings, open spaces, and street furniture under one design 

control plan is encouraged. 

 

It cannot deny that street furniture requires consideration of functional needs and 

physical characteristics of street environment. The design of the street furniture for 

Shanghai Street meets this requirement. To address the problem of limited space, the 

proposed street furniture is designed in a space saving way. For example, it is narrow 

and slender in form, so as to minimise the occupation of the street and to allow the 

pedestrian traffic to circulate freely. At the same time, it can provide its original functions 

in a very clear basis.  

 

One purpose of the proposed street furniture design in Shanghai Street is to unify 

the street scene of different styles of architectures and the confused environment. The 

street furniture design aims to create a unified scene at the lower level of the 

streetscape. 

 

The street furniture is also designed to create an identity suitable to the 

characteristics of Shanghai Street. The traditional design patterns are applied as design 

elements of the street furniture so as to harmonize with other characteristics such as the 

drawing on the pavement, and to represent the identity of Shanghai Street. It provides a 

positive and unique image for Shanghai Street and prevents it from being monotonous 

and mixed up with other places. The special and consistent street furniture preserves 

and enhances the identity of Shanghai Street, and hence the public’s sense of 

recognition and belonging; it also promotes its history, culture, development, etc. 

 

Identity also includes social customs and beliefs. The street furniture design for 

Shanghai Street strictly refers to this. Taking the design of the signs as an example, the 

initial proposed version of the signs was designed with a sharp angle at the top. Its 

outlook was attractive. However, according to public opinion as well as the government 

offers’ advice, the design was not favoured because it looked like a knife. According to 

traditional Chinese beliefs such as feng-shui, an object looking like a knife placed at the 

entrance to a street or near the window of a flat is not auspicious, and may bring bad luck 

and unpleasant events to the residents. Therefore, the design was modified by removing 

the sharp angle in accordance with Chinese culture. Of course, as stated above, the 
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“balance” of different considerations is very important. Thus, the final design still 

preserves the twisted portion, which is the main idea and element of the design. 

 

  
Figure A.40a The sharp angle at the top of the sign is not preferable according to Chinese 

beliefs (i.e., the identity of Chinese culture). 

Figure A.40b Modified sign with the design concept unchanged. 

 

From policymakers’ point of view, it is practical for some street furniture (i.e., railings, 

street name poles, and tree guards) to be designed based on existing examples, plus 

modifications. According to different regulations and policies in Hong Kong, there are 

many constraints (e.g., financial limitations, manufacturing methods, and safety) for 

totally new street furniture design. Modifying street furniture from an existing version 

provides an efficient means of replacing it. In this case, the basic manufacturing methods 

and system do not need to be changed. The new design elements may only require 

some minor additional production. Less time and cost will be consumed in coming up 

with these new street furniture designs and their implementations. The quality of the 

environment can be improved more quickly with better designed street furniture that 

coordinates with the existing systems, regulations and polices. By contrast, the street 

lamp design proposed above may take longer to implement because of its totally new 

design compared with the existing street lamps, and also the tight regulations of the 

Highways Department with regard to lighting in public places. 

 

Streetscape and street furniture design is the main content of the research and 

design project. The different recreational spaces in Shanghai Street have not been 

covered. It is best when the design of recreational spaces and their facilities is consistent 

with that of the streetscape and street furniture. Further study of the recreational space 

should be carried out with additional considerations, for example, the different social 

activities taking place in those spaces, the behaviour of the users, and the functions of 

the facilities. 
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To conclude, the proposed design directions and solutions of street furniture for 

Shanghai Street are not perfect and there is still much room for improvement. In 

particular, the street environment and users are continually changing in terms of time. It 

is the most difficult but also the most challenging and interesting thing in environment 

and product design. However, as mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, we maintain 

that difficulty should not be an excuse for us to stop our pursuit of a place for better 

renewal and settlement; that is, providing physical, social, cultural and psychological 

satisfaction to people. And, we sincerely believe that respecting and valuing particular 

traditions and cultures, balancing old and new, preservation and development, and 

original lifestyles and changes, maintaining a place for settlement for all and promoting 

creative design can allow us to achieve a better quality of everyday living environment. 
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